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PRESIDENT'S

MESSAGE

1

The object of the Varsity Outdoor Club, as stated in
the club constitution, is, "To promote an interest in out
door activities at U.B.C., particularly mountaineering and
skiing,* When you read further into this journal you will
see that this objective has by no means been neglectedo
V.O.C. has something very worthwhile to offer. It is
friendship: friendship of other members who see life through
the same clear air as you, and friendship of the wilderness
and all it comprises — a very dynamic and exciting friend
ship.
Although most of this journal describes climbs made
during the past year, especially one very strenuating expe
dition, the V.O.C, is still an all-round OUTDOOR CLUB. Ski
ing has been, is, and will always be a large part of V.O.C.
The reason is obvious; the University session manages, very
nicely, to miss nearly all the climbing season. This leaves
skiing as the major activity when the club is functioning,
as a large single unit during the winter. This is as it
should be, for as you all know, there is no better way of
getting from the University with its smog and rain than to
head for the white hills with your boards on your shoulder.
For most members, skiing was the factor which drew
them to V.O.C. After a winter with the club, with all the
ski trips and social events, many members realize that the
V.O.C,*ers are a happy, carefree and friendly bunch and that
a summer of climbing and hiking with V.O.C. would appeal to
them. As the hearts of these members are already in the
mountains they develop an interest in climbing easily. This
interest is shown in this journal by the number of climbs
made last summer. I believe that the V.O.C. is now, more
than ever, a club which offers activities and adventure in
the mountains for the full twelve months of the year,
Although this has been mentioned many times before, I
shall state again: "The more effort and interest you put
into V . O . C , the more pleasure and fun you'll get out of it."
Enjoy V.O.C. —

it's for you.
Don Brown.

ARCHIVIST'S

MESSAGE

Here it is - our second V.O.C. Journal! As you will
notice, the main purpose behind our Journal is considerably
altered from that of the Newsletter. This year the Journal
is definitely a more serious effort, as we have eliminated
the long social write-ups and emphasized the climbing and
skiing trips.
The general consensus of opinion concerning last year's
Journal was most encouraging. Thank you for your support in
our new venture. The Journal is still principally for the
grads so we appreciate your suggestions. Perhaps the chan
ges you suggested after last year's Journal are not too
noticeable as yet. In time we do hope to expand our scien
tific section, enlarge the grad section, improve the calibre
of the literary efforts, encourage grad contributions to the
Journal and in general produce a journal comparable to those
of other Alpine Clubs. We are trying, at the same time, to
maintain the V.O.C. personality.
We hope you enjoy this second edition of the V.O.C.
Journal. It is, we hope, one step closer to reaching the
goal of a more professional journal.

Sandra Caldwell.
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Fairly
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GARIBALDI TRIP - Fall 1958
Jack Boulding
The large party of three new members and me old, star
ted out to catch the (we thought) 8:30 p.m. train that was
really an 8:00 train. We left North Vancouver at 8:05 by
car to try to catch the train in Horseshoe Bay (we made it).
The trip into Q.C.A. cabin took four hours via the summer
trail. Friday night we feasted ourselves on the food that
was left over from the spring trip. On Saturday we tried
Tusk and got fogged in. We turned back because of the
slightly inclement weather which included rain, snow, sleet,
and high winds. We passed the rest of the day eating in the
comfort of the cabin. We decided to stay and climb Sunday
if it was nice, if not, we would catch the 12:30 train. Sun
day, we came down the barrier to catch the early train.
Hamish nearly missed the train by going down the wrong side
of Rubble Creek but he made it with more time than we made
the train coming.
Conclusions:
cabin.

rain, snow, fog, sleet and a nice warm

MT. SHUKSON - Sept.27-28, 1958
Dennis Holden
We arrived Saturday afternoon at the Mt. Baker Lodge.
Spirited by the creaking of a heavy pack and a warm sun
above, we descended south into a valley, passed along its
meadowed floor and climbed again on the eastern ridge that
cradles Lake Ann. In the gathering dusk we hastened to es
tablish camp. The evening repast was prepared as so many
other suppers have been prepared; undaunted we huddled about
the roaring primus while greedily injesting a pork chop or
gingerly burning our tongues on hot tea. The mountain winds
had reversed and now delivered cold air from the glaciers
above. For a while we stood in patience while Les tried in
desperation to tune his uke. Finally defeated, we retired
to our beds and the bliss of a stony slope and a chilly
sleeping bag.
True to form, it was a resonant bellow from darling
Jack B. that drove us unwillingly from our rest at the un-
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inspired hour of 3 a.m. The moon was still high and bathed
us for a time in its chilly brilliance. Breakfast was
quickly dealt with and we then turned our efforts toward
the shadows above.
As day broke, grey clouds began to gather about the
peak. Except for occasional moments spent in finding the
trail, all went well until we reached the glaciers. Here
the wide bergshrund forced us to keep to the rocks. Increas
ing clouds and driving sleet finally forced us to turn and
descend again to our camp below.
A few hours were spent that afternoon practising tech
nique on the rock above the camp. Tiring of this sport, we
leisurely packed our gear, swung into our packs, and direc
ted our steps toward our cars and the busy lowland highways.
CROWN MT. - October 18-19
Dennis Hale
It was a dark and dismal night. A slow rain fell in
saturated flakes. Don Brown had driven a load of V.O.C'ers
to the bottom of Grouse Mt. This gang worked their way up
to the lodge slowly on wet chair lift seats. None of them
dreamed that during this same evening a unique road race was
being held just a few miles northeast of the chair lift.
Karl Ricker dragged George Massey up the Grouse Mt. road.
Although George's car was twice as powerful as Karl's, it
was twice as heavily loaded. It was said that although the
two cars were evenly matched with respect to power and
weight, George still had a slight advantage. This advantage Karl's distraction - L.C.B. The three parties, those from
Don Brown's, Karl's and George's cars, eventually converged
at Grouse Mountain Lodge.
At the reunion held at the Lodge, John Ricker and help
ers improvised some music. A singsong ensued. Someone began
a game of Knock. Finally we all toddled off to bed - but not
to sleep. It seemed that a party was in progress directly
under the boys' dorm.
A sleepy crew of eleven boys and two girls gathered for
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a fast breakfast. Two inches of snow had fallen during the
night. A clear day, and the new snow and food inspired our
crew. In high spirits we enjoyed a fine climb. We washed
down our lunch with melted snow water. Twelve climbers had
conquered Crown. One had turned back - nursing schedule.
The melting snow made a trip to the Camel unwise.
having come, seen, and conquered, we descended.

So

Aside from losing the trail for a few minutes, the des
cent was uneventful. Don Brown seemed to have fallen a bit
behind the crew. He wasn't too pleased when informed that he
was carrying 20 lbs. of rocks in his pack.' An excellent trip!
SKY PILOT TRIP - October 1958
Jerry Van Tets
One fine Saturday afternoon seven of us set off from
Acadia Camp for Britannia. At our destination, Karl arranged
for permission to drive up to the Upper Townsite. We took
the car past the Upper Townsite and part-way up the "road**
towards the Sky Pilot cabin.
It was already dark as we hiked the remainder of the
way from our halted car to the cabin. Here we had supper.
Early next morning we were herded toward Sky Pilot Mt. It
was a beautiful sunny day, which is unusual for Britannia.
On the top of Sky Pilot we had a clear view of the Van
couver watershed and Garibaldi Park. We ate our lunch. Three
members of the party departed to climb Ledge while the rest
of us returned to the cabin and then to the car.
LEDGE - October 1958
Karl Ricker
After we had descended Sky Pilot we met the B.C.M.C.
boys on their return from an easy climb of Co Pilot. As it
was only two o'clock and Ledge looked very tempting, Stu
Don, and I went along with the B.C.M.C. boys to climb it.
9

Upon approaching this rock face from Utopia Lake, we
could not find any sign of an inclined ledge on the south
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face of the peak. However, after gaining the south-east
ridge (leads into south face) the secret was unveiled - a
cleverly hidden four foot wide inclined ledge which tra
versed the south face. After a ten minute walk and scramble
we were on the summit. The cairn showed that a few VOC'ers
of the late 1940 and early 1950 vintage had also been to
this summit. All the hardware we packed was not necessary
but you're never sure.* Back to the cabin, and tea, and then
home.
LONG HIKE - Thanksgiving Weekend 1958
Graham Dawson
Wheeee Hawkens.'... The cry of the V.O.C. echoes through
the campus halls and nearby mountains starting off another
climbing year. This year V.O.C. invaded the community of
Pork Mellon, gateway to the "Rainy Country". Behind Port
Mellon lies Panther, Rainy and Tetrahedron. Our objective
this year was Rainy Mountain.
When the 210 people arrived in the pouring rain, they
found welcomed shelter in the unused bunkhouses and spark
ling new community centre. After a slight rest,that night,
we were herded into trucks and taken to the base of the
mountain. One after another the 15 parties snaked through
the dense, wet B.C. underbrush to the alpine. With much of
our ambition dampened we arrived at the top, to obtain a
wonderful 100 ft. view of clouds. The return trip was ac
complished in record time as the warmth of dry clothes was
anticipated.
The party that evening was a huge success with skits
and a V.O.C. orchestra. Many new members managed to accom
plish the steps to our queer mountain dances.
The next day the rain finally gave up. As a result
many people participated in rock school. The weekend came
to an end all too quickly. The "brilliant" fireworks pro
vided the right atmosphere for the send-off as everybody
boarded the boat for home. As is traditional, we had our
usual Victory Square parade and everybody sang our V.O.C.
songs before a captivated audience.
SHORT LONG Refer to V . O . C Journal 1958.Just different people

4.
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CHRISTMAS

IN VANCOUVER, 1958 - Robin Clarke, Esq.

The Christmas of '58 on Seymour Mountain should go down
as one of "out-door" skiing's blackest moments, while all
"in-door" skiers will remember it as their finest hour. The
word "snow" almost ceased being a concrete word and was in
serious danger of being relegated to the ranks of words such
as deep powder and sunshine which, around Vancouver, stand
for figments of somebody's imagination. A typical day would
see a group of hardy ski-mountaineers leave the cabin at
noon in pursuit of exercise and fresh air. Their equipment
would be a set of ski poles and pieces of cardboard. The
ski poles were for climbing up the few slopes that had a
snow covering and the cardboard was used in sliding down.
All of this was good fun, particularly if the company was
nice, but still your feet itched for the feel of wood on
snow and you longed for that sense of satisfaction that goes
with a fast downhill run. All summer long, to think of this,
to anticipate the enjoyment and then to have to wait, and
wait, and wait for the gods to decide to send a little more
snow.*
At night things were different. People tried to use
up the energy stored from the day. The methods for doing
this were many and varied: water fights, ordinary roughhouse, dancing, playing cards, and arguing. One night after
almost everyone was in bed this surplus of energy manifested
itself in the form of a small riot in the girls' dorm. At
three o'clock in the morning, the girls were yelling, or
maybe it was singing, cheering at heaven knows what, and
having sack races in their sleeping bags. Pleas, threats,
and promise of revenge by the boys only resulted in the
girls making more noise. Some satisfaction was achieved
when, in the morning, several red faces were seen when re
marks overheard the previous night were repeated.
Summing up the whole affair, the one saving grace was
the customary turkey dinner, with trimmings, at the New
Year's Eve party. The fact that the cooking was good and
that there was more food than people to eat it caused every
one to gorge himself. Thus fortified, the people were able
to do Sally Gooden, Polkas, and Virginia Reels. Visitors
came in and out in a steady flow all night, thus supplying
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an ever-changing array of new faces.
The usual scene during these days was one with the
"in-door" skier learning to play chess and "Man Jaune" (a
weird Chinese game), while the "out-door" skier speculated
on the chances of the snow coming before the spring thaw.
BANFF CHRISTMAS, 1958

- Di Bailey

After a 5:00 a.m. breakfast at Kennedy's some sleepy
V.O.C.*ers left for Banff and eight days of fabulous skiing.
Although the Volkswagen's passengers were frozen stiff from
the cold, all managed to arrive at Nadene's in time for din
ner. Although a snowstorm and bad roads did try to slow us
down, we made the 11 p.m. ferry. However, our luck couldn't
last forever, so Carman got into the act first by blowing a
tire, then Karl ran out of gas and had to phone the R.C.M.P.
for help. The finishing touch was Carman (as usual), who
drove the truck off the Radium highway. Took us an hour to
get it back on the road, but we did it.' Finally arrived in
Banff and found Tupper, who guided us to the "Shackteau" —
electricity, but no wood or water. However, in true V.O.C.
style, we soon remedied that situation.
As skiing on Norquay was rather rough, we drove to
Lake Louise on Sunday and skied at Temple. Temple has two
good runs as well as a five mile run down to Lake Louise
Lodge. Monday, we packed into Half-way cabin, which was
very small, but cozy.' That night, Karl, John, Dennis, and
Carman serenaded us from the tent. (It wasn't particularly
appreciated.'!) The next few days were spent skiing in pow
der snow and sunshine. Some of the more ambitious types
went ski-mountaineering on Eagle. Wednesday, being New
Year's Eve, the kitchen crew decided to serve something
extra special - hence Half-way Hash: Take mushy macaroni,
tobasco sauce, lemon juice, onion soup, salt and pepper;
mix well and add bacon, blue cheese, Kraft cheese, chopped
ham, crab meat, turkey and stuffing, Prem, powdered milk,
margarine, pancake mix, and serve on toast. To satisfy the
tea and coffee drinkers — mix it! We passed the evening by
singing and by being psychoanalyzed. Learned some rather
interesting things, seems Carman likes things in two's;
Karl's love-life has a terrific potential; and Gordie wants
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a harem! At twelve, we toasted in 1959 and fell into bed.
We woke up to -8 degree weather. After a few attempts at
skiing which resulted in being frozen stiff and in broken
glasses, we headed back to Banff and a very cold cabin.
We had hoped to go swimming but found the pool closed.
However, when you're desperate—!! Nine of the boys went to
Buffalo Camp while Dene, Beth and I went to a private home
and bummed a shower. Friday, it was too cold to go skiing
until noon. However, Carman provided interest by going into
the snow bank again, and Beth and I shopped, much to Stan's
disgust. Some of the group tried the North American run but
weren't too impressed. After dinner, everyone went swimming
and then a few of us went down to Bruce Ward's for a party.
Tupper's clever little game with a blanket, saltydogs, and
songs provided the entertainment. After freezing all night
(-50°), we were up and away for home by 10 a.m.
While Karl went to the doctor's about his frozen fin
gers, the rest of us went on to Dene's for dinner. All but
the Volkswagen's crew then left for Vancouver and arrived
without incident, except when they left Jack behind in New
Westminster! Early Sunday, Karl and crew were off via the
Cascades. Seems somebody turned the heater off so we froze
for over 100 miles. The ski rack broke so we fixed it with
boot laces. Later it broke again, but good! Our guardian
angel, George Massey came along and took the skis to Hope.
However, our troubles weren't over yet, for the car stopped
dead ten miles from Hope and refused to go. We hitched to
Hope and found Maseey, who took two of us with him while
Karl and Dennis spent the night in good old Chilliwack.
Party included: Karl, Dave Kennedy, Dennis Holden, Di
Bailey, Carman, Nadene Gwyer, Beth Chilcot, Stan Vollmers,
Ken Cox, Dave Osborne, Gordie Blake, Mary Dalton, Chris and
Pete Read, Jack Boulding, George Massey, John Sobey, Ann
Prevost, and Gill Broatch.
STEVEN'S PASS TRIP - January 1-4, 1959
John Ricker
On New Year's Day, a group of five left Seymour cabin
at the unusual hour of 10 a.m. The snow on Seymour was use-
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less (meaning there wasn't any), so Stu Fall decided to take
a car-load down to Steven's Pass in Washington. The load
consisted of Stu Fall, Frank Magwood, three Johns: Magwood,
Pringle, and Ricker.
The trip down was uneventful except for an icy patch
on the road near Everett where we counted five crocked cars,
police, and flares all over the place.
After coffee and a 5-hour trip, we arrived at our des
tination, an auto court 20 miles from Steven's Pass. We
found the proprietor in an intoxicated state. He couldn't
seem to recall Stu's previous phone message about reserva
tions. His unconcerned attempts at an apology were ill re
ceived. We found another motel with room about a quarter of
a mile down the road.
Then followed three days of powder snow skiing at Ste
ven's in temperatures ranging from -17° to 8°. The facili
ties were excellent - two chair lifts and about eight tows
with one for everyone's skill or lack of it. The surprise
of the trip was Jon Magwood's ability after only two days on
skis (we made him take them off at night).
For the third night Stu had found a cabin for us in the
Cass Auto Camp about twelve miles closer to Steven's Pass.
So with much stealth we packed up and left our old auto camp
stopping briefly to inform the proprietor: "We have got to
go.'" He seemed rather annoyed since we had left our stuff
in his auto court all day toll-free.
At Cass' we shared a cabin with a group of five very
delightfully assorted Australians and Englishmen. We had a
combined party for about three hours with at least "n 1"
(copyright 1959, J. Pringle) Australians sauntering in from
neighbouring cabins as guests. We absorbed much of the
Australian folk song, along with other intangibles, before
the evening was out. This trip was educational as well as
fun. The third day of skiing took place in a blizzard and
minor cases of frost bite broke out. The chair lift became
miserable riding due to the wind and cold. But we all
skiied anyway, taking advantage of people-free slopes.
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In the evening the long drive home began with everyone
in good spirits or too tired to express themselves to the
contrary. Financial complexities (otherwise known as col
lective borrowing) had arisen causing much confusion. How
ever, the trip was still a success. You might even call it
"casual" (copyright 1959, S, Fall),
8

"IT HAPPENED IN SUN VALLEY" 1958-59
Di Clarke and Anne Hutton
Because of poor snow conditions the V.O.C. group at Sun
Valley was very small this year. Our select party included
Al Hall, Jolly King, Glenda Morris, Bill Martin, Anne Hutton
and Dianne Clarke. We were joined by Norm Hanson down there.
The report said no snow when we left but we had high hopes
which were answered in a small way, for four inches of pow
der snow fell the day we got there.
Skiing over rock and sagebrush was compensated by the
fact that there were no lift line-ups. No ski trip is com
plete without a casualty — Anne Hutton was the unfortunate
one this year, with a broken ankle. After a week of skiing
hard all day and partying hard all night we were ready to
come home for a rest. There was a small eight-hour delay in
Prosser while the universal was fixed. To finish the trip
off with a bang (quite literally) we had a flat tire on
Kingsway at 3:00 a.m. in good old Vancouver slush. It's
good to be home!
ROSSLAND-TRAIL CHRIS1MAS
Barb Shaw

1958

A group of enthusiastic V.O.C.'ers descended on Red
Mountain at Rossland for a wonderful ski holiday. They came
by bus along with the U.B.C. ski team and various others.
Each day they were joined by the five or six members from
Trail. Skiing conditions were perfect with fresh powder
snow nearly every day. For those staying at the Lodge, les
sons were given by members of the ski team.
The night skiing was beautiful with the soft glow of
the floodlights and music playing. The long hill, the light
and shadows, the fresh snow, and most of all the immense
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silence, were very impressive. The hill is only lit as high
as the second tower but one adventurous member rode to the
top and skied down with the aid of a flashlight. Others were
content with the challenge of coming down from the first
tower.
A side excursion was taken one day, part way over the
Cascades to the pipeline. Here was a clear area between
switchbacks of the road just perfect for skiing. The drive
up was highlighted by a skid nearly ending in a quick trip
over the bank. However, this was soon forgotten when the
unbroken snow of the pipeline was reached. After some pack
ing was done, this proved a good run.
Many different activities were enjoyed in the evenings.
Best of all was a terrific horse and sleigh ride up and down
the mountain roads. It was a beautiful, clear, frosty night
and seemed like something out of a storybook. Everyone was
in high spirits and much horseplay was going on - some people
spending more time clearing the sleigh than in it. At the
half-way point we stopped for food and then turned around
and headed back down the hills.
Besides the continual get-togethers at Red Mountain
Lodge, there were two fabulous parties at Parker Williams'
home. The second of these was New Year's and the group
moved from the party at Red down to Trail to bring in the
New Year. This turned out to be a lovely time with the par
tying and singing at Red, and then more dancing, talking,
and quantities of the all-important food at Williams'.
All in all, it was a wonderful trip. Those present
were: Parker Williams, Don Lyon, Danae Williams, Barbara
Shaw, Keith Allan, Sue Tatum, Sharon Francis, Bob Kersey,
Sheila Fenton and Gordon Service.
BAKER SKI TRIP - January 1 8
Beverley Campbell
A memorable day for many persons dawned cool and
cloudy as the battalion of V.O.C. buses headed south to
the powder snow slopes of Mt. Baker. The three bus-loads
of skiers dispersed over the mountain's busy slopes. Some
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one hundred people took ski lessons* After a strenuous day
of skiing in deep powder and falling snow our active types
returned to their busses. The return bus trip was anything
but quiet as everyone seemed to have enough energy for a
singsong. Despite the weather, this was a successful trip.
8

STEVEN'S PASS - February 7 & 8
Pauline Glossop
At 8:00 p.m. Friday, February 6, 1959, the V.O.C. an
nual Steven's Pass Invasion began. Since the jolly old bus
could hold only thirty-seven passengers, numerous (five)
cars also gassed up and charged down to the Pass - a total
of about sixty V.O.C.'ers.
1

We, in Don Brown's car, left "sunny * Vancouver about
5:00 p.m. in order to arrange cabin space and to start "the
home fires burning" - wood and oil stoves in the cabins.
After numerous stops and starts (anyone for pizza? gas sta
tions, etc.) our illustrious car load finally arrived at
Cass Brothers* Auto Camp, just outside Steven's, at 10:30
p.m. (Wo' happened to all 5z£ hours?) Nobody else had ar
rived, so we investigated our assigned quarters - thirteen
wood cabins in all. We even had a river running past our
back door' — and snow too!
About 11:00 p.m. cars began to arrive. People every
where! All arguing too. After finally calming down, the
weary travellers dragged themselves to their homes for the
weekend. Then the bus load arrived at 1:30 a.m. no less!
They said they took their time — I'll say! Bedlam ensued.
People sleeping ten in four-person cabins — cozy anyway!
At last, peace blanketed our happy little village — for a
few hours at least!
Come 7:00 a.m. next morn, Karl Ricker rather rudely
awakened everyone in cabin ten by clomping into the vari
ous rooms and yanking the more unfortunate occupants onto
the floor - sleeping bags and all. We love you too, Karl.
(P.S. - we locked the door on Saturday night.) After
breakfast, everyone - cars and busses - took off for the
Pass and a terrific day of skiing. The sky was a brilli
ant blue; the sun blazed fiercely down; the snow was a
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fabulous 118" of packed powder. With the aid of numerous
tows and chairlifts, skiing began in earnest (for those
without broken legs anyway - eh, Ann?). Came noon time,
many people seemed to be too hungry as the bus was slightly
less than deserted (as George Hesselgrave, our terrific bus
driver, will confirm).
A few of us hardier types took off on a toboggan for
the afternoon. About 5:00 p.m., the more ambitious types
started to trickle back to their respective cars and busses,
beat but happy. Then came supper. Meanwhile, back at the
motel, busy little bees had been leaving sheets of paper
describing basketball games and a dance in the high school
gym at Skykomish. After rather hectic meals, the more wide
awake characters and numerous dead ones boarded George's bus
and took off for the "big city" where we promptly proceeded
to take over the whole gym. After about fifteen minutes of
dancing, we were so beat that we crawled back into the bus
and returned to our bunks. Some of those with "vim, vigor
and vitality" joined George in some toasted capperpillars ugh!!!
Visibility was not quite as good on Sunday as there
was a light snowfall all day. However, much skiing was done
by most people. 5:30 p.m. came all too soon, and we were
homeward bound. The weekend wasn't quite over though. We
all congregated once more in "Pardees" just outside Everett.
They even asked us to come again. Imagine.' Finally, the
bus left, but we in Brownie's car remained stranded until
they found the right string to tie the car together with.
After an uneventful ride, we reached good old U.B.C. again
(at 1:00 a.m. Monday morning). Ye olde bus arriving about
two minutes after us.
To have seen us all on Monday morning - with various
bunged-up knees, ankles, and bruised etceteras, you would
have known it was the morning after a V.O.C. weekend before,
but what a weekend!
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FORBIDDEN PLATEAU KANDAHAR - March 7 & 8
Don Brown
Friday night at 9:00 p.m. a small group of VvO.C.'ers
walked onto the boat to Nanaimo, packs on backs, skiis on
shoulders. These were Darlene Finlayson, Carman Smith, Jon
Magwood, Ted Stevens, Polly Glossop, John Pringle and myself.
At Nanaimo we were met by our transportation, consisting of
one pickup, three autos and assorted people - Gordie "LEG
STILL IN CAST!" Blake, Dave Osborne, Marilyn Osborne, Soup
Campbell, Beth Chilcott and Stan Volmers. Seventy miles and
a midnight snack later we arrived at the C.R.A. Hall in
Courtenay. Before bedding down on the tumbling mats we had
a rousing 2:00 a j . basketball game. After breakfast at the
Poole's, to the ski area we went. Later, after a rough mud
dy road and a mile walk we were at the upper tow. Weather
clear and cool. Some stayed at the tow and skied all day;
others went on past the tow to Jay Lodge, dumped their packs
and went ski-touring. Later in the afternoon, after Stan
had pushed Pauline up the tow, and after the tow was shut
down, the rest of us went up to Jay Lodge. We downed a late
but good supper, sat and gabbed around the ole drum burner,
and generally had a good evening. Cozy too — eh, Carman,
Darlene, etc!
The next morning another good day arrived. Jon almost
burned down the cabin with his fool-proof fire lighting
methods - coal oil. We ate breakfast and then most of us
went down to the tow hill to get in some skiing before the
race. Who do you think we saw on the hill later on in the
morning. Strange V.O.C.'ers! No? Yeah! Five keenies had
come for the race - Karl Ricker, Dave Harvey, Gordon Ser
vice, Albert Nichulland Parker Williams. After lunch those
of us racing signed in and started packing the Kandahar run.
The air had become warm and the snow mushy. By the time
the race was ready to start, the mountain was clouded and
there was a brisk wind - usual Kandahar weather. A bit be
fore 3^00 p.m. the race started with opening runner Stan
Volmers for V.O.C. Twenty-four others followed on the
minute.
The course is about lJ£ miles with a vertical drop of
about 1,300 feet, the last 3/4 mile being almost level. For
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all V.O.C.'ers the course was slow. The C.D.M.C. (Comox
District Mountaineering Club) types and their Heads had a
good run. Result: V.O.C. placed well back. The winner was
Herb Bradley of Courtenay with time 3:09 minutes. V.O.C.
placed in the following order: Dave Harvey 3:45 (5), G.Ser
vice 3:51 (6), S. Volmer 3:58 (7), K. Ricker 4:08 (10), A.
Nichull 4:16 (12), P. Williams 4:22 (14), C. Smith 4:29(16),
J. Magwood 5:02 (20), and Don Brown 5:19 (21). I wasn't
last either - third from the last. I beat the only two
girls who raced. When the race was over we gathered in the
Forbidden Plateau Lodge to discuss the race and await re
sults. "V.O.C. had come to win, and HA HA hadn't."
After aufwiedersehen—ing to our Plateau friends we
headed back to Vancouver via the Pooles' for supper. At
Nanaimo we aufwiedersehen-ed to our Alberni friends and
sang our way to the mainland.
A good weekend? Ask those who went.'
Wait till next year.' Will we win?
MT. BAKER SKI ATTEMPT - March 14 & 15
Ann Prevost
On the weekend of March 14, sixteen eager beavers for
feited the Cabin Skiers Ball to try the ski ascent of Mount
Baker. We skied into the Kulshan Cabin Saturday, and al
though we found it in a mess we were soon comfortably set
tled in.
As the amount of fresh snow killed any hopes of reach
ing the top, we slept in until sevenish. After an unhurried
breakfast we set off up the mountain intending to go as high
as possible. The weather was overcast with the occasional
snowflake and we soon climbed into a "white-out". After a
couple of hours of not being able to tell "up" for "down"
until you went up it, we came out on Heliotrope Ridge at
about 7000 feet. As the weather was obviously not going to
lift, we brushed under a cornice (just a baby one) and turn
back. On the way down two people in the party saw some gla
cier where none should have been; as a result half the party
headed much too far to the left, and missed one of the best
spots. However, a few speed-balls climbed part way up again.
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Once back at the cabin we guzzled orange freshie, lemonade,
tea, and soup, accompanying this with a coconut John Pringle
brought. A thorough clean-up followed, and we left the
cabin in at least three times tidier than we found it. Hois
ting our packs, we gaily headed down the Kulshan Creek with
Ricker leading and the rest of us tumbling after. Bold One
(Jack) took the prize tumble - twenty feet head first into
a hole full of water - it seems he skied over a waterfall.
Once out of the gully, the trail was fine. Just before we
reached the road, Karl gelandesprunged and spro-o-ong *—
one head ski gone. Ho hum, the guarantee's still good.
Back at the road, we put our skis in the ruts and coasted,
or poled (depending on your base) the five miles to the cars.
On the trip were: Karl Ricker, Linda Campbell-Brown,
Albert Nickull, Vic and Bill Preto, Honeychile (Dave McRae),
Jack Boulding, Don Lyon, John Ricker, Nadene Gwyer, Ann
Prevost, Gordie Antenbring, Bob Kersey, Dennis Holden, John
Pringle and Asger Bentzen.
GARIBALDI SKI TRIP - May 1959
Ginny Willis
Garibaldi, - "C'est la vie.'" There is absolutely
nothing better to do after those final exams than to spend
some time in Garibaldi. It is a must for newcomers and old
members alike.
Unfortunately, we had very poor weather. It never
stopped raining the day our party went in, in spite of the
fact that the meadows were covered with four feet of snow.
Everything, even in plastic bags, got wet. The storm was
so bad that both railways and the Canyon Highway were washed
out for a time. One thing about it, a trip full of hard
ships is never forgotten.
Since the weather was so poor, we did not get our food
air-dropped until the second day. Unfortunately, the meat
was not dropped with the rest of the food. It takes a gen
ius to make a stew for forty people with three strips of
donated bacon, four oxo tubes and a tin of left-over spam.'
Then there was the day Hamish Redford felt energetic
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and dug through the snow and ice to make himself a pool in
Garibaldi Lake. To top it off he actually went for a swim
in it! Brrrrrr!
Don't ever do what John Magwood did. He tried to dry
his soaking wet ski boots in the oven. Much to his horror
he discovered the whole sole had peeled off his boot. That
was the end of skiing for poor John. We lost a skier but
found a fabulous cook. John's pies and soups were most de
licious.
Another day a large duffle bag was air-dropped from the
plane. We soon found out it was Jack Boulding's wardrobe
sent from his boarding house on campus. We strung a clothes
line between two tall trees while he was off on a climb.
Imagine Jack's dismay when he saw his clothes strung twentyfive feet above the snow with a huge sign bearing "Welcome
Home Jack". Some welcome!
We will never forget how short of food we got before
the second air-drop. The great day finally arrived. We had
more food than we knew what to do with; sixty pounds of meat
came in along with forty pounds of cheese. Next problem was
trying to consume it since most of the crowd of forty had
left for home. They don't know what they missed. We had a
huge roast cooked most deliciously by Karl Ricker, who car
ved it in slices as big as steaks. For two members, we had
a special platter fifteen inches in diameter loaded with
food. Prior to this we all had soup. To top it off we had
Anne and Susy's fabulous apple pies, but the majority of us
were just too full to eat them. A dinner to remember!
The remainder of the days were spent stuffing our
selves with food since we didn't want to carry it out with
us. In spite of the weather we managed to have a number of
good ski trips. Among these were: Panorama, Price, Sen
tinel Glacier, Sphynx Glacier, Black Tusk. A few hardy
souls climbed Garibaldi. On the whole the visibility was
poor.
National Film Board photographer Bruno Engler of Banff
got some good pictures taken of our activities for a N.F.B.
newsreel.
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It is remarkable how well a large crowd can get along
together when everyone is willing to pitch in and help. Once
again, it is a wonderful experience which you will never
forget.
UNUSUAL CLIMBS IN GARIBALDI
(TABLE, PARAPET, ISOCELES)
Karl Ricker
For Sev Heiberg and myself it was our fourth Garibaldi
Spring trip. One of the purposes of our trip was to climb
Phylis' Engine which had defeated us last year. (V.O.C.J.
1958.) Consequently before the trip I made a quick trip to
Seattle in 12 hours to procure expansion bolts and a rock
drill — imagine paying duty on half a dozen expansion bolts!
At any rate we were quite sure that they would be needed but
upon arrival into the park, one of the best years for snow
had left the engine plastered and not at all to be attempted
for tension climbing. To our dismay we wondered what we
could climb other than the usual Garibaldi Lake climbs.
Finally on May 11th at a supper table discussion Sev
and I decided that if the weather was half decent we would
try a trip up Mounts Parapet and Isoceles which lie in the
next ridge east of the Sphinx ridge. We awoke at 6:00 a.m.
the next morning to find clear skies and by 7 we were skat
ing across the lake, but by this time the weather was star
ting to close in. We climbed rapidly on our skins to the
snow slope just north of the Bookworms on the Sphinx ridge.
By this time (10:00 a.m.) we were in clouds and snow flur
ries, and could occasionally get a glance at our two ob
jectives. We decided that we should return homeward as the
weather was hardly ideal for climbing.
However, no sooner than we had turned our back the two
peaks came out into full view with clear sky overhead. We
immediately turned around and began the steep descent to
Grey Pass at 6700*. The going was rough as flat light and
snow flurries hindered our vision. At what looked to be a
gentle slope for Sev turned out to be a steep skin-rubbing
ice slope. As snow was too hard for skis at the pass we
abandoned them and proceeded up the west ridge of Parapet,
What looked to be a short climb proved to be a long haul as
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we broke through the crusty snow with every step. By 1:00
p.m. we stood on Parapet's summit and were contemplating a
route to Isoceles which lay immediately south-east of us.
Presently the fog and snow flurries disappeared and a drop
of 200 feet or so was made to a platform north-east of the
two peaks.
The ridge of Isoceles was not gained directly from the
letter box but rather by swimming up a loose snow slope just
north-east of the gap. Fifteen minutes later saw us on the
summit in snow flurries and after a can of apple juice, an
electrical storm made our ice axes sing, so a quick depar
ture on all fours followed. New snow had quickly filled in
our steps on Parapet's ridge but by 3:00 p.m. we stood at
Grey Pass, wishing that we were on the Sphinx ridge. The
trip proved to be long and by alternating leads we were, at
4:30 p.m. waxing up for the run down the Sphinx Glacier in
new powder snow. By 6:00 p.m. we were tired but happy,
eating one of B.A. Thompson's famous Garibaldi suppers at
the Q.C.A. cabin. As far as we know Parapet (approx. 8100')
was a fifth ascent while Isoceles (8156') was a third as
cent. Dr. Neal Carter, whose letter appears in the grad
section, made the first ascent of these two peaks.
Perhaps Dr. Carter's letter had put a little courage
in Sev and I as it was read by John Savage to all in the
cabin at supper time on the same night we decided to do
Parapet and Isoceles. Perhaps another mountaineer who wish
es to remain as Mr. "X" had something to do with our moun
tain madness. Mr. X had climbed Table Mt. solo on May 10th
for the sixth ascent and on Sunday night of May 12th Sev and
I decided we would wind up our Garibaldi trip with an at
tempt on this famous rotten volcanic stock. Many have tried
this peculiar peak but as of yet no active V.O.C.'ers had
ever stood on the summit.
At 7:00 a.m. on May 13th we were on our way and at
Table Bay we skied up to the east ridge of Table Mt. All
packs except one small fanny pack were left at the base of
the east knife edge arrete. The first 80 feet was a gendarme
which was avoided by climbing a shallow gully south-west of
the gendarme by a few feet. Sev anchored into a piton which
felt solid and belayed me up. The next pitch was of much
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looser rock and was vertical; everywhere Sev tried to ascend
up and over the hand-holds and foot-holds gave way. After
ten minutes and a short discussion it was agreed that if I
couldn't climb up and over we would rope down and head for
the cabin.
Somehow the pitch was a little easier for me as the
next 50 feet was negotiated in about ten minutes. At this
point we were about one-half of the way up and the gradient
had levelled off momentarily. I straddled the loose-rock
arrete and up came Sev. He proceeded straight up after
climbing over the top of his belayer. About 40 feet above,
we found the second B.C.M.C.'ers piton but after a quick
test we began to wonder if he had climbed the peak on pray
er instead of safety. Sev belayed me to the base of this
piton and after throwing away the loose rocks I prepared
for the worse. Sev ascended another 40 feet to a third
piton which felt loose but which couldn't be pulled out. As
there was not a safe spot for a belay point for Sev, he
snapped the rope into the piton with a karabiner and found
a reasonable belay point 20 feet higher.
The last 40 feet was steep but felt much better than
what we had just come through. All that was left was a
hundred-foot horizontal traverse on a narrow ridge to the
main block of the mountain. Although a cairn was located
on the summit, no records were found. The 250-foot arrete
had taken us two and a half hours, so after taking a few
photographs and devouring a piece of fruitcake we reroped
and traversed back to the head of the arrete. Because of
the loose rock, the descent had us very worried and after
pulling out the piton by hand we concluded that we would
have to push off loose rock until we found a crack in the
rocks which would hold a piton safely. Ten minutes later
the piton rang true and Sev was belayed through the piton
to the B.C.M.C.er's third piton 40 feet lower. I was then
belayed, by means of one piton, down to Sev and then tied
into the piton while Sev pulled the rope through. As the
rock was much too unstable for safe rappelling, I again be
layed Sev down to the less steep gradient at the half-way
mark and I again used the first procedure. We drove our
second piton and again our procedure got us to the notch
between the proper arrete and it's gendarme. A quick rapel
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out of the first piton brought us back to the snow and our
gear. The descent had taken us two long hours and the
thought of leaving behind a karabiner and a few pitons hadn't
worried us in the least. We were only thankful that we had
a 150 foot rope and had padded our shoulders, arms and heads
before starting the ascent.
At the time we thought that we had completed a fourth
ascent as Tom Fyles had made the first in 1921. As you have
seen by his letter in this journal, Dr. Carter had made the
second ascent and while in the Yukon last June, I learned
from Herman Genshorek that Fred Parks had made the third as
cent. Tom Fyles informed me that a party of Seattle moun
taineers and a party of Sierra Club members made the fourth
and fifth ascents in the 1930's. Since then the mountain
has been attempted many times and all V.O.C.er's can remember
Heiko Socher's valiant attempt in 1955. All successful
climbs were by the east arrete and all attempts over the
tea-cup handle have failed. Mr. Fyles asserts that a hand
line had been fastened to a tree growing on the east arrete
on his first ascent and subsequent parties had used it. Sev,
Mr. X, and I noticed no such tree nor remains of the rope and
I suspect that the reason for so many unsuccessful attempts
in the I940 s and 1950's is that the east arrete ridge has
since the 1930*s eroded itself into a harder and more danger
ous climb. Although Sev and I have knocked off considerable
amounts of loose rock and have placed three pitons in stra
tegic positions, I do not recommend the grade 5 climb to any
one. Of all the climbs I have ever made in Garibaldi, Table,
of only 6625 feet in elevation, was certainly the toughest
and most dangerous and it was a fitting climax to my days of
V.O.C. trips. Both Sev and I conclude that never again will
we go near the Table as we may not be so lucky on a second
attempt!
8
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YEAR'S SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
CLUB SOCIAL CALENDAR - Beverley Campbell
September 28, 1958
During registration week, the first social event for
the 1958-59 year was the Old Members Party. Old V.O.C.er's
filled every vacant corner of Ruth Kidd's home. Delicious
food, dancing and slides only slightly interrupted the con
tinual conversation. Everyone agreed it was good to be back
with the gang taking another crack at university life and
the local hills.
October
Clubs Day was a big success and 400 old and prospective
members signed applications. Our booth, a mountain log ca
bin, again won the trophy. Our usual display of equipment
and rapelling attracted and impressed an interested crowd.
V.O.C. was again responsible for the Splash and Dance
and the Football Dance which indicates the old club is still
active on as well as off campus.
Our seasonal cabin-warming in the form of the Hallo
we'en party and turkey dinner was a tremendous success. De
lightful decorations and real lit-up Jack-0' Lanterns put
us into the right spirit for the initiation, scavenger hunt,
dancing, sing-song, and fireworks.
November
Old and new members got together for a slide party at
Betsy Goard's. As is traditional, pictures were followed
by food, sing-song and dance.
We had a touch of humour in our float for the Home
coming parade this year. Our enthusiastic crew of climbers,
roped up and garbed in climbing gear put in a strenuous day
on Vancouver streets wandering behind our "Cabin and Back
house" theme.
December
Another V.O.C. tradition, the carol singing party, was
part of our Christmas events. This year we only sang at two
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rest homes in West Vancouver. We started from Bruce Ward's
and ended our merry excursion with a party at Darlene Finlayson's. Next year we shall endeavour to expand the sing
ing and visiting part as it is worthwhile.
March
A bang-up ending to the cabin social year was our an
nual Open House. Many interested parents, friends, and fel
low mountaineers dropped in to visit the cabin and see the
climbing equipment display. The party Saturday evening was
attended by 200, and all agreed the Club Orchestra, skits,
and chorus lines are on a par with top Vancouver night spots.
The boys' chorus line again took the coveted trophy.
WORK HIKES 1958 - Bruce Ward
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Approximately 350 work hikes were done on the Mt. Sey
Cabin this year, complete with electric floor polishers,
the remainder done on campus or at Kulshan Cabin. KulCabin received a party of 20 to chop wood, replace win
and chink the cracks. V.O.C. is getting so modern they
packed a power saw in to do the work.

Work hikes in the cabin were done with the usual amount
of confusion when 30 people arrived on a Sunday morning to
meet 80 others just finishing breakfast after a late, late
night. Many people will remember swinging from the roof try
ing to stain the cabin, and others, the many attempts at fin
ding a dry garbage hole in that hard, hard ground. Remember
John Revel's famous bridge opening over the awe-inspiring
canyon between the parking lot and the cabin? or the people
attempting to clean the chimney, getting rocks and cans jam
med inside at the kitchen level?
The scores of people who bucked, split and hauled our
winter's wood supply from the sewage plant certainly worked
hard, and were occasionally helped by Dave McRae's "Nellie
Bell", a 3-ton rolling scrap-heap, which also hauled up the
construction materials for making the foundation leak-proof.
This job involved digging out the mud, laying drain tiles
and cursing the wall. Other outside work included dismant
ling Willy's Dilly and moving the gas storage shed farther
from the cabin for fire safety.
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Inside work in the basement was extensive this year.
Half the wood was stored outside and a new "sin-bin" room
built on the north-east corner. This was more than half
completed, with the remainder to be done next year. Its
main purposes are to give a place to the noisy people who
want to stay up late, a place for our band to practise, pos
sibly a ping-pong table and other legitimate night-time ac
tivities. Wiring was completed by Buildings and Grounds.
A new reinforcing beam was installed in the basement
later in the season to enable 200 people to dance the "Salty
Dog" upstairs without the cabin collapsing. The construc
tion of this was supervised by Robin Clark and the jacks
used were tall types, Willy Shuttleworth and Jon Magwood. A
new boot rack was built at the foot of the stairs to keep
the boots downstairs and to keep the upstairs clean. Gordy
Blake constructed a new work bench for the cabin, a muchneeded addition.
Upstairs, the aisles in the dorms, all the stairs and
the lower hall were all covered with mill canvas obtained
through Don Lyon from Powell River Co. Music-wise Fred Bennet completed the new amplifier system, a compact portable
setup suitable for long-hikes, etc. It has been very suc
cessful and adequate for the cabin, and nobody will forget
Ian Mahon taking an axe to the old piano, right in the
lounge. A new cabin "weep sheet", made by Don Lyon, was
installed late in the year. The kitchen and the lounge and
the canvas flooring were all painted.
The girls had it pretty soft this year, most of them
being sent to the boys' dorms (to sand skiis for our ski
rental system).
STEEPLE CHASE - February
Don Brown
For the umpteenth year, all in a row, the V.O.C. has
held its annual steeplechase. As all old V.O.C.er's know,
the steeplechase is an everything race. The everythings
include: uphill, downhill, side-hill, walking, running,
stopping, starting, eating, whistling, composing, reciting,
spellings, puffing, and less unoften loosing. The route
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this year was again limited by a lack of snow and went from
the meadows up to the bottom of Brockton and then down to
just above the Elevators.
The steeplechase 1959 was supported by most of the
"actives** - a term dug out of some old Newsletters.
For the first time we introduced a complex scoring sys
tem to the steeplechase. This revolutionary scheme was in
troduced for the unbenefit of the Karl Ricker type. Scoring
was on the point system, where points were given for stunts
as well as times. This made the race much fairer for all
and encouraged the competitors to race for their teams rather
than themselves. The result of this system was that all the
participants enjoyed the whole mess.
After n-fl calculations, the final standings were ob
tained. The winning team - Keith Allen, Fran Magwood, Pete
Binkert, Dave MacRae and Ian Mahon. Who had the fastest
time? - Karl Ricker.
The winning poem (by above team):
"I am one who loves to ski,
That's why I'm in V.O.C.
I also love to climb and race.
That's why I'm in the.... Steeplechase.'"
DAM DOWNHILL - February 15, 1959
Sue Tatum
The Time
The Place
The Reason

1:30 p.m. February 15, 1959
Unicorn Run on Mt. Seymour
V.O.C. Dam Downhill

The race was run on a beautiful, sunny day. The snow
conditions were very good - fast, too. The results were:
Boys

1.
2.
3.

A Class
Karl Ricker
Dave Kennedy
Gordy Service

Girls

1.
2.
3.

A Class
Linda Campbell Brown
Diane Clarke
Nadene Gwyer
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1.
2.
3.

1,
2,

B Class
John Kirk
Don Lyon
Jon Magwood

1,
3„

C Class
Barry Tyldesley
Jerry Van Tets

1,
3,

B Class
Sue Taturn
Ginny Willis
Sandy Scott
C Class
Beverley Campbell
Darlene Finlayson
Sherrill McBean

We had quite a good turnout for this race - both par
ticipants and spectators. Among the "wounded watchers" were
Gordie Blake, Ted Stevens and George Massey. George had
fallen just before the race and had hurt his ankle, so he
didn't attempt to enter it. All in all, it was a successful
race, and lots of fun.'
FALL RAFFLE
Art Wootton
To round out our finances, a raffle was held in the
late Fall with tickets being handed out at the Hallowe'en
Party. The draw, for $20 and $10 gift certificates donated
by Western Sporting Goods, was held on Dec. 3rd. The re
sults were prizes to Mrs. Prevost (Ann's Mom) and Don Lyon,
and a $100 profit for the club. It was interesting to note
that far more tickets were sold by new members than by old
members.
MOUNTAIN RESCUE GROUP
Don Brown
The Varsity Outdoor Club was again an enthusiastic
member of the Mountain Rescue Group, a group comprising
some members of the Alpine Club of Canada, the B.C. Moun
taineering Club, and the V.O.C. About twenty V.O.C.er's
were members of the Group and most of these participated in
the Fall mountain rescue practice held on Mt. Seymour. These
members gained much useful knowledge on the techniques and
organization required in mountain rescues. Although there
have been few call-outs in the past few years, the Group re
mains intact and ready for any mountain emergency.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Art Wootton
The V.O.C. enjoyed a consistently high calibre of en
tertainment throughout the year. To start the ball rolling,
the C.P.R. film, "High Powder", featuring skiing in the
Rockies, tempted the general meeting to adjourn and depart
for Banff. Later in the Fall we were privileged to have
Fred Beckey from Seattle, with a climbing film of his own,
and a ski-film of John Jay*s. A stimulating talk was given
by our Honourary President, Mr. Claire Willis, who gave old
members a reminder of the ties which bind the club together,
and gave new members an excellent introduction to the V.O.C.
In the spring term the film of the Centennial Mt. Fairweather
Expedition was kindly loaned by the CBC film library. At
other noon hour meetings many of our members gave illustrated
talks. Among these were: Karl Ricker, Don Lyon, John Lee
sing, and others, who gave accounts of V.O.C. summer climbs
in the Rockies; Karl and Don again plus George Massey made
the "underprivileged" wish that they too had been to Gari
baldi; Ted Lewall, who took us on a tour of the Central
Yukon; Peter Read who showed some excellent photography of
the Purcells; Art Wootton, who showed pictures of the Yukon
and District of Mackenzie north of the Arctic Circle; and,
last but not least, Robin Leech, whose account of his year
in Africa on an entomological expedition, plus his superb
photography, will not soon be forgotten. A special event was
a Saturday evening in the Seymour Cabin, where John Owen of
the Alpine Club, and Christian Schiel of Powell River showed
slides and told of the successful 1958 Canadian Mt. Wadding
ton Expedition. The evening was, needless to say, a great
success and we look to more such events in the cabin. Again,
our entertainment was excellent, and we wish to thank once
more those who contributed to our program.
INTRAMURALS
Sandra Ellen
The beginning of the school term saw V.O.C. off to a
good start in intramurals. Although we did not win all the
games we played, we did have a good laugh and enjoyed doing
so.
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The boys again won the "Cross Country" but were not so
lucky when they lost in the basketball finals. The girls,
to prove they are the better skiers in the club, won the ski
meet on Grouse Mt. They also placed third in Boys' basket
ball rules.
As Intramural sports are one of our many activities we
were very pleased and thankful to those who turned out and
gave their support.
V.O.C. BANQUET
Sandra Caldwell
The third annual V.O.C. Banquet was held on March 20,
1959 at the Swedish Pavilion in North Vancouver at 6:30.
Before dinner, the new members met some of the old grads who
were present. While everyone was filing into the banquet
room in order of tables, they were being serenaded (?) by
"Glubsock". After a very good smorgasbord dinner, Mr. Fred
Smith replied to the toast to the sister clubs and Mr. Don
ald Brown replied to the toast to V.O.C. Don received the
biggest laugh of the evening with "The club that does no
thing. ..."
Mr. Willis presented the trophies to the Steeplechase
and Dam Downhill winners. For being a three times winner of
the Steeplechase, Karl was presented with a permanent cup.
The photography awards were presented by Mrs. Willis. Fred
Bennett presented the silver pin awards to Karl Ricker and
Art Wootton.
After dinner, Mr. Paul Binkert gave a talk with slides
on the Mt. Fairweather Expedition. The slides were excel
lent and everyone agreed that Mr. Binkert has a wonderful
sense of humour.
To the melodies of the V.O.C. band, dancing followed.
Around 1 a.m., everyone left for after parties at Anne
Smith's and Fairley's. Many thanks to Fran and her commit
tee for a terrific job.
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GOON AWARDS
Don Lyon
April Fool's Day seemed as good a day as any to present
Goon Awards. They are as follows:
1.

Goon Awarders Permit - Graham Dawson. Award to be re
tained for his period in office, then transferred.

2.

Able Assistant Cup - Linda Campbell Brown. She has led
several people astray recently. Also fastest girl in
V.O.C. (downhill girls winner).

3.

Beachcombers Permit - Parker Williams. Scrounging on
Spanish Banks—came up with a girl. Last heard request
ing an enlargement of beachcombing territory to include
Trail.

4.

Loving Cup - George Massey. For well hidden activities
in the last 5 years. Given for spreading his love ra
ther than concentrating it; "effort rather than success".

5.

Burping Cup - Jon Magwood. Given largely for the poten
tial a person of his size has.

6.

Break of the Year - Chuck Boyd.
bore; broke leg in so doing.

7.

Blue Boy - Don Brown. Shows real talent with paint;
especially blue paint. Only person in history able to
break and spill the same gallon of blue paint twice.'

8.

Bed Time Story Teller - Ian Mahon. An expert on bed
time stories; especially for girls, at the cabin.

9.

Memories Are Made of This - Robin Clarke. The outline
of last year's award, to bring memories of the poet.

Hit his instructor full

10.

Mother Hubbard of the Year - Nadene Gwyer. Cookbook,etc.
from "Stomach Pump Manufacturers of B.C." in hope her
Xmas trip cooking will improve and that she won't get it
next year too.

11,

Cleanest Living Boy in Acadia - Bill Preto.
a plaque and a cleaning agent.

He received
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THE CANADIAN MT. LOGAN EXPEDITION
Karl Ricker
The following account of the 1959 Canadian Mt. Logan
expedition has been divided into seven sections:
I.
II.
III.

Introduction and
historical background.
The Approach.
The Climb.

I.

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

The Return.
Food & Equipment.
Scientific Report
Acknowledgements.

INTRODUCTION

Mt. St. Elias (18,008') was the first peak of the St.
Elias range to be climbed. In 1741 it was first noted by
a naturalist of the Behring expedition. Then, in 1778,
Captain Cook determined its actual position. In 1888 Topham, while attempting a climb of Mt. St. Elias, surmised
correctly that the highest part of this mountain system
would be found north of this peak and in 1891 J.C. Russels
of the U.S. Geological Survey, while attempting a climb of
Mt, St. Elias, saw Mt. Logan clearly and estimated its al
titude at 19,500'. He named it after Sir William Logan,
the founder and director of the Geological Survey of Canada.
In 1897, Mt. St. Elias was finally climbed by the Duke of
Abruzzi and his large party. This was the first ascent
made in the St. Elias Range. A photograph taken on this
expedition shows the gigantic massif and ice cap of Mt.
Logan.
Mt. Logan, recognized as the largest mountainous mass
in the world, is the centre of the greatest present glaciation on the earth, with the exception of Antarctica and
the Greenland Ice Cap. The overall dimensions of Mt. Logan
are astonishing - at 16,000' it is 11 miles long and its
flat cross-sectional area is 30 square miles. The peak,
which actually looks like a front range, has three summits
varying only 100' in altitude but separated by a distance
of approximately 5 miles with 1,000 - 1,500' vertical drops
between each. The five glaciers surrounding Logan are of
enormous size; on the south flank, the Seward Glacier —
the longest valley glacier in the world (approximately 80
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miles); on the south-west, the Columbus Glacier; on the west,
the Ogilvie Glacier; and on the north, the long, flat Logan
Glacier. Even the massif itself is covered by more than 200
square miles of ice.
By 1920, many of the great peaks of the Yukon and Alas
ka had been climbed - Mt. Wrangell (14,000'), Mt. Blackburn
(16,160'), Natazahat (13,440'), and Mt. McKinley (20,320'),
but possibly because of the 90 miles from the sea or nearest
trail, the second highest peak in North American remained un
touched.
In 1922, Sir James Outram, an A.C.C.er, first suggested
to the A.C.C. the climbing of Logan. In the same year Dr.
A.P. Coleman, a geology professor of the University of Tor
onto and also an A.C.C. member re-introduced the idea and
formed a committee, which in turn appointed Captain A. H,
MacCarthy as the leader of the first Mt. Logan expedition.
Three approaches to the peak were considered:
1.
2.
3.

From the
pina and
From the
From the
Glacier.

south-east by way of Yakatat Bay, MalasSeward Glaciers.
unmapped Kluane Lake region.
west by way of the Chitina River and Logan

After a formal reconnaissance of route (3) in 1924,
examinations of the photographs of Sella showing the 14.000
foot south face of Logan and acknowledgment of the lack of
information of the Kluane Lake approaches, it was decided
that route (3) was the best (see map). On May 12th, 1925
the expedition was underway, and after approximately 70
miles on the ice with temperatures as low as 33 degrees be
low zero, six members of the eight man team reached the
first summit at 4:30 p.m. on June 23rd, only to see the
true summit 2 miles further to the east. After dropping
approximately 1,000' they finally reached the true summit
of Mt. Logan at 8:30 p.m. By this time the gods were no
longer on their side, as a blizzard set in with a tempera
ture of 4 degrees F. They sighted a third peak further to
the east, but luckily slightly lower than the one on which
they were standing. The descent over obliterated tracks
was one of the most heroic stories in the history of moun™
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taineering. Three of the party managed to get to camp; the
other rope of three lost their way and were forced to bivouac
in a snowdrift for the night.
In 1950, two more parties were successful in reaching
the centre of Mt. Logan. The first party consisted of two N.H. Read, a member of the 1925 Logan Expedition, and a
Swiss guide, Andre Roche. They had flown to the Ogilvie
Glacier at 7,000 , and with limited rations due to a poor
airdrop reached the summit on June 17th. The second party,
students at the University of Alaska, reached the summit in
good weather after a long walk from the snout of the Chitina
Glacier. Like the 1925 expedition, their attempts to navi
gate the swift Chitina River to civilization ended in long
walks as both rafts met disaster.
B

In 1953, a party of five members headed by D. McGowan
made an unsuccessful try at the east ridge of Logan. They
used airdrops and an approach via Yakatat Bay, Seward Gla
cier, Waters Pass and Hubbard Glacier to the ridge base.
They correctly concluded that this ridge would involve a
tremendous supply problem along with technical rock and ice
climbing. Please refer to American Alpine Journal (1958)
for a more detailed account of this trip. Here is a short
summary of their climb.
Airdrop Camp

7200 ft. - 40 day food supply dropped
near base of ridge.
Camp I
7800 ft. - negotiated bad crevasse area to base of
ridge June 27th.
Camp II 8400 ft. - used pulley system to haul supplies up
70° ice and snow slope to ridge crest.
Camp III 9000 ft. - advance base camp.
Camp IV 11,000 ft. - 6 hours from Camp III, exposed ridge
reached by climbing over loose granite slabs, 4
day storm.
Camp V
12,300 ft. - reached by narrow knife edge ice ar
rete also rotten rock and downsloping slabs on
south, high-angle ice on north; 3 day storm.
Camp VI 13,500 ft. - camp under lip of huge crevasse, July
15th, reach by knife edge ice arrete and exposed
avalanche snow slope traverse; end of narrow ridge
Camp VII 14,300 ft. - 6000 ft. exposure,required two 3 ft.
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aluminum ice pitons on 60 slope.
Camp VIII 15,400 ft. - 50° slopes to snow dome and a deso
late snow plateau.
Camp IX
16,300 ft. - temperatures to -20 degrees F., reach
ed summit at 4;30 in afternoon of July 19th with
temperature at -10 degrees F.
Descent
2 days.
The climbing season of 1957 opened with a successful
ascent of the east ridge of Logan to its east summit (ap
proximately 19,000') by a team of five Americans. (Refer to
A.C.C. Journal, 1957.) This route was Captain McGowan's
second choice. His third choice, from the north-east ridge,
has still not been attempted.
After the successful ascent of Mt. Blackburn (16,160*),
in 1958 by Hon. V.O.C. Member Hans Gmoser, A.C.C.er's and
Americans evolved the idea of a 1959 Canadian Mt. Logan Ex
pedition with three objectives:
1.

2.
3.

To be the first Canadians to climb the east peak of
Mt. Logan, preferably by a new route - primary
obj ective.
To return by way of Kluane Lake region some 80-100
map miles away, and
To attempt Mt. McArthur - secondary objective.

After much letter writing with various members dropping
out and new replacements being sought by the appointed lead
er Hans, a party was organized which consisted of the fol
lowing climbers:
Hans Gmoser (27) - leader and guide, Austrian
Alpine Club, Alpine Club of Canada, Honourary
Member of the Varsity Outdoor Club - Banff, Alta.
Willy Pfisterer (33) - guide, Austrian Alpine
Club, Alpine Club of Canada - Jasper, Alberta.
Karl Ricker (23) - recorder and scientific
observer, Varsity Outdoor Club, Alpine Club
of Canada - Nanaimo, B.C.
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Philippe Delesalle (29) - official photographer,
Alpine Club of Canada, Associate Member of Var
sity Outdoor Club - Lille, France.
Don Lyons (22) - Varsity Outdoor Club, Alpine
Club of Canada,-Powell River, B.C.
Ron Smylie (27) - quartermaster, Alpine Club of
Canada - Calgary, Alberta.
It is quite amazing how such a scattered group got to
gether. With great determination, Hans arranged all food
money, route information and transportation. To Willy can
be attributed his wit, noteable Austrian accent, strength,
and climbing ability. Don Lyon, with his ugly hat and
baggy knickers, will be long remembered for his corny puns,
while Ron Smylie, our champion beard grower, will be thanked
by all team members for his wholesale equipment prices.
Philippe Delesalle made all photography arrangements with
our financial backers, the generous Weekend Magazine, and I
kept track of all data and information, scientific and
otherwise.
After carefully evaluating photos supplied by Brad
Washburn of our proposed route up the ridge adjoining Mt.
McArthur to Mt. Logan, it was decided that the route would
be near impossible due to avalanche slopes at the col se
parating Logan from its cousin, seracs, and ice cliffs
higher up on the route. Thus, we changed objective #1 to
use the 1957 American team's route but to do it in less
camps and in faster time. Upon arrival at Whitehorse we
found that a plane could not take us to the base of the
peak, so objective #3 was changed to explore a route other
than our return route to the base of the peak. Thus we
utilized the two Kluane Lake approaches - the Kaskalwulsh
Glacier for the approach and the smaller Donjek Glacier
for the return to the highway.
Before delving into the story of the adventure, a note
on the climbing conditions of the St. Elias Range is added.
First of all, St. Elias Range climbing is quite comparable
to the Himalayas and usually tougher than our higher south
ern counterparts, the Andes. The vertical distance between
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the base camp and the summit of Logan is over 12,500 feet.
Here are a few vertical relationships of the higher peaks in
the world (approximately).

Mountain
Everest
K2
Lhotse
Dhaulagiri
Nanga Parbat
Annapurna
Nanda Devi
Aconcagua
McKinley
Logan (east peak)
King Peak
Steele
Wood
Fairweather
Hubbard
University Peak

Vertical Distance
from Base Camp to Summit
7,800' - 11,000*
12,000*
8,000*- 9,000'
probably over 12, 000*
13,600*
12,500*
9,700*
4,000*
9,000* - 15,000* depending
on route
12,500*
10,600*
9,000*
11,000*
11,000*
7,000* or 9,000* (?)
9,000*

Altitude
29,000*
28,200*
27,800'
26,800'
26 , 700'
26,500'
25,700'
23,000'
20,300'
19,800*
16,971'
16,400'
15,900'
15,300'
15,000'
15,000'

The ice technicalities, winds, and low temperatures are
similar in the Himalayas and St. Elias Ranges. The Himal
ayas are much higher with considerably lower amounts of oxygenj however, the approaches over long, wet, blistering hot
glaciers without porters are almost comparable disadvantages
in the Alaskan and Yukon peaks. Consequently, all trips
into these mountains are set up as large, costly expeditions.
We were perhaps one of the lowest-financed expeditions in
the St. Elias as our bill was a meagre thirty-five hundred
dollars compared with the twenty-five thousand dollars as
was the case on the Abruzzi, St. Elias, or 1925 Logan expe
ditions.
II.

THE APPROACH

On May 17, the expedition members gathered at Ron Smylie's store to start the time-consuming task of sorting food,
checking equipment, fixing ski harnesses, etc. The following

day, with rations sorted into four-day supplies in huge plas
tic bags, Ron and Willy left for Whitehorse in Willy's over
loaded panel, with 1500 miles of travel ahead of them. The
remaining members were to drive to Whitecourt, Alberta, in
Hans' car, and then hitch-hike in teams of two to Whitehorse,
some 1200 miles away. Alaska Highway hitchhiking involves
waiting for potential rides at the infrequent gas stations.
When someone admits having the same destination as you, you
ask for the lift. Don and I made it to Whitehorse (after
various adventures) in seventy-one hours, which we felt was
quite a record for hitchhikers. We were a little chagrined
to find Hans and Philippe already there, their time - fortyeight hours!
In Whitehorse our search for a plane, equipped with re
tractable skiis which could fly us to the base of the peak,
was unsuccessful. This meant an exhaustive eighty-five map
miles trek to the base of Logan, and it also meant that any
plans for an attempt on Mt. McArthur, highest unclimbed peak
in North America, had to be abandoned. We were fortunate,
however, to have Jim Thatcher volunteer his little Cessna
140 for an airdrop, at a very reasonable rate.
On May 25, Willy's panel truck was loaded once again
and all but Hans departed for Kluane Lake, 135 miles away.
He was to stay in our acquired accommodation in Whitehorse
with the airdrop supplies to wait for suitable flying wea
ther. When Philippe and I, who had to hitchhike, arrived
at frozen Kluane Lake we found the others cheerfully en
sconced in an abandoned sod-roofed cabin. Ron was at
Haines Junction slowly extracting our clearance from the
R.C.M.P. The police showed Ron an aerial photo map of the
Donjek and Kaskawulsh glaciers, saying they were impossibly
rough for an approach and return trip. They felt too, that
our ten day food supply for the approach to the mountain
was not sufficient, but after checking our list of equipment
they finally gave their consent to the expedition.
A phone call from Hans to a nearby lodge came with in
structions that the members, with the exception of myself,
were to start walking up the Slims River to the Kaskawulsh
snout. Hans and I were to follow after the two airdrops .
had been made. I drove the boys up to Bullion Creek on the
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Slims River placer mine road, where they shouldered their
heavy (90 lbs.) packs and tottered across the creek. I re
turned to camp to wait for Hans and to hope for fine wea
ther. The following day at 1 p.m. the plane landed at a
condemned airstrip nearby and Hans bubbled forth the fol
lowing news:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Air-drop successful at Donjek snout and at base of
peak.
Kaskawulsh Glacier smooth as a baby's cheek.
Awesome ice cliff at 14,000-15,000 feet on our
route to summit which may block success.
Last fifteen miles of the Donjek Glacier not suit
able for travel.
Donjek River looked navigable.

The pilot loaded the remainder of the equipment, gaso
line and food and left with Hans for the base of Logan. In
two hours time they were back. They had spotted the boys,
with shirts off, in the mile-wide gravel flats of the Slims
River Valley. Hans was quite impressed with the sight of
the gigantic mass of Logan towering above everything else,
and complained of the long haul on flat valley glaciers to
the peak. With the lodge owner to drive our panel back to
safekeeping, Hans and I left at 5:00 p.m. for Bullion Creek.
We departed, asking the lodge owner to report to the R.C.M.P.
if we were not back by July 1st. Our elevation was 2600 ft.only 17,200 more to go. Within an hour we found a cache of
food and our skiis which the boys had kindly carried for us
relay style. After four alluvial fans, a swamp, some sidehilling, miles of grass-spotted sand flats, and a short jaunt
on river ice, we found the boys camped in the two tents next
to the river ice: approach Camp I had been established
after eight miles of travel.
On May 28th, after a few more miles of river ice and
sand flats we found our route onto the Kaskawulsh Glacier
blocked by a small lake filled with miniature ice-bergs.
Willy then demonstrated the art of poling on ice-bergs while
the rest of us scampered from ice cake to ice cake. On one
occasion Ron didn't scamper far enough! The Kaskawulsh Gla
cier is quite unique - it drains into the Pacific by way of
the Kaskawulsh and Alsek Rivers, and into the Arctic by the
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Slims and Yukon Rivers. At first the ice was covered with
many rocks, but after a couple of miles the debris disappeared
and the ice with its many pores ressembled the surface of a
sponge. Here we experienced our first noises of giant gla
ciers - growling, howling and cracking all around and under
us, and here approach Camp II was set up. This was to be
our last Camp where green vegetation would be seen; the re
maining scenery during our gradual ascent of the 40-50 mile
long Kaskawulsh Glacier was ice, rock, and snow. After the
tents fell five times because of porous ice, we set all our
spare gear in the corners to prevent further mishaps. With
a 20-degree fall in temperature at sunset we went to bed,
the ice still growling beneath us. Most of us slept soundly
on our ice-and-air mattress beds except Willy — he claimed
he spent the night holding the crevasses together so that we
could sleep undisturbed!
On May 29th, we started on foot on the rough ice but ran
into difficulties - in the form of crevasses and seracs
caused by the coalescing of the south and north arms of the
Kaskawulsh at this point. The glacier was quite wide - 4 to
5 miles, so we retreated to the medial moraine on our far
right. The crevasses were covered by rotten snow bridges
and looked like a giant frozen sea wave. It was exhausting
work, weaving over and between them. We crossed the rotten
snow bridges unroped, by laying our skis on the bridge and
walking or crawling over the top of the skis for a better
weight distribution. Despite our precautions Hans and I fell
through to our waists before being stopped by our Trapper
Nelson packs. A recce when we stopped for lunch found snow
on the ice on the north side of the 100-foot high moraine,
which meant we could transfer twenty pounds of skis and
poles from our backs to our feet and hands. It was still
slow going so at 4:30 we called it a day and set up camp.
Then followed what was to become routine during our stay on
the mountain. Clothing and equipment torn or broken during
the day had to be mended. Philippe, Don, Hans, and I kept
diaries; Hans, the navigation expert, plotted our course;
and I collected the trip's scientific data. We had managed
only seven map miles that day according to our Bezard com
pass and excellent one to one hundred thousand scale map,
so we turned in at 6:30 hoping for an early start the next
day.
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The morning of May 30th was not promising so we did not
start until 7:30 a.m. The unchanging scenery of snow and
ice created a dull morning, peanuts and sweets break and
lunch consisting of two pieces of Logan bread, cheese, cho
colate and jam providing the relief from monotony. It was
at lunch that we had our first view of Mt. Queen Mary
(13,000 ) which appeared to be about ten miles away, and it
was here that we learned our first lesson on Alaskan glaciersnever estimate distances, objects appear deceptively close.
The mountain was thirty miles away! However, it was an im
portant land mark as we had to pass on its right (north)
side in order to drop down onto the Hubbard Glacier. The
glacier and its monotony began to have its effect on us we were experiencing "glacier fatigue". We counted strides
to ourselves to keep our minds occupied, but it was hopeless;
Mt. Queen Mary just didn't seem to be getting any closer.
Later in the afternoon the snow hardened, and after an hour
we set up approach Camp IV which Lyon dubbed "Windy Camp"
due to the elements.
s

We had trouble with our stove that night; it exploded
when it was moved inside the tent. The fire was quickly put
out and supper cooking was continued on the remaining smal
ler stove.
May 31st, another boring day of soft sticky snow, de
ceptive distances and freezing temperatures saw approach
Camp V established. Our Korean boots, now quite wet from
glacier travel, were being worn to bed in an effort to dry
them out, but resulted in still wet boots, and wetter sleep
ing bags. June 1st came with its typical weather - fog. As
it was important to find the correct safe pass to the Hub
bard Glacier we waited for better visibility. At 10 a.m.
better weather arrived along with a small warbler-like bird.
Was this an omen for good or bad? We started, and a short
time after spirits began to pick up, the clouds parted and
there it stood - the majestic, giant-sized Mt. Logan so
near, and yet so far at twenty-five miles distance. Even
then it was much out of proportion to everything else. Packs
were dropped, shutters clicked and Hans gleefully ground another 50 feet or so on his 16 mm. movie camera. A little
later the fog rolled in and we stood at 8,950 feet pondering
the direction of our descent to the Hubbard Glacier. It was
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hopeless - we needed sun, not fog. We waited until the fog
lifted a little, then were off to find our pass. The first
guess at 9,400 feet was wrong but on our next try Hans yodel
led his happiness. We had a mile run, quite steep at the
start to a flat beside Queen Mary, and then a four-mile des
cent to the Hubbard Glacier. I fell on the first turn and
lost a ski. Fortunately, it was found a quarter mile further
where it had miraculously stopped just short of a crevasse.
This was lesson number two on Alaskan Glaciers - watch your
equipment; it is irreplaceable. The route led to the middle
of a giant crevasse on the flat. It was a good 40-50 feet
wide and a mile or so long. Hans gingerly edged across a
snow bridge and all followed just as carefully. The fog
blew in again and it was necessary to climb for our next run,
but were we climbing in the right direction? Once again the
fog lifted, and before us lay Mts. Lucania, McArthur, Logan,
and 1000 feet below us and four miles away the Hubbard Gla
cier. After more pictures and a fast descent in magnificent
weather and snow we set up approach Camp VI on the Hubbard
Glacier. A storm was coming from Mt. Cook and Mt. Augusta
and the Pacific Ocean beyond, and the airdrop had to be
found before being covered by new snow, so Hans and Willy
left after supper with lightened packs, heading for the sup
plies 15 miles away. At 8:30 the following morning after
caching our surplus food, we pushed off for the Airdrop Camp
(Camp V I ) . By 1:00 p.m. after carefully skirting a few cre
vasses we turned up the branch of the Hubbard draining the
Logan-McArthur cirque basin. Hans and Willy, sound asleep
in the third tent, were finally found, and we set a record
at pitching camp after our fifteen miles in eight hours that
day, which was good considering the snow conditions. A rest
was needed and after supper (with condensed cream as an ad
ded treat) we slept until 10:00 a.m. the following morning.
The airdrop was a success as everything except one four-day
food bag was found. A three gallon can of gas had burst,
fortunately allowances for which had been made.
The day passed with eating, fixing gear, melting water,
drying clothes and boots, taking pictures of the formidable
east ridge of Logan, counting avalanches off the slopes of
Mt. McArthur and the south-east ridge of Logan, caching a
six-day supply of food for the trip out, making a sled, more
eating, and even reading. After this wonderful afternoon of
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laziness, we loaded our gear onto the sled at 8:00 p.m. and
proceeded to base camp (7300°) two miles away, beneath the
icefall guarding the east ridge of Logan. The sled proved
unsuccessful as it broke through the crust with the enormous
weight, so the evening was spent in relaying loads up to
base camp. At 2:00 a.m. with the mercury now at 18 degrees
F. we tumbled into bed. Under a hot sun the next morning,
base camp was established. We had used or cached 16 days of
food so far, and had lost a 4 day food bag. This meant we
had only a twelve day supply for the mountain. All food was
reorganized into 2 and 4 day bags, stretched to last 16 days.
The 1957 party had spent 24 days on the ridge - we had to
gamble on sixteen. The day passed quickly with stove re
pairing and digging a snow cave for blizzard protection.
Willy explored a route through the crevasses to a place suit
able to start the ridge assault. The plan was to send Willy
and Philippe two hours ahead of the other members to break a
route to the ridge crest. The afternoon was spent in enlar
ging our snow cave. It was a real palace - curved stair-case
entrance, main room five feet high by ten feet in diameter,
with kitchen shelves and a bedroom 7 x 7 x 4 feet high. At
5:00 p.m. we all moved in for supper, but only three of us
slept inside. Would we start on the climb tomorrow or would
we be stormed in? Our warbler-like bird had returned, we
hoped with the answer we wanted. As we bedded down, the
nightly race would begin to see who could get to sleep before
the other started snoring - a habit we all had acquired re
cently.
The approach up the Kaskawulsh Glacier had put us in top
shape for the climb up the east ridge. We felt pleased that
ours was the first party to explore this glacier to its
source. The question before us now was would we be able to
get around the ice cliffs at the 14,000 - i§,000 ft. mark by
a very exposed traverse to the left, or would we have to turn
around the treck back to the Alaska Highway, defeated!
III.

THE CLIMB

Our fine-feathered friend came through with flying
colours - Hans wakened at 12:15 a.m. to find a clear, cloud
less sky, and by 3 a.m. we were on our way. As Ron, Don and
myself had cached our Trima skins at the Airdrop Camp we were
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b'y far the slowest, and finally, in four inches of powder we
took off our skis and walked through the technically easy
icefall. This almost had two serious consequences, as a
snow bridge gave way on Don, and by carrying my skis I froze
my frost-bite prone hand.
Our route was different than that of the 1957 party.
They had climbed to the ridge from the Mt. McArthur side to
gain the crest at the 8400 foot level while we climbed it
from the southeast ridge side to gain the crest at 9400 ft.
At the base of the ridge (some one-half mile from its ori
gin) we left our skis, put our mukluks on over our Korean
boots, donned our crampons, and roped up. Willy and Phil
ippe, with light packs, were to establish the route over a
bergschrund on to the 45-55 degree snow slope, which in turn
led to the ridge. Hans and Ron followed with heavier packs
while Don and I had the distinction of using everyone else's
tracks with the heaviest packs. Half-way up the slope,
Willy and Philippe departed from the snow and chose a rock
route. As Hans thought the route impractical for heavily
ladened porters, we crossed the snow bridge and used the
all-snow route to the ridge crest. By the time Don and I
hit the steepest slope, the snow had softened to the extent
that every step gave way; we found ourselves swimming up.
Hans yelled down to us - "If you slip out, for God's sake
make sure you clear the schrund." Philippe and Willy re
turned to camp and we continued up the ever-narrowing,
rocky ridge. With unwieldy packs and crampons this was not
too easy and we had to use many belays before we cached our
loads at the 10,000 foot level. It was exhausting and Hans
let us take our time returning to base camp. We did just
that, while collecting rock samples, filling our canteens
with water, and grumbling at our makeshift ski boots as we
tried to ski through the crevasses.
The following day we packed up base camp, and bets were
made as to when we would return - they ranged from 8 to 15
days. What had seemed to be a hard climb the day before was
a breeze that day. A handline was found on the ridge and
proved very useful. The cache was reached in just three
hours and in another three hours we stopped to set up camp
on a small, convenient, hanging glacier at 10,800'. The
ridge had narrowed down considerably and was corniced in
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places but because of the fog and snow flurries we hadn't
noticed the exposure. While Ron and Philippe set up Camp I,
the others returned to Cache I. The plan of attack had been
established: move the food and non-essential items to a
cache, return to camp, and move camp on the next day to a
level higher than the cache. Four would return and pick up
the cache the same day, while the other two would set up
Camp.
On June 8th Hans appointed Ron and me to break trail
on the impressive ridge. Drifted, loose, new snow made
conditions difficult and we often sank to our hips. Hans
set out solo behind us while Philippe and Don with the heavy
loads followed. Willy, who was suffering from snowblindness, was to stay in camp until his eyes permitted travel.
We passed one American handline, which we did not use, but
found a line on the next difficult spot which we appreci
ated, for the exposure being about 4500 feet on both sides
of the ridge. On we plowed, with poor Ron receiving the
brunt of the snow pushed at him on the steep slopes. Until
we reached a thin layer of snow over rock. After struggling
up this holdless pitch, Hans set up a handline; we noticed
Willy had joined the party and was rapidly gaining on us.
The ridge narrowed down to a knife edge arrete 200 feet
long. Belays would be impossible and just as I was ready
to straddle it, Hans came along and did it solo! I told
Ron that if either of us slipped the other must jump over
the opposite side - this was our only method of a "check".
We were very cautious, and I slowly walked along the ar
rete, leveling the path to a width of one to two feet with
the ice axe.
Lunch break was at the 12,000 foot level, then up a
steep ice slope with a small crevasse. The snow was now
fluffy wet and our crampons were balling up. With Hans now
in the lead and another steep ice slope and another knifeedged arrete, yet another incredible steep exposed slope was
safely negotiated and we eventually reached a small plat
form at the 13,000 foot level. Here we cached our loads
and made a very cautious descent. It had been quite a day
not only from a climbing point of view but also from a
scenic one. Mountains Alverstone, Vancouver, Hubbard,
Walsh and King George were all visible, and the Seeward,
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Valaspina and Hubbard glaciers were beginning to show their
vastness. The tiring effects of the altitude were also in
creasingly apparent.
The exposure didn't bother anyone the following day;
we made it to Cache II in three hours, (Here Don and I ad
ded some more weight to our packs which we were soon to re
gret.) The ridge was too badly crevassed beyond this point,
necessitating a long exposed traverse on the left side. Be
lays were no safer and because of the hard ice underlying
the light cover of new snow, Hans and Ron had to cut many
steps to make the going a little more assuring. On this
traverse Don stepped into a hidden crevasse but luckily"it
was small. The much-dreaded traverse ended at 13,600 feet
as the east ridge now began to widen out to form a platform
which led to the giant ice cliff. This was the one seen
from the plane by Hans and as we had surmised earlier the
route around it was on a traverse to the left. We climbed
through the ice cliff at its lowest point in height and
found, to our amazement, an aluminum ice piton on its upper
edge. The traverse was on a magnificent 40-50 degree ice
slope. Our mukluks overhung the front spikes of our cram
pons by three inches and as a result Hans had to cut large
bucketsteps. Even then it took many belays to inch our way
up to a 40 degree snowslope. At this point Don was positive
that Hans was making a push for the summit. Willy and Phil
ippe now took the lead from Hans and Ron, up a loose wet
snow slope to a giant crevasse which was crossed on a con
venient snowbridge. Here was found a spot for Camp II at
14,350 feet. This was the exact location of the 1957 Camp.
The altitude and our heavy packs had really exhausted
us all. Although we tried to talk, Hans out of going back
down to Cache II he felt that Willy and he should go, the
others remaining to set up camp. They left, taking with
them colourful bamboo wands and streamers to mark the route,
a short rappel picket and handline for use on the steep ex
posed traverse which avoided the ice cliff, Camp was set
up between a giant crevasse on our left and the upper lip
of a vertical ice cliff on the right (McArthur) side. Des
pite cutting into the snow to a 6-foot depth with our alu
minum snow shovels, we had just barely enough room for out
12* long tents. By 6:00 p.m. all of us including Hans and
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Willy, who had returned by then, had crawled into our sleep
ing bags, suffering from sheer exhaustion.
June 10th, a clear day, we wakened to frost on our
sleeping bags. By 8:00 a.m. Don and I were down to Cache II
while the others started climbing through a few crevasses
and up an exposed 45 degree slope to the crest of the giant
Snow Dome. The 1300 foot climb back to Camp II was found to
be much easier than the preceding day, yet we were quite
tired upon arrival at camp as we were not completely acclima
tized. Don and I busied ourselves turning the tents around,
fixing stoves and sorting all remaining food for the n'th
plus 1 times into two day parcels. The stoves were a serious
nuisance as both would never work at the same time, and yet
both were essential as our day's supply of water had to be
melted and brewed into tea for each person's canteen. We
spotted the others descending rapidly; consequently, when
they reached camp they were suffering from headaches, loss
of appetite, and tempers. They had reached an altitude of
16,650 feet before dumping their loads. It was now quite
cold, 6 degrees F., and a good high pressure showing on the
altimeter. Everyone took his clothes to bed with him, even
wearing his boots hoping to dry them out. The canteens of
tea made good hot water bottles.
A windy night gave way to a clear day. The stove blew
up but the water was salvaged, the well organized repair
kit of Don's was proving essential as the other stove was
out of order for good. By 7:00 a.m. Hans and Ron led off
with Don arid me following. The going was steep but not as
difficult as on the two previous days. The neighbouring
mountains were temptingly photogenic and we could at last
determine that the west peak of Mt. McArthur was the high
est. Far below Willy and Philippe could be seen climbing
and farther below them the one remaining tent of Camp II.
From now on we were to use only two tents: it would be war
mer sleeping three to a tent, and there would be less weight
to carry in the rarefied atmosphere. It became quite windy
and cold near the crest of the Ice Dome (15,500). Before us
lay the objective - the east peak still 4000 feet above us
but getting closer. At the 16,700 foot level we set up Camp
III (near the location of the American Camp IX), feeling de
hydrated, exhausted, and quick-tempered from altitude. By
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1:00 p.m. all were in our tents, the thermometer read 7 de
grees F. above and a storm blew. After an afternoon of rea
ding, writing and chattering, snug in our down jackets and
sleeping bags. Hans served supper and shortly after all
went to bed. Tomorrow was to be our big day and we needed
all the rest we could manage.
All but Don slept poorly and wakened with headaches.
The 292 pills we took at breakfast had little effect. It
took four times as long as usual to wrestle on frozen mukluks but finally we were away. This was Friday, June 12th.
In the new snow Hans led to our first rest spot at 17,600
ft. After a few pictures, Hans and Philippe on the lead
rope started a long traverse to the south in order to gain
the east ridge of the summit. At 18,700 feet we stopped
for a short rest. Some of us were feeling well and able to
eat, others not so fortunate, were suffering from acute
nausea and exhaustion. Don and I took over the lead at
this point and after completing the steep traverse we had
our first view of Mt. Augusta from the summit ridge rugged and beautiful. Don and Willy's nausea (cured by
long deep breaths) wouldn't have kept them from the summit!
Three hundred feet below the summit Don pulled out of his
pocket, of all things, a bar of mint cake. That was all we
needed to get us to the broad summit dome. There were few
bamboo wands of the 1957 party en route. We sighted the
centre peak of Logan which looked to be slightly higher and
the west peak further to the right. The others of the par
ty arrived shortly. It was a beautiful day with a slight
wind and few clouds, and we had only 10 vertical feet to go
to the summits, the altimeter read 19,500 feet which was
reset to the supposed elevation of 19,800 feet. With VOC
flag unfurled and with a self timer I took the classic par
ty picture with six of us on the summit. It was about 20
degrees F. and the altitude quickly took its toll in the
form of six giant headaches.
%

The view was tremendous - Pacific Ocean, Hubbard, Se
ward, Logan, Walsh and Malaspina Glaciers, and the sources
of Donjek and Kashawulsh Glaciers. All peaks were visible
and Hans soon spotted Mt. Blackburn (his last year's as
cent) in the Wrangell Range far to the northwest. As Don
put it, 'Ve saw all but McKinley". After a few pieces of
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fudge and some pulse rate counts the record was placed with
a few pictures and good luck coins in a "Sno-Seal** can,
wrapped in our V.O.C, flag. Unfortunately Willy, unknowingly,
had left the Canadian flag with his pack at 19,000 feet. Don
placed the remaining bamboo wands in the snow around the re
cord can and then the descent began. We took our time as our
headaches were getting worse, so during our many rests we ad
mired the excellent view. There were hundreds of unclimbed
glacier-hung peaks everywhere and miles of flat glaciers.
The long traverse was avoided on the descent by dropping to
the col between the summit and a lower subsidiary peak to the
east. We reached camp at 5:00 p.m.; the ascent had taken
about six hours and the descent two to three hours.
The following morning after a record low of -12 degrees
and a somewhat restless night, we dismantled camp and cached
our spare handlines and non-essential food items. On the
crest of the Ice Dome, Hans set up a 400 foot handline to
speed up the descent to Camp II. After two hours we reached
Camp II and collapsed its remaining tent; Hans threw away his
stove. Below the ice cliff everybody began slipping out from
snowballing on the crampons, and to try to stop with a fully
loaded pack proved almost impossible. Ahead lay the long tra
verse between the 13,000 and 13,600 foot levels. It was just
too risky so Hans called a halt at mid-day. We began to melt
snow for the much-needed water. (In the hot sun we read,
drank, and wondered what the latest world events were.) By
3 p.m. the snow had begun to freeze so we departed using many
belays to Cache II. We hurried over the knife-edge arretes
and floundered down the steep snow slopes, starting many wet
snow avalanches; however we reached the site of Camp I with
out incident.
At 6 p.m. one tent was pitched at Camp I to serve as a
kitchen and dining room - rather crowded. We waited for the
snow to harden before proceeding any further and finally three
hours later, in a nippy air, Don and I led off. The lower
part of the ridge had changed radically during our absence almost all rock and little snow; so we removed the crampons
and scrambled to the 9400 foot level where we once again need
ed them. This was the point where we had to drop down the 4555 degree slope to the snowbridge at the 'schrund. The slope
was a mess as we plunged up to our hips in the wet slush.
Just above the "schrund the snow became rock hard and after
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chipping our way down, much to our amazement, there was a 60
foot drop to the lower lip - our snow bridge had collapsed.
Rather than look for a new route, Hans set up a rappel by
driving an ice piton into a rock crack. Rappelling over rock
with crampons on and a 60 lb. pack on your back is a real
chore. We floundered hip deep to an avalanche slope which
was the remnants of the steep snow slope climbed seven days
earlier. It was rumpled and frozen into the size of basket
balls, but we negotiated it slowly with little trouble and
reached our skiis which were now some 200 feet farther down
the glacier due to the glacial movement. A crevasse had
opened up right behind them, but Lady Luck was again on our
side! (These last steps closed a climb never to be forgot
ten - the east ridge in seven days up and one day down almost exactly one-third of the time it had taken the party
of 1957.)
We sat down and removed our cumbersome mukluks and inners; and then threw them happily away. Hans said go to the
Airdrop Camp, but because we were dead tired and it was a
lightning fast crust, Willy called a halt after 500 feet thank the Lord! We quickly tramped out our tent platforms
and instantly fell asleep.
Everyone awoke at noon and took his time meandering
through the crevasses to base camp where we picked up all
cached gear at the snow cave. The gradual schuss to the
Airdrop Camp was pleasant with prospects of a return to ci
vilization, rest, and the long trip out.
IV.

THE RETURN

We remained at Airdrop Camp until the night of June 1 5 .
During our rest we sorted the six days* food rations for the
return and piled the left-overs. Hans appointed cooks for
the remaining meals. The sun did not set behind Logan any
longer, but now much later in the evening behind the McArthurLogan col being to the north.
The following day was restful even though we had many
many repairs and much packing to do. During the day a dis
cussion was held as to whether or not we should return by
the Donjek Glacier. The pictures looked hopeless and we
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knew the shorter Kaskawulsh was a better route. However,
the spirit of adventure was still with us. We reasoned that
the Donjek lateral moraines would probably be suitable when
the ice became impossible. After all, nobody had ever tra
velled on the upper reaches of the Hubbard and Donjek Gla
ciers. This was an excellent opportunity to explore them,
so unlike most big expeditions, our journey would have an
eventful ending.
As we had a lot of equipment, it was thought that we
could get it all out by night travel with the aid of a sled.
Late in the afternoon the emergency toboggan was put to
gether - five of us were to pull it with additional light
packs on our backs while Ron would walk behind cracking the
whip.
At 9 p.m. we were off with a heavily loaded sled but
it provided trouble. On the slight downhill run to the
Hubbard Glacier, it turned over quite a few times and on
the uphill we really had to work to pull it. At the junc
tion of the Logan-McArthur arm with the main channel of the
Hubbard Glacier, a vote was taken as to whether we should
continue with this back-breaking work. At 2 a.m. on a
bleak-looking piece of ice with a hill before us, we voted
unanimously to abandon the sled and the non-essential items.
Before us lay 27 miles of uphill to the source of the tough
Donjek Glacier and we still were not sure if the Glacier was
passible. It was a shame to abandon some of our equipment
but there was little choice. Nylon ropes, pitons, high al
titude clothes, spare sleeping bags were only a few items of
the 250 dollars (approximately) left behind. After this
loss travel was much faster until a level spot in the gla
cier was reached.
The snow here was a sheet of frozen wrinkles and made
ski travel difficult. Our Trima skins would provide too
much friction so the only solution was to walk. With skis
on our shoulders in our condition, the progress was slow.
Finally Hans and Willy devised a technique of towing our
skis with the packs on top of them. At 8 a.m. we went to
bed after a disappointing 13 miles of travel. By this time
our packs were bared to the essentials. We even resorted to
throwing away the cardboard around our film canisters to
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help speed up the departure from this desert of ice.
At 11 p.m. on June 17th, we started for the Donjek Gla
cier, determined to reach it or bust. As the whole day's
projected route could be seen quite visibly from Out Camp I,
it was a disheartening start. At first the going was a
breakable crust on a gradually rising, slight, side hill. On
several occasions various members sank up to their hips in
crevasses and at other times everyone was forced to crawl
across them, commando style, pulling his sled behind. The
enemy was not ahead but below us! We lunched on chocolate,
cheese and sweets, after 7 miles of travel. At 7500', the
glacier flattened and widened considerably (neve which gives
rise to Hubbard and Walsh Glaciers) and to our delight all
but Willy did not break through the snow crust. In fact,
the slight downgrades were utilized for drag-races. This
was managed by sitting on top of our packs and poling for all
our worth. The fun ended when the Hubbard and Walsh Neve had
to be abandoned for a small steep arm to the east. It was a
tiring climb but enjoyable as we could see the sun rising on
the entire massif of Logan. At an elevation of 9400', we
were confronted with a gently sloping neve - the source of
the Donjek Glacier at last. This had been our best effort
at glacier travel and we covered twenty map miles which left
only 70 miles to the Alaska Highway. Out Camp II was pitched
with renewed spirits on this sunny neve.
11 p.m. seemed to be our best starting time so on June
18th at the given hour we shouldered our packs and poled
down the glacier. As we rounded the first corner, we saw
the sun setting against the Donjek Range; the purplish-red
hue lived up to our expectations of the famous "land of the
midnight sun". A couple of minutes later we saw the sun
rising from the same mountaintop producing similar colours.
We couldn't watch the strange marvel of nature much longer
for the crevasses soon began to be troublesome; the snow
covering them was weak. I was the first to sink into one as
I had been skiing too close to Willy - lesson number three.
It was no joke, for only the momentum of the Trapper Nelson
going overhead carried my body to the far lip of the cre
vasse. The snow covering was too thin for comfort now, so
we crossed each snow covered crevasse one at a time as fast
as our skis would slide. Nevertheless, within another 15
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minutes I had partially fallen in twice.
At about 8000*, we reached the fern line on the narrow
Donjek Glacier which simplified the problems immensely. We
could now see the crevasses on the downgrade. As long as
the crevasse was hit at right angles we could ski across
those up to three feet in width. The ice was just as rough
as the Athabasca Glacier in summertime but we didn't care we were bouncing and slaloming our way down many miles of
glacier in a hurry, On one steep pitch Hans lost his control
and then one ski. Why it didn't disappear into one of the
many crevasses we will never know! The rice run soon deve
loped into a race with surprisingly little effects on our
legs. Finally the ice became too rough for all but Hans and
Willy so, while they skied over the huge crevasses and
through 50 foot high seracs, we walked. After traversing
the entire length of a few large crevasses, the only hope
was to retreat to the lateral moraine of the left side if
possible. Two tired hours later, we found Hans and Willy
and scrambled up the moraine to find a comfortable moss
slope and pond in the moat.
What a beautiful sight! - our first green vegetation
visible since nineteen days and after twenty-one days, we no
longer had to travel on the ice. It had been quite a day as
we had approximately seven miles of downhill skiing on snow,
fifteen miles of downhill on dry glacier ice, and three miles
of crevasse and serac weaving on foot behind us. It surely
did not take us long to crawl into our sleeping bags but we
were awakened early in the afternoon by the hot sun. At 4:30
p.m. we swung along the crest of the 12 mile long moraine.
We were hoping to be at the Donjek River and Glacier snout in
seven hours. The going was easy when sheep trails were pre
sent but on other occasions the moraine disappeared when the
ice swept along a steep hillside or bluff. Washouts through
the moraine were a further annoyance. We well remember the
1000 foot climb of talus slope we made to avoid one huge steep
washout. Later in the evening the going became easier - we
found an old tin can and shortly afterward, a trail and camp
site. Our rest at midnight did not last long for someone
spotted wood of a burnable nature. We scoured the hillside
for more wood and got our first fire in twenty-two days going.
It was so pleasant we sat around and enjoyed its cheeriness
for an hour.
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At 1 a.m. we continued our hike in poorer travelling
conditions. Our patience and energy were quickly running
out after detouring around washouts over hillsides and bat
tling through dense buck bush. The last gently sloping brush
hillside of at least a mile in length almost finished us.
After the struggle, a view of the much-awaited Donjek Glacier
snout was greatly appreciated because an easy trail lay be
fore us. It looked to be quite close, but the rule of esti
mating distances on Alaskan glaciers also applies to their
river valleys. After a four hour sweat in a blazing hot sun,
in a magnificent valley, we came to the Donjek Glacier snout.
The terminal and lateral moraines at this point were up to
200 feet high and the dirty ice was poking above, fantasti
cally grotesque figures.
We reached the river after 17 hours of hard travel and
some of us were suffering from the journey. Left before us
(we hoped) was a 32 map mile jaunt to the highway. Unfor
tunately, the rafts had been air-dropped on the east side
of the river. We were on the west side, while the water be
tween the two banks was swift, deep and cold. Late in the
afternoon Willy, Hans and I set out upstream in an effort to
get the rubber rafts. On route we crossed a 75 foot wide
stream; it took all we could stand to make it across the
cold two and one half foot deep channel and somehow we knew
we wouldn't have a chance on the main channel. We returned
to camp empty-handed and frustrated - so near but so far.
On the following morning while the river was lower,
Don, Willy and Hans went downstream, where the river was
braided into many channels, to attempt a crossing. Because
we had only two days of food left, our day's fare was oat
meal. Late in the afternoon, Ron and I had just finished
making a Jolly Roger flag, when we saw Hans and Willy bob
bing up and down like corks in their tiny rafts. They ar
rived in camp and asked us to patch the holes in the third
raft. It had hit a tree in the airdrop. Ninety-six holes
were counted - far too many for our 16 patches. Our luck
had finally run out so Willy and Philippe left on foot,
telling us to save a chair for them at the Taku Hotel. The
following morning after throwing away more of our gear, we
made additional rafts out of air mattresses so that they
could be used to carry our packs, tents, ropes and skis.
All rafts were then tied together so that we could travel
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as one unit.
The ride to follow was exciting; we rushed downstream
at 10-15 m.p.h. in choppy water. It was soon found that
this wasn't going to be an easy job as we had to choose,
with little time to think, the deepest stream channel ahead of us and then paddle with fury to make sure we enter
ed it - sometimes we didn't. The rougher and deeper the
water became, the wetter we found ourselves. Sometimes the
rafts ran aground and all had to jump into the ice water
(35% degrees F.) to free the rafts. On two other occasions
our rafts ran into cliffs bordering the river.. The rafts
and their sailors were at the total mercy of the current
and as a result we nearly capsized completely when caught
in a whirlpool.
Finally on shore near Philippe and Ron's camp, we
added more air mattresses and packs to our rafts, enabling
Willy and Ron to scramble on with us. Again we were off
and running. The rafts went over waves of four feet in
height. All of a sudden disaster struck - Ron's raft was
developing slow leaks and Hans* and Philippe's raft had a
blow-out. We paddled for all our worth to a shallow, jumped
out into thigh-deep water, and pulled the rafts to shore.
What a disorganized mess.'
Willy and Ron left on the one remaining life raft
with the heavy equipment raft built from the remaining air
tight mattresses. The rest of us had no choice but to walk
the 20 map miles to civilization. We hoofed it along the
wide gravel flats but slowed down on the hill sides past
Wade Creek. From Wade to Arch Creeks the river forced high
travel on the hillsides but little difficulty was encoun
tered. The remnants of the Burwash Landing pack trail were
found and at Arch Creek a new bulldozed road appeared. What
a break; this was all that we needed to get us to the Alaska
Highway - our troubles were over.
At a small, refreshing brook the remaining food (darn
rice again) was cooked for our last meal on the trail. Far
to the north we spotted lights of civilization on a hill,
so onward we pushed. We didn't worry about the water over
the road, we marched through it, but the twist and turns of
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the road only frustrated us. Finally at midnight after wad
ing through our last creek, we entered a forest on the east
side of the Shakwak Valley and forty-five minutes (it seemed
like hours) later we reached the Alaska Highway. Soon all
four of us were at Bradley's gas station and store. We must
have looked like first class hobos but the kind proprietoress let us in. The words Mt. Logan were mentioned and she
knew who we were. Within fifteen minutes five dollars worth
of food was gobbled and we fell asleep on the furniture close
by.
The following morning proprietor C. Bradley heard our
story and then asked where the other two were. Even though
he had a business of his own to look after, we piled into
his truck and drove to the Donjek River bridge three miles
away. Willy and Ron had been waiting quite hungrily there
since 11:30 the night before.
In their pangs of hunger they stopped a car heading
north and asked for food; the food in the car trunk was quite
visible and would have suited Willy just fine, but yet the
man rooted around. Willy, drooling at the sight of all the
food, finally asked what he was looking for and the man said
"a plate'*! The boys told us their story. The river had been
a mass of floating trees and had undercut river banks of dirt
and boulders making the travel exceedingly dangerous. A floa
ting tree entangled the rafts and the only way to save them
selves was to cut the equipment raft loose. One and a half
miles from the bridge the equipment raft had hit a snag and
a floating tree sank it. Mr. Bradley arranged for a boat and
later that day Don carefully navigated it up the treacherous
Donjek to the snag. It was hopeless so we tried again the
following morning when the water was lower. This time a rope
and three tents filled with river silt were salvaged. The
disaster was disheartening as Don's, Willy's, and Philippe's
films, six pairs of skis and almost all of Hans', Willy's,
and Don's personal gear were lost. The losses varied from
$100 to $500 per person with the total close to $1500.
All that day the Bradleys treated us royally. When a
couple of chartered busses heading for Alaska stopped at
their place, the passengers were told who we were. They
poured off the busses with cameras clicking. We felt like
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the first sasquatches to be exhibited.'
The group broke up at Whitehorse after a meal with
their teachers and a visit to Taku Hotel. We met again in
Calgary to wind up our expedition with a dinner at Dr.
Gardner's and a party at Ed Compton*s.
In a brief summary, the expedition accomplished the
following:
1.

Exploration for the first time of the entire lengths
of the Kaskawulsh and Donjek Glaciers.

2.

Exploration for the first time of the upper reaches of
the Hubbard Glacier.

3.

East ridge of Logan to east summit in 7 days.

4.

At least 32,000 feet of uphill travelling, and

5.

A distance of at least 225 miles of travel on ski, foot
or raft and all for the low sum of $3,500.00 (approx.).

Will the ascent of Mt. Logan by V.0.C.er*s begin a
period of major climbs for the club? There is no reason
why it should not. Other university mountaineering clubs
have been emphasizing major climbs in their schedules, may
be now we can do the same.
One need not be a mountaineer,for on joining the club
one is offered many opportunities for learning climbing
techniques throughout the year. Don had not seen an ice
axe when he joined V.O.C. four years ago. He has graduated
now, a proficient mountaineer.
What climbs are in the future for V.O.C?
perience will tell.

Time and ex
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A.

FOOD AND EQUIPMENT

FOOD

For simplification the diet was arranged to produce as
many calories as possible but yet to make it as light as
possible. For further simplification the diet was to be the
same for each day with a maximum of 32 days. All food ex
cept cans and Logan bread were packed in individual plastic
bags and again packed in heavy plastic bags of meals for
four days' supplies for six men.
Foodlist - Rations per day per man
Breakfast
Vitamin Pill
4 oz. Oatmeal quick cooking
2 oz. Sugar, granulated quite
Vi oz. Milk, dried instant
1 oz. Raisins or Apricots
1 oz. Cocoa
QV2 oz.

Cal
448
224
100
84
46
902 Cal

Lunch
2
4
2
3

lV

2

2
2V
1V
1QV

2

2

2

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

Fudge
Logan Bread
Cheese, Swiss & Chedder
Chocolate milk bar
Sweets
Peanuts
Honey & Jam
Apricots, dried

500 Cal
384
228
420
168
336
229
126
2391 Cal

Supper
5 oz. Minute Rice and/or Instant Potatoe
lli oz. Meat, chipped beef or ham
V<\ oz.Soup mix, dried
1 oz. Liptons Soup, Assorted
% oz. Tea Bags

490 Cal
250

...—
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%
J4
$4
2
1
11 3/4

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

Salt
Bouillon Cubes or Oxo Cubes
Jello or Instant Pudding
Sugar, granulated, white
Margarine

Total oz. - 38 3/4
Fuel
6% gal. of white gas
(3 gal. were lost)
4 gal. of leaded gas

—

Cal.

224
205
1169 Cal.

Total Cal. - 4462 (app.)
In addition sardines were had
for occasional use. At base
camp sausage (all you wanted)
and condensed cream were also
available.

As can be seen, our high calorie diet offered little
variety of foods. Hill (1958) claims that 5,000 calories
are needed per man per day on Mt. McKinley. From our ex
haustion and ever-present hunger, I think we could have eas
ily consumed the additional 500 calories. MacCarthy (1925)
organized the 1925 Logan expedition food into three types:
1.
2.
3.

food of normal heavy quantity to be used on ap
proach and at advance base camp;
concentrated light weight foods for massif; and
emergency "iron'* rations for high altitudes.

They had a wide selection of food and I look with envy
on their luxurious living. However, their luxury added up
to 4 lbs. per man per day with a total weight of 4,000 lbs.
(3 month supply for 8 people). Ours was 2% pounds per man
per day with a total weight of 800 pounds (one month supply
for 6 people).
Several things could have been done to improve our diet
such as increasing the calorie count, and having a better
selection of food and more solids at base camp. Willy also
suggested a special diet for our high camp. After 28 days
of rice, oatmeal and Logan bread we were tired of our diet;
some of the boys near the end of the trip wouldn't even
look at instant rice. Mixed nuts would have been preferable
to peanuts and we were a little short of milk and sugar. Hot
liquid Jello was found to be a good stimulant when cold and
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tired. Some of us despite our daily Vitamin C pill noticed
a lack of citrus juices and all of us craved for some more
solids. Our appetites were enormous after the trip and for
the first few days we never stopped eating.
The air-drop of food was partially successful. We lost
one four-day supply, the Logan bread was ground to a sawdust
consistency, and the cocoa and jam cans lost their lids. If
proper precautions in packing and dropping were used these
accidents would have been prevented. The reason for the loss
of gas was due to air pressure. The lids were screwed tight
at 2,600 feet and as the plane gained altitude the pressure
in the cans was far greater than the outside pressure. Upon
drop from the plane, the swelled can burst on hitting the
soft snow. To prevent this either use stout "Jerry" cans or
else leave the lids loose until just prior to the drop.
B.

EQUIPMENT

Our equipment was divided into two lots: (1) personal
gear and (2) community gear. In the list to follow the per
sonal gear is not complete as space will not permit a com
plete compilation. Only those articles which would not be
used for normal climbing are listed. Weight and use in the
two temperature extremes were the main factors which decided
on our final choice of equipment.
Personal Gear:
1.

Clothing required by each person
Item
String Johns (Sunrise Brand)
Light Weight Long Johns
String Vest (Sunrise Brand)
Flannel or Tricot Vest
Balaclava
Lionel Terray Down Jacket & Hood
Heavy High Altitude or Polar Mitts
Plastic Bags for Clothing
Long Parka with Fur Ruff
Windproof Pants
Insulated Airforce Pants (1 pr.)

Worth
B
B
B
15

U
B

B
B

B
B

U
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2.

Sleeping Gear
Item
Outer Sleeping Bag (4 lbs.)
Inner Sleeping Bag (2 lbs.)
Airmattress (3/4 length)

3.

Footwear
Head Skis
Korean Leather Insulated Boots
Mukluks Canvas with Rubber Bottoms
Felt Liners
Crampons (12 pt. light)
Trima Skins

4.

Worth
B
U
B

B
S
S
S
B
B

Personals
Books (Reading & Diary)
White Lipstick
Canteen
Hair Brush (Karl's)

B
S
U
Und

-

B
B
B
U

better, best
satisfactory
unnecessary
undependable

The values are my own personal opinion after hearing the
complaints from various party members. A few comments will
be made. Korean leather boots are fine for climbing on dry
snow. Their insulation qualities are good but if they become
wet they are hard to dry and thus will freeze at higher al
titudes. They have no support for skiing and are too flex
ible for sidehill travelling on moraines. The best solution
would have been to air-drop our boots and to travel with old
ski boots on the approach and return. At Camp I we could
change into our Korean leather boots, or better yet Everest
Boots, felt liners and mukluks. The mukluks were hard to put
on when frozen and in four cases were much too large. This
is a hazard for it led to frequent tripping and it also made
large bucket steps necessary on the steep slopes.
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"Trapper Nelson" (#3) packs are not the best but were
satisfactory. They are too low on the shoulders. A "Kelty"
frame sack would have been more suitable for ski travel. All
members had at least two pairs of goggles; as Don and I wore
glasses we proved that prescription sunglasses (except for
cost) are far superior to clip-on types. The prescription
type don't fog up and were satisfactory from the intense sun
glare except on foggy or windy days. On these days Don and
I were forced to wear goggles (surplus type) over our sun
glasses.
Insulated Airforce pants and balaclavas were not needed
as the weather never approached the 1925 conditions. Almost
everybody except myself used an inner and outer sleeping bag.
I found a zipperless Blacks' Icelandic Standard (3 lbs.) to
be quite warm. Granted, it was harder to crawl in the bag
but it cut down on bulk and weight. My Icelandic Special was
flown into base camp but was never used. I think this zipperless feature warrants testing and perhaps future expeditions
will profit from the findings.
Skis were supplied by the Head Ski Company in the form
of 1 pr. of X-37's, 3 pairs of experimental models and two
pairs of standard models. The experimental models had stabi
lizers to prevent chatter on hard snow and were waxed with
three different types of bases. As the skiing caliber varied
from person to person, as the glaciers were long and flat,
and as we were bothered by heavy packs it was difficult to
arrive at any conclusions. The X-37's seemed to be the fast
est, but whether they are more prone to chatter than the ex
perimental models could not be determined. Most expeditions
to this area and Mt. McKinley prefer snowshoes. I think we
were better off on skiis for we made good time on the down
hill with them. We could also ski across weak snow bridges
with safety whereas snowshoes would have probably broken
through. Metal skis are preferable to wooden ones as they
will not break as easily.
Parkas of
long knee type
layer "Duplan"
satisfactory.
of hip length.

many types were worn by the members, but the
are best for windy weather. However, a double
parka was found to be very windproof and quite
The "Duplan" type is much lighter, but is only
Airforce windproof pants were far superior to
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the "Duplan" type for the latter were easy to rip and the
stitching wasn't as strong as it should have been.
Trima climbing skins are preferable to other types as
they won't side-slip off the ski on a side hill. Light
weight crampons in wet fluffy snow did not collect near as
much snow as the heavy models. The heavy models probably
hold more heat which in turn makes the snow more likely to
stick to them.
Cheap cameras brought grief on our trip. Don's "Paxette" and my "Agfa** had shutter or focusing troubles. Phil
ippe's "Retina" of moderate price had fi^m--winding trouble.
Willy's expensive "Voigtlander" was good. Best of all was
the compact and sturdy "Leica" - no more needs to be said!
Hans used a 16 mm. three-turret "Eumig" movie camera. It
was supplied by the manufacturer for the trip; it was a
little heavy, cold and dampness jammed film transport.
Community Gear:
Item
2
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
4

120' Nylon Ropes 3/8"
150' Goldline Rope 3/8"
200' Nylon Rope 3/8"
200' Hemp Handlines M"
Piton Hammer
Piton Hammer with ice claw
Eisbeil
Himalayan Pickel
Rock Pitons
7
Ice Pitons
2
Tubular pitons 3' long
2
6' bamboo rapel pickets
4
3' bamboo rapel pickets
1 - Repair kit containing pliers, set of
screw drivers, copper wire, twine, cord,
leather thongs, needles, thread, wool,
file, leather rivets, spare Trima fit
tings, rubber cement & patches, speed sew,
tape, and whatever else Don could think of.
1 - Signal mirror

Worth
13
B
B
S

u
u
B
B

U

u
B
B
B

B
U
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1
100
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
3
3 —

Airforce Rescue Ground Signal Cards

- Bamboo trail marking wands
Min. Thermometer
- First Aid Kit
- Set of Maps and Aerial Photos
- Compasses "Bezard"
- Alu. Snow Shovels
- Emerg. Toboggan
- Lufft Altimeter
- 2-man Rubber Life Rafts
- French Moncler High Altitude Tents

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
1

--

(2-man size) w/wisks and sponges wt.llff
Nest of Billies with lids (largest 2 qt.)
Optimus III-B stove
Small Optimus Stove
Black Melt Tarpalin
Swiss Grip
Plastic Mixing container w/lid
Funnel
1-quart Aluminum screw-top fuel cont.
3 gal. gas can
1 gal. gas cans
Jerry Can (4 gal.)

B but U
B
B
B
B
B
B
S
B
S
B
B
Und.
Und.
B
?
B
B
B
Und.
S
B

Don's repair kit had everything we needed except gasket
material. Many of our stove troubles could have been parti
ally remedied with some of this. Hans* first-aid kit was well
stocked. Beyond normal supplies, it also contained 292 pills
for high altitude headaches, eye drops for snow blindness,
sleeping pills for high altitude insomnia (worked well), and
even hypodermies of adrenalin in case of a very serious acci
dent.
The French "Moncler" tents are a double wall effort of
very windproof material. Although I rated them as best, they
still need improvements. The pegs were too short and flimsy
as they weren't long enough for snow but bent when driven
into ice. The collapsible poles and zipper doors were good
features, but the lack of air circulation was apparent. How
ever, their waterproof floor, windproof walls made sleeping
very comfortable although they were a bit too low for cooking,
changing clothes, etc.
The emergency toboggan is a set of clamps, bars and can-
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vas which are attached to a pair of skis.
poor as the skis were held in a slight "V"
pulling virtually impossible unless it was
crust of snow or on smooth ice. We had to
after an effort to get most of our gear to

The design was
shape which made
on a four-inch
abandon its use
civilization.

The "Optimus" stoves were wholly unreliable as we were
forever repairing and cleaning them. When one worked the
other wouldn't - their chief troubles were gasket troubles
or else high gas tank pressure trouble which would blow the
stove up. The cleaning device in the III-B model was in
effective. A much better stove will have to be found for
expeditions of this nature. We were not the first to dis
cover this unreliability as French (1959) also found them
to be unsatisfactory.
References for Food and Equipment Section
French, R,W., 1959

MacCarthy, A.H., 1925

Wood, G.H., 1958

Skiers travel 100 miles across moun
tain ranges. Summit Mag., January,
pp. 6-11.
Mt, Logan Expedition, Food. Canadian
Alpine Club Journal, vol. 15, pp.115120.
So you want to climb Mt, McKinley!
Summit Mag., December, pp.1-5.

T A B L E I - METEORLOGICAL
DATE
May 25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Jun 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

CAMP OR
LOCALITY

TEMPERATURE (1)
MAX(4) MIN. PRES.

_
Klunne L .
Kluane L . 44
Kluane L .
AC 1
AC 2
AC 3
AC 4
AC 5
AC 6
66
A C 7(2)
BC
65
57
BC
BC
90
_
BC
CI
45
_
CI
C2
52
_
C2
46
C3
_
Summit
C3
CR.C
54(3)
AC7
55
0C1
0C2
65
75
0C3
0C4
90
0C4

-

_
37
26.5
36
27
29
27
17
21
27
15
25
16
17
15
9
-3
-2
-10

-

-

-12
29
31

-

45-

-

40
44
55
51
36
31
30
30
39
47
34
29
50

-

17
19
51
13
6
20?
16
33
52

-

38
56
58
54

Thermometer broken
21 0C4
22 Alaska Hy
_
_
_
Mile 1128

TIME

W I N D (5)

1930
NIL
1400 5-10 N
800 1-2 NW
700 5-10 NW
600
NIL
545 10-20 NE
900 5-10 N E
730 0-4 SW
700 1-2 N
1000 1-2 E
600 5-15 E
700
NIL
500
NIL
400
NIL
430 0-10 NW
330
NIL
700 0-5 N
600 10-20 SE
500
1300 5-10 NW
800
1200
1000 0-5 W
1600 5-10 N
1900 5-10 E
1500 0-5 SW
1600 5-15 S
1200 5-10SE in an
5-ION in pm

-

-

A C = Approach Camp.
B C = Base Camp
OC = Out Camp, i.e. camp on route to the
Alaska Highway.
C R . C = Crevasse Camp or emergency rest camp
(1) = Present, temp, were always read from
minimum scale - maximum scale read
1 degree higher.

ALTITUDE

27.55
27.55
27.45
27.35
26.25
25.25
23.90
22.20
22.90
22.95
22.65
22.75
22.85
22.85
20.15
20.30
17.55
17.70
16.05
14.20
16.15
23.10
23.55
23.65
21.65
24.85
27.00
26.95

_
2660 ft.
2550 ft.
2775
2600
3725
4825
6200
8200
i"
7375
7390
7775
7600
3"
7625
7625
10750
1"
10550
14250
14050
16450
4"
19500
16750
8400
7075
6950
trace
9325
5650
3500
3500

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
*
**
***
(?)

SNOW
AMT. TYPE

PRESSURE

"

_

CHART:

RECORDS

in.
" *
**

r

***

-

-

_

_

wet
m e-d .
wet

-

dry

dry
dry
_

REMARKS
Scattered clouds & rain.
Barometer steady sc. elds.
Partially cloudy.
Partially cloudy.
Bar.rising high strata cl.
Overcast, bar. steady.
Bar. steady.
Foggy, bar. steady.
Bar.dropping, cloudy.
foggy. a . steady.
Clear am., cloudy p.m.
Clearing, bar. rising.
Clear
Foggy
L w & H g h Cld.clear patches.
Very high cloud.
Clear
Clear and gusty.
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cloudy
Clear
Clear am., cloudy pm.
Skies clearing.
Clear am., overcast pm.
Clear am., overcast pm.
Clear am., overcast pm.
n

r

Trace of rain.
Cloudy

= AC7 = Air Drop Camp
= Emergency rest camp after descent - max. temp, taken.
= Maximum temp, could be determined only when we slept in
daytime or spent more than one day at a camp.
= By estimation only.
s Altimeter set at Boutiller summit.
Altimeter reset by pilot with 0 feet at 29.92 inches.
= Altimeter reset at summit at 19,800 feet.
= Temperature was estimated or the thermometer was subjected to snow radiation.

=
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VI.

SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATIONS

Unfortunately, the expedition had only limited time;
thus scientific observations could only be made after the
day's travel or on route for brief periods of time. The
primary objectives of the expedition were to explore and to
climb. Despite this lack of time I managed to gather infor
mation and data on weather conditions, wildlife, glaciers,
topography and acclimatization. A small number of insects,
spiders and rock samples were also taken.
A.

Meteorology

In recent years the question has often arisen - "What
is the best month to climb in the St. Elias Range?" I hope
my limited research will shed some light on the problem. A
search of the available literature of previous expeditions
only confused the issue. Upon talking to people familiar
with the area on a summer season basis and after my library
research it can only be concluded that June usually brings
unsettled to good weather. May is almost always poor; July
is a month which varies from poor to good weather depending
on the year, and August is like July. Of the months, June
is preferable; there is more snow covering the crevasses on
the low flat glaciers (one must use skis) and the days are
longer. The first week of July would then be a good week
for a retreat to civilization. This is just my opinion
though, as Wheeler (1956) claims that August is the best
month for glacier travel.
Table I shows the minimum temperatures to decrease gra
dually as we gained altitude. Thus at Camp II and III we,
because of the gradual acclimatization to the increasing
drop in temperature, could work without mittens at tempera
tures of 5-6 degrees above zero; in fact only on one oc
casion did we wear our down jackets while climbing. The
lowest minimum temperature was only -12, far warmer than
the minus 33 of the 1925 party and the minus 20 of the 1957
team. On the other hand, six days later we were camped at
the snout of the Donjek Glacier at a maximum of 90 degrees.
A temperature range of 102 degrees put the party under se
vere stress - one of the contributing factors to our fatigue.
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No excessively windy days were experienced but on several
occasions we had either snow squalls or mornings of fog. We
were indeed lucky with the weather.
B.

Zoology

Wildlife and Ornithological Observations:
As we were in the Slims River valley for only one and
a half days and in the Donjek River valley for three days,
our findings do not even begin to match Laings of the 1925
expedition. In fact only a few species of mammals were seen
during the entire trip. As I am not an ornithologist, the
numerous bird calls weren't recognized. However, a few
strange observations were made. Grizzly bear (Ursus horribilis) tracks and signs were noted on the Kaskawulsh Glacier
over six miles from the snout. The hillsides were barren of
vegetation and why a grizzly was this far from a life zone,
I can't surmise. Also, on the same day, Dall sheep or goat
tracks were found on the ice but this is not unusual for
these creatures. A small perching type of bird (probably a
Myrtle warbler) referred to in another section of this ar
ticle was noted at Base Camp and Approach Camp IV on foggy
days. It was not seen on clear days. Just past Out Camp
III while walking in the moat of the lateral moraine, we
found many skulls of the Dall sheep (Ovis dalli) - with a
1% horn curl. The obvious conclusion for this grave-yard
was the avalanche-prone slopes above. While camped at the
gravel flats (OC 4) of the Donjek, sea gulls of an undetermines species were coasting against the brisk glacier wind.
They were a long way from Kluane Lake. Table II gives loca
lity and the method of detection of all mammals and birds
noted.
Fish and Insect Observations:
Kluane Lake is famous for the lake trout (Salvelinus
namayaush) fishing. Upon talking to a fisherman, Mrs. Grace
Chambers of Burwash Landing, these much-sought game fish are
caught commercially by gill net and trolling methods. Spe
cimens up to 45 pounds are caught quite regularly. Whitefish
of an undetermined species are also present and I managed to
capture a sculpin (genus Cottus) in the rocks at the south
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end of the lake. No fish were noted in the Slims or Donjek
Rivers and there should be very few if any present. The
water is too cold and silty to support any sizeable popula
tions in the length of stream with which we travelled. Fresh
water fish of the Yukon system which resembles species of the
Pacific Coast drainage, present an interesting problem. How
did they get there? A current investigator, Dr. C. C. Lindsey
of U.B.C., has postulated their migration up the Alsek and
Kaskawulsh Rivers to the Kaskawulsh Glacier snout and then
down the Slims River into the Yukon system (see map). At
present there is no continuous water channel between the two
river systems at the glacier's snout. The location of mor
aines and old channels as seen by Hans from the air and as
shown in a photo in Bostock (1952) claims further back in the
past, Kluane Lake may have drained into the Alsek River during
a glacial retreat. Could this be the period when such a
Pacific fish fauna managed an entrance into the Kluane Lake
and then when Kluane Lake drained into the Yukon the resident
fish fauna dispersed itself in the new river system?
At
present the question can't be answered.
One of my biggest scientific endeavours of the trip was
to collect insects, especially those inhabiting the ice. My
father was quite keen on stoneflies (order Plecoptera) and
Dr. Spencer of U.B.C. would welcome any such specimens. We
Were in for a big disappointment. Very few insects were ob
served and none were collected on the approach. Perhaps it
was too early in the season. Upon return to the Airdrop
Camp many overflies (order Diptera) were on the ice. On the
way to the Alaska Highway the occasional moth (order Lepidoptera) was found on the Hubbard Glacier. All species of
insects collected are listed in Table III and all but one
were identified by J.R. Vockeroth and W.R. Richards of the
Canadian National Museum. Dr. Ferris Neave identified the
bumble-bee - it is one of a hardy lot as they are frequently
found on snow (Neave, 1934 and 1934). The spid0r was iden
tified by C D . Dondale. Refer to Table III on page 72.
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TABLE II - MAMMALS & BIRDS
NAME

LOCATION

HOW DETECTED

REMARKS
Numerous

Dall Sheep
(Ovis Dalli)

Slims River and Donjek
lateral moraines and
river flats

seen and skulls

Caribou
(Rangifer articus)

Slims River and Donjek
river flats

tracks

Black Bear
(Eurarctos americanus)

Slims River

tracks

Scarce

Grizzly Bear

Slims River
Kaskawulsh Glacier

tracks

Numerous,
appear shy

Slims River

dead, on flats

Slims River

tracks

(Ursus horribilis)
Hawk (species?)
Rodents (species?)
Placer Road
Snowshoe Rabbit
(Lepus americanus)
Mountain Goats or
Dall Sheep
Warbler (Myrtle?) or
pipit (species?)

Kaskawulsh Glacier

Kaskawulsh and Hubbard
Glaciers

Not numerous
seen

tracks

seen

seen only on
foggy days

NAME
Pika
(Ochotona collaris)

Cliff Birds (species?)

Seagulls
Sandpiper

TABLE II - Continued
LOCATION

HOW DETECTED

Near OC 3 on Donjek
Glacier

seen and call

Near OC 3 on Donjek
Glacier

seen

Donjek Glacier Snout

seen

Donjek River Flats

seen

REMARKS
Numerous
that loca
lity

ro

TABLE III - INSECT AND SPIDER COLLECTIONS
SPECIES

ORDER

COMMON NAME

LOCALITY

SUBSTRATE

REMARKS
Val.Record

Bombus articus

Hymenoptera

Bumble Bee

OC 3

Rock

Saldula sp.nr.paelipes

Lepidoptera

Moth

Hubbard Gl.

Snow

Syrphus torvus O.S.

Diptera

Over Fly

AC 7

Snow

Common

Syrphus vitripennis Mg.

Diptera

Over Fly

AC 7

Snow

Common

Syrphus ribesii (L)

Diptera

Over Fly

OC 1

Snow

Common

Syrphus jonesi Fluke

Diptera

Over Fly

OC 1

Snow

Very rare

Epistrophe sp.

Diptera

?

OC 1

Snow

Melanostoma sp.

Diptera

?

OC 3

Water

OC 3

Rock

Pardosa qroenlandica
(Thorell)

Spider

&

OC 1
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C.

Topography

No actual surveying was done during the trip but a few
items of interest were noticed and warrant discussion. The
St. Elias sheet (1952) 115 S.W. and 115 S.E. has many errors
and should not be heavily relied upon if you are planning a
trip into this area. The most glaring error is the indica
tion of the Hubbard Glacier flowing into the Seward Glacier.
This is not so, as a rock ridge of Mt. Vancouver joins the
S.E. ridge of Logan at a low point unofficially called the
Water Pass. This ridge separates the two glaciers and the
new Government preliminary topographical map 1/100.000 (sup
plied by geologist J.O. Wheeler) shows the correction. The
new map was found to be quite accurate. A point of minor
importance is the new map heights of the Donjek-Hubbard and
the Hubbard-Kaskawulsh passes. The contours didn't agree
with our altimeter by as much as 500 feet (too low) in both
cases. I don't think the altimeter could be that much out
as the days seem to be nearly normal for that altitude. Dr.
J.O. Wheeler says that the lack of features on large snow
neves makes it hard for the cartographer to make accurate
elevations from aerial photos. This could be the source of
trouble.
A point of more interest to the Logan climber is the
height of the east peak in relation to the center peak.
Andre Roche and N.H, Read of the 1950 party claim that the
east peak is from 100-200 feet lower and in 1949 Henry S.
Hall and Walter Wood, when flying near Logan at 14,000 feet,
made the same conclusion. Some members of the 1925 party
claim that the west peak is 100 feet lower than the main
peak and the east peak is lower than the west peak. Some
of the 1957 party feel that the central peak is slightly
higher while others feel that the east peak is a bit higher.
Unfortunately, no surveying instruments of the simplest
type were with us and the problem will remain unsettled un
til such is carried to one of the summits on a clear day.
It was noted that
revised to 16,971 feet
St. Elias maps. Thus,
17,000 foot bracket in

the elevation of Kings Peak has been
on the new 1/100,000 foot preliminary
Mt. Lucania is the only summit in the
Canada.
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D.

Acclimatization and "Glacier Fatigue"

Some of the 1925 write-ups on Mt Logan conflict on the
matter of acclimatization. The Canadian Alpine Club Journal
reports no effects of the altitude on the successful summit
team while some write-ups of the same team members in other
journals complain about the altitude effecting appetite,
sleep, nervous system, e t c
The 1925 team found, like an
earlier Everest expedition, the ability to hold the breath
to decrease in proportion to the density of the air to an
altitude of 14,000 feet. A marked increase in the effect of
altitude above this height was found. At sea level the oxy
gen is about 89 mm. of Hg, and at 19,000 feet the oxygen
pressure drops to below 70 mm.
u

What are the stresses on the high altitude mountaineer?
Duff (1959) finds that low atmospheric pressure is the great
est stress. On the summit of Everest the oxygen pressure is
50 mm. of Hg an unacclimatized man would comatose in two
minutes, Cold, in addition to wind, dehydration, fatigue,
solar radiation, danger, in addition to exposure and poor
nourishment due to loss of appetite, are the remaining stres
ses. Unfortunately, we suffered from all these elements.
During June, in Alaska, the climbers are subjected to an ad
ditional stress of continuous daylight. We worked at any
hour of the day and undoubtedly it reduced our quality and
quantity of sleep which in turn affected our nervous systems.
Whap happens to compensate for the effects of the high
er altitudes? Burton and Nelson (1959) perhaps explain this
in the simplest way. First of all, at 5000 feet the heart
rate increases and the red blood cell count increases. Table
IV illustrates this point. The counts were usually taken
after one hour's rest; on the summit the pulse rate of Hans
and Willy was too weak to count by the usual finger tip me
thod. At 8000 feet to 10 000 feet the pulmonary ventilation
increases. In our case this didn't occur at the rest period
until 18,000 feet or so. This test was after an hour's rest;
the patients counted their breath intakes in a minute while
in a rest position (Table IV).
;

A healthy lot we were as at base camp fuur of us had be
low average pulse rates* According to Burton and Nelson

TABLE IV - PULMONARY VENTILATION AND PULSE RATES

Elevation

Karl
P
A.I.

Hans
P A.I.

Ron
P A.I.

Don
P A.I.

Willy
P A.I.

Philippe
P A.I

7,300'

50

14

60

18

78

18

60

18

46

14

70

20

10,800'

68

12

80

14

90

16

80

18

62

14

94

18

14,350'

62

12

70

14

92

18

88

18

64

18

100

24

16,700'

74

12

56

14

110

16

78

16

50

16

90

18

19,800'

80

20

80

26

94

22

-

96

30

P

-

- pulse rate per minute

A.I. - air intake per minute

-

a

9
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(1959) the accelerated pulse rates at higher altitudes will
often return to normal,, Perhaps this explains the unusual
results at 16,700'. Don and I were there one day less than
the

otherSc

Changes in kidney secretions, endocrine Vitamin C, and
central nervous system acid anoxia are the other chief com
pensations. The first two are discussed by Duff (1959) and
Nelson and Burton (1959); no additional personal observa
tions can be added. From 12,000 feet and up, the brain is
impaired and is shown visibly in errors in judgment, short
tempers, decreased work ability, and greater liability to
fatigue. All four stresses were quite visible in our case.
Despite these difficulties of high altitude climbing
the psychological compensation is perhaps the greatest dif
ference between high altitude and low altitude climbers.
I'm in agreement with Nelson and Burton that "the spirit,
the will and the drive enable climbers to endure cold, dis
comfort, danger, and low barometric pressure to push on to
even greater achievements." I have utmost respect for Him
alayan climbers.
The 1957 party (A.A.J., 1958) claims to have not suf
fered from the effects of altitude on the day of the summit
climb. However, we did feel it. The explanation lies in
the duration of each party on various elevations of the
mountain. The 1957 party used twenty-two days in their
ascent while we used only seven. We were not properly ac
climatized and perhaps our hasty ascent was not the best
for our health. Various party members suffered from one or
another of the mountain sickness symptoms: loss of appetite,
nausea, short tempers, loss if acute hearing, insomnia,
severe headaches, rapid fatigue and laziness. We appeared
to be in a different world.
Glacier fatigue on the low flat glaciers is a mysteri
ous ailment. The 1925 party suffered from it and we were no
exception. The causes have been little discussed but I
think they are rather obvious. On the approach, one wants
to get to the base of the mountain as fast as possible but
Cont'd on p.81
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E.

Glacioloqy

As pointed out in the introduction, the glaciation of
the St Elias Range is phenomenal. Our party travelled the
entire distance of the Kaskawulsh Glacier (over 45 miles),
the Donjek Glacier (over 35 miles), and about 35 miles of
the Hubbard Glacier (over 80 miles). We also saw the lar
gest piedmont glacier in the world (Malaspina Glacier), the
longest glacier (Seward) and the debris-covered Logan and
Walsh Glaciers just to mention a few. In fact, everywhere
we looked we saw ice and snow; according to Tarr and Martin
(1914) the area is 1,100 miles long and 40 - 120 miles in
width. The estimated area of ice and snow is about 15,000
to 20,000 square miles. Unfortunately, only very amateur
observations could be made as we did not use the same
routes for travel to and from the Alaska Highway. Thus no
measurements of ablation, glacial retreat and crevasse move
ment could be made.
0

According to the system of Hobbs (1911), the Hubbard,
Donjek and Kaskawulsh glaciers would be classified as dend
ritic. A comparison of the Donjek and Kaskawulsh glaciers
can be made. The Kaskawulsh is flatter, less crevassed and
its width varies from one to over six miles. The Donjek,
except at its snout, is never much more than a mile wide;
it has fewer and smaller medial moraines. The Kaskawulsh
has as many as five such moraines while I never noticed
more than two at any one time on the Donjek. The Donjek
has few large tributary glaciers while the Kaskawulsh spreads
into many gigantic arems (see map). In the last 150 years
the Kaskawulsh Glacier has retreated on the average of 17 35 feet per year (Bostock, 1952, p.7). The Donjek might be
slightly less. An aerial photograph of the Donjek snout
taken by Brad Washburn in the mid 1930*s was used by our
party for route finding purposes. By comparison of the
position it doesn't look as if the Donjek snout is retreat
ing any faster than 15 feet per year. Sometime in the im
mediate past few centuries,the Donjek must have suffered a
rapid retreat. Lateral moraines with little vegetation of
over 200 feet above the present ice surface were walked on
by the party. No comments on the Kaskawulsh lateral mor
aines can be made as we were never near them.
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The Hubbard Glacier can perhaps be best described as
a blow-up of the Kaskawulsh. Its width, length and size of
side arms are much greater. No medial moraines were visible
and it possessed huge basins. Its movement is rapid as evi
denced by the change of crevasse structure at the junction
of the Logan-McArthur arm with the main arm. No firn pipes
were found in my small examination of the glacier. These
peculiar ice stocks were discovered by the glaciological
research team in 1947 on the Seward Glacier.

F.

Geology

Kluane Lake lies in the Shakwak Valley. This valley
is a tectonic hingeline separating the geanticlinal base
ment complex of the Yukon Plateau to the northeast from the
more recently folded St. Elias geosyncline (Muller, 1958).
The folding and thrusting of the St. Elias geosyncline oc
curred in late Cretaceous and Tertiary sedimentary, vol
canic and intrusive rocks. The Slims and Donjek River val
leys are wide flat plains of fluvoglacial gravels.
While travelling up the Slims River valley we found
two successful gold placer operations on Bullion Creek.
Another mineral of economic importance in the valley is
gypsum. One fossil locality is known in the valley. A
sample of quartz and epidote was picked up on the Kaskawulsh
Glacier snout which could have been part of a vein; the id
entification was made by Hon. President of the V . O . C , Dr.
W.H. Mathews. A coal seam was noticed on a hillside about
one mile up on the Kaskawulsh Glacier on the north side.
For those interested in the geology of the Slims River area
I would refer you to Wheeler (1956), Muller (1958), and
Bostock (1952).
No other geological samples were collected until we
reached the base of Mt. Logan. Whenever possible or prac
tical I collected a few plutonic and metamorphic rocks on
the east ridge of Logan (Table V ) .
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TABLE V - ROCK SAMPLES OF EAST RIDGE OF LOGAN

Elevation

Sample

9,000'

Chlorite schist

9,100'

Sheared hornblende deorite or quartz
diorite, some chlorite

9,900'

Hornblende quartz diorite, somewhat
altered.

12,000'

Hornblende quartz diorite

13,000'

Hornblende quartz diorite, somewhat
altered

18,000'

Very pale biotite quartz diorite
Ctrondhjemite ?)
(All identifications by Dr. W.H. Mathews)

At the 9,000' level I found the rock dissected by many
quartz veins, with feldspars, malachite and pyroxenes as
secondary minerals.
Carpe (1925) noted the granitic appearance of the sum
mit peaks and the gneissic appearance of the glacier boulders
at lower altitudes, From the 1925 approach the lower portion
of the mountain was found to be a complex of limestomes,
schists, quartzitic, greywakes and conglomerate. At the
11,000' level samples of biotite-diorite gneiss were taken.
McGowan (1954) was the first to note the "granite" diorite
on the east ridge of Mt. Logan.
The Donjek River valley is just as geologically complex
as the Slims Valley. For a detailed treatment Muller (1958)
and Bostock (1952) provide the latest information. A few
fossil locations have been found and a small placer opera
tion was started on Arch Creek last summer. Other known
economic minerals are coal, nickei, copper, and gypsum. Dust
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storms on the river flats were frequent during our visit
and Bostock (1952) noted parabolic dunes in the Shakwak
Valley near the Donjek River.
Volcanic ash (andesite) composed of many minerals is
quite widespread in the St, Elias Range. Bostock (1952)
calculated its total volume to be 2.12 cubic miles and aged
it at 1.400 years. At present the volcano has been surmised
to have been Mt. Natazhat (see map) as this area has the
thickest layer of ash. Ash was only noticeable along the
Slims Valley but horizons of 9-12 inches were observed in
the lower Donjek and Shakwak Valleys. They were of a powder
white colour.
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the distances are so deceptive you are frustrated. This com
bined with temperature extremes between feet and face, cre
vasses, heavy loads, unusual diet, monotonous approach scen
ery, continuous daylight all add up to make it difficult to
travel more than fifteen miles a day. On the retreat you are
in a hurry to get back to civilization, you have undergone a
strenuous, exhausting ordeal on the mountain and again you
are bothered by heavy loads, diet, etc. The Alaskan and Yukon
glaciers are a rough country and to travel more than fifteen
miles is indeed an exhaustive effort. You will arrive back
to civilization in excellent shape but this will be hidden by
your acute tiredness. No wonder the visits to this area are
far and few between.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

As you have by now concluded, an expedition to the St.
Elias is a large and expensive undertaking. It requires not
only the preliminary work of the climbers, but also the work
of many individuals who are unable to go on the expedition.
The climbers themselves cannot be expected to pay the total
cost of the journey, so outside help must be sought. In
this last paragraph, a few of those who helped with the Cana
dian Mt. Logan expedition are mentioned.
First of all, without the generous financial aid of
Graig Ballantyne of Weekend Magazine, the expedition would
have been non-existent. Mr. and Mrs. Neil Brown of Calgary,
did much of the food preparation and ran a "free hotel". Leo
Grillmain supplied many pieces of the equipment and made
trail markers. The persons at Whitehorse are thanked for
their hospitality and advice. Eunig Co. of Canada supplied
the movie camera; Brad Washburn supplied all necessary aerial
photos, while J. 0. Wheeler provided the latest maps. Dr.
W. E. Ricker and Mr. R. S. Lyon are thanked for the addition
al financial backing to their sons.
There are, of course, others who assisted the expedi
tion, and for the whole team I would like to thank these
people as well as those already mentioned.

TO AN ICE AXE
A nice axe is the ice axe:
Though it our energy doth tax
When carried high on heavy pax.
On slippery stuff *t may save our nax.'
Tom Fowlery.

Why do we climb mountains?
It is like banging your head on the wall...
It feels so good to stop*
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INTRODUCTION TO SUMMER CLIMBS
Karl Ricker

The year of 1959 will long stand out as one of the best
years of climbing in the club. As you have just read, Dave
Kennedy piloted the Vancouver summer section to a better than
average climbing season while our honourary life member. Hans
Gmoser, led a combined A . C . C , V . O . C , and Austrian Alpine
Club expedition to Canada's highest summit. However, the
climbing has not ended here, as a newly formed (on paper)
Interior Section of the V.O.C. rampaged the Cariboos, South
ern Selkirks, Purcells, and Rocky Mountains. If you recall
last year's Rockies section of the journal, it was noted that
they ascended nineteen peaks of which all but one were in the
Rockies (V.O.C.J. 1958). This year under a big expansion
programme we are now four groups—Rockies group, Southern
Selkirks (Trail) group, Vancouver group, and the Cariboo
group. The climbing in some cases was incredible and a short
introductory note is certainly justified.
A.

SOUTHERN SELKIRKS RANGE.

Although the boys did no climbing during the first two
months of the summer, they started off the season in the
Slocan Lake district in late July. After this climb there
was no stopping them under the enthusiasm of a new member,
Kim Deane. Despite the aid of a New Zealand climber by the
name of Dick Wareing and the advice of a post-grad student,
Percy Crosby, the boys were handicapped by the lack of in
formation. As Kim Deane pointed out, "We have done a lot of
reconnaissance this summer so we'll have a much better idea
of the possibilities for next yearw*
UNNAMED - BEATRICE LAKE (8,800') July 25-26, 1959
K. Deane
The peak we were heading for this weekend was an un
named summit on the west side of Slocan Lake and one mile
south-east of Mt. Hela. Party members, Dick Wareing, Jack
Boulding, and myself set out for Slocan City early Friday
evening. Reaching there at 9:30, we rented a boat for the
trip up the lake to Evans Creek. After scrounging for a
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level place to sleep, we finally bedded down, only to rise
at 5:30 a.m., Saturday. We followed the excellent trail up
the north side of Evans Creek to Beatrice Lake where the
trail ended. This lake is 10 miles and 4% hours from Slocan
Lake. Two and a half hours of bushwacking found us only
part way to our objective along the lakeshore. We decided
to start up the hill immediately, following the creek-bed
until we were forced into the bush by some falls. Here we
decided to make camp until morning. Early the next morning,
an hour's steady going brought us to a beautiful alpine
meadow below the peak. The rope was only necessary on one
chimney, and we arrived on top to see the Valhalla Range to
the south and the Purcells to the east. The descent was
much easier, since we went to our last camp and then traver
sed above the lake to the trail.
MT. LOKI (9,120') August 1
Parker Williams
Mt. Loki is located about 35 miles northeast of Nelson,
B.C., 5 miles east of Kootenay Lake. Kim Deane, Jack Boulding, Dick Wareing, and myself camped on the beach Saturday
night where Loki Creek flows into Kootenay Lake, and the
next morning we followed the ridge immediately north of Loki
Creek up to the 6500' level. The ridge then levelled off
and turned north for half a mile, into a dome. We sidled
around the south of the dome and up the west ridge of Loki
itself. The ridge, mostly of large slab, rises at about a
45 degree slope. This is not too difficult to climb as we
started at 5:00 a.m. and reached the top at 1:00 p.m. From
the top, we had an excellent view of the north arm of Koot
enay Lake, of the Kokanee peaks and glacier to the west, and
of the Leaning Tower range to the east. The Leaning Tower
itself was particularly spectacular.
We left the peak at 1:45 p.m. Once we were off the
peak, Kim and Jack followed the ascended ridges, while Dick
and I planned to follow a small creek valley down to the
lake. Unfortunately, we turned down the wrong valley. We
lost several hours recovering our error and as a result, we
ran out of daylight. As we had no flashlight, we found a
dry patch of moss and decided to wait until dawn, when we
walked down to camp in 15 minutes.
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KOKANEE GLACIER AREA - August 28
Parker Williams
The five members of our Kootenay V.O.C. group, Dick
Wareing, Terry Brown, Kim Deane, Jack Boulding, and myself,
met at Balfour on August 28 and left for the Kokanee Glacier
which is in Kokanee Glacier Park. This is a provincial park
located 20 miles north of Nelson, B.C., between the Slocan
and Kootenay Lakes. You can reach the center of the park
from the south by driving eight miles off the highway up the
Kokanee Creek valley. From the end of the road you must
climb 4000 feet in 2 miles to reach the peaks. A rope is
advisable for the last 100 feet. I understand that Pat Duffy
and John Savage climbed Kokanee Peak (9,100') this way in
the summer of 1958. Jack Boulding, Kim Deane, and Terry
Brown got within 100 feet of this in May, 1959, but had to
turn back because of lack of time and having no rope. The
park is entered from the north by driving 15 miles up the
Keene Creek valley to the 4700 foot level, 2% miles from the
bottom of the ice which is at about 7000 feet. A seven mile
logging road from Slocan Lake will take you within six miles
of the bottom of the glacier (into the same area as above).
We chose to enter the park from the north. We arrived
at the B.C. Forest Service camp at 11:30 Friday night and
found seven four-man tents and one caretaker (who was very
good to us). The rain started to fall heavily during the
night and we were very doubtful as to the prospects of de
cent climbing weather the next day, but Saturday broke crys
tal clear with snow down to the 6,000' level. We started at
7:30 Saturday morning, ice-axes in hand, up the 2J£ mile
trail to the alpine meadows at the bottom of the west end
of the glacier. We roped ourselves together and went onto
the ice just above "Battleship Peak". On the descent, we
found that the glacier is best approached from the lateral
moraine between the Battleship Peak and the Giant's Kneecap.
The glacier had very few crevasses and the five of us had
no trouble climbing to Esmeralda Peak (about 9,150'). The
rock of the peak extended out of the ice at a gentle slope
about 50 feet. From there, Kim, Jack, and Terry went "peak
pouching" along the summit ridge and finally ended up on
Mt. Cond (9,200'), the highest point in the park. Dick and
I headed for the Giant's Kneecap (9,134*), an exposed ridge
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that rises out of the ice. From the north end of the ridge
we proceeded to the peak and then turned off the west side
just before the ridge dipped back into the ice. Dick Ware
ing, an experienced New Zealand climber, said it was an
exacting climb - I was very happy to be belayed most of the
way. Our time on the ridge was lYz hours, and we arrived
back at camp at about 6:00 p.m.
On Sunday morning we were considerably less energetic.
We left camp at 9:00 a.m. after a breakfast of forestry
pancakes and headed for the ice via the Joker Lakes, east
of the previous day's approach. This time, Terry, Jack, and
Kim did the Giant's Kneecap while Dick and I climbed Mt.
Cond. We were back down to the camp by 5:00 and home at
11:00.
(There is a good open cabin in the alpine meadows
about 2% miles from the end of Keene Creek road. The area
has been considered beautiful enough to be made into a park
and I would highly recommend it to anybody looking for a
weekend of summer skiing or just climbing on the ice.)
Reference:

Climber's Guide to the Interior Ranges of B.C.
3rd edition - Thorington.
THE VALHALLAS
Jack Boulding

Too early on Saturday morning I was awakened by Kim
Deane and Dick Wareing to make a second try at finding
John Ricker's Paradise Valhallas. We drove about five
miles to the west of Slocan City towards Little Slocan Lake.
Five hours up through the bush brought us to a rock cirque
and some of the most beautiful alpine country we had ever
seen. On Sunday we leisurely prospected the area for routes
up some of the 9000 foot peaks, many of which were unclimbed.
From our experience we can say that this Mt. Gimli and Gladsheim area is a climber's heaven.
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B.

CARIBOO RANGE.

Has the V.O.C. ever climbed in the little-known Cariboo
Range, which has such giants as Mt. Sir Wilfred Laurier and
Mt. Sir John Thompson (both well over 11,000 feet)? I doubt
it and we salute the four V.0.C.er*s led by lots of ambition,
who made a first and a second ascent in the Premier Group.
Although the boys were scattered between Vancouver and Prince
George, under the fine organizational work of Carman Smith
and climbing prowess of Dave Kennedy, a little more knowledge
of the Premier Group has been gathered. After the Premier
trip one member of the crew, Dennis Holden, completed some
rock scrambles in the little-known Wells-Gray Provincial Park
area.
RAFT PEAK AND THE TROPHIES (9,000*)
Dennis Holden
This group of 5 peaks (of about 9,000 feet) lies in the
fork between the North Thompson and the Clearwater Rivers.
It is easily accessible by jeep and trail.
Although it does not provide the rock climber with an
impressive challenge it is a paradise for those who enjoy
hiking, fishing or photography. Despite its summer charm,
I feel that the area has its greatest potential as a winter
skiing area. Most of the peaks can be climbed on skis from
which the extensive sloping meadows would provide many ex
cellent runs.
THE TRIP OF JULY 31
Heavily burdened with all the luxuries of home, we left
the jeep at camp II and engaged the trail. Within one hour
we had reached the alpine meadows whereupon we left the path
in favour of a more direct route to the base of the peak.
A campsite was chosen, tea was prepared, and the sleeping
bags were unfurled. We beat the sun to breakfast and then
got off to a slow start on the summit. Raft Peak itself
is an easy walk but the country about it is rich in alpine
charm. After doing the summit we broke up - I spent the day
touring the high country, the others went in search of the
"illusive trout" (36 were taken).
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Upon our return to camp we found that the cows which
graze the meadows had maliciously made their presence wellknown. They had, with reckless abandonment, scattered our
gear and then generously added insult to injury. With muf
fled tones of profanity we packed and headed home. The
party members were Dennis Holden, Dave Cameron and George
White.
FIRST ASCENT OF MT. CHAMBERLIN (10,700') CARIBOO RANGE- 1959
Dave Kennedy
"You should see the Premiers.'".... For two years these
words had sparked the imaginations of several of us in the
Varsity Outdoor Club at the University of B.C. The instiga
tor of this wishful thinking was Carman Smith who had "dis
covered" (for us at least) the Cariboo Range while he worked
there one summer.
Towards the end of the 1959 school year, Carman, Dennis
Holden, and Bob McFarlane covered the interesting mountain
eering history of the area (1,2,3,4) and decided that a trip
in the early part of July was a must. Added incentive for a
trip was given by Mrs. Don Munday in her description of the
area as it was 34 years ago. The articles by Arnold Wexlar
and Ian Kay were the last recorded, and led us to believe
that Mt. Chamberlin (10,700*) (5) in the Carpe Group would
be an interesting first ascent and thus it was our objective.
The Cariboo Range is separated from the Rockies by the
Fraser River and from the Monashees by the McLennan River,
Albreda Pass, and the valley of the Albreda and North Thomp
son Rivers. The westerly and north-westerly boundaries are
less easily defined as they run into the interior plateau or
the Cariboo proper.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

A. Carpe, Alpine Journal, 37, 63.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Munday, C.A.J., XV, 129.
Arnold Wexlar, C.A.J., XXXIII, 50.
Ian Kay, C.A.J., XXXIII, 1958.
All elevations and names are those in "A Climber*s Guide
to the Interior Ranges of British Columbia." Thorington,
1955.

MT. CARPE

*

MT. CHAMBERLIN

MT. WITHERS

MT. ZILLMER

The principal area of mountaineering interest is the
Premier Group, the heart of which is 20 miles west of Tete
Jaune, B.C. This area contains four peaks over 11,000 feet,
the highest of which is Sir Wilfred Laurier (11,750'), the
highest elevation in the Interior Ranges exceeding Mt. Sir
Sanford (11,590') in the Selkirks.
The map by Faberque was used exclusively for orienta
tion of peaks and passes while B.C. Government Aerial Photos
were used for actual navigation purposes.
After several hurried telegrams, and after duly ignored
protests by our various summer employers, we four were able
to get together for the week of June 26 to July 7. Carman
and Bob arrived at Tete Jaune Cache (mile 21, C.N.R. branch
line) from Prince George. I boarded the train at Vancouver
and was happy indeed to see Dennis boarding the train at
Clearwater, We got off at Jackman on the C.N.R. mainline
and walked over to meet the others. We rearranged our loads,
left our proposed itinerary at the local store and started
westward along the C.N.R. tracks at 4:30 p.m., on the 27th
of June. We crossed the McLennan River, then Tete Jaune
Creek, and continued on for a YA mile where we turned left
through a gate and followed a road that parallelled the
railway for another !4 mile. The road then began to switch
back up towards the Tete Creek valley. After approximately
two miles the lower end of Tete Creek Canyon was reached
and the trail began to the left, parallelling the true left
bank of the creek leading ultimately to the heart of the
Premier Group.
We paused at the canyon to gaze down at the boiling
creek. A canyon such as this in the middle of nowhere is
truly an impressive sight. Reluctantly we swung into our
already "too...heavy" packs and pushed on along the once
well-kept trapper's trail that is now kept open only by the
game and" the odd mountaineering party in the area. Unfor
tunately, many slide areas cross the trail and obliterate
it. It was found that by holding approximately the same
elevation through the slide alder and devil's club, the trail
ct)uld be picked up on the other side with very little dif
ficulty. We continued on until darkness and fatigue forced
us to camp for the night under an overhanging rock near the
stream.
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Next morning we were away by 9 a.m. under a cloudless
sky and soon reached the point where the valley widens and
the swift running creek braids through glistening mica sand
flats. Mica mountain was on our true right and the evercontinuing Aspiration Ridge on our left. Far in the dis
tance Forks Peak (10,300*) welcomed us to the Premiers.
We abandoned the trail and soon discovered that boots,
socks, and underwear were ample garb for crossing back and
forth through the sometimes waist-deep glacial creek. The
moraine at the tongue of the Gilmour Glacier became visible
and passed by as we walked and waded up the valley. The
peak of Sir Stanley Baldwin (10,900*) with its very impres
sive second peak was silhouetted against the clear sky. Now
the higher peaks of the Premiers began to appear around the
southerly curve of the valley, the large pyramid of Sir
MacKenzie Bowell (11,000*) first, then Bivouac Peak (10,200*)
and finally the dominating ridge and snow-capped dome of Sir
Wilfred Laurier. On our left remained the many unclimbed
rocky peaks along Aspiration Ridge. Back down the valley we
caught a glimpse of Mt. Robson, pink in the sunset and naked
against the blue sky. That night we camped on the flats be
low the snout of the Tete Jaune glacier with Forks Peak on
our right, and the most impressive Bowell above us. Supper
was "Fool Hen" stew since Dennis had skewered a bird with
his ice axe earlier in the day.
The following day we crossed to the true right bank,
ascended the moraine, and moved out onto the gently rising
glacier. We followed the glacier for approximately one mile
and then turned onto the east moraine where we scrambled up
to a small meadow 200 feet above the glacier. From here a
creek lead upwards levelling out in a meadow at 6500 feet.
Here we established base camp, on the southern slope of
Forks Peak below the high lateral moraine of the Tete gla
cier's east tributary. Clouds were beginning to enshroud Mt.
Laurier to the west and by night all plans to sleep out on
the springy scrub balsam were hastily abandoned. Reconnais
sance of the Tete-Gilmour Pass (9,750*) from the lateral
moraine directly above camp allowed us to pick out a route
for the next morning when we would make our first attempt
at Mt. Chamberlin.
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We were away at 3:20 a.m., following the lateral mor
aine to the main body to the "tributary** glacier, working up
across the many well-bridged crevasses to the Tete-Gilmour
Pass. From this notch we gazed at the glistening expanse of
the Gilmour Neve, and at our peak, Mt. Chamberlin (10,700'),
the central of three peaks, Mt. Carpe (10,750') on the left
and on the right Mt. Withers (10,500'), at the east end of
the snowfield.
We consulted the photographs and felt that we might be
able to climb Mt. Chamberlin by cutting off from the ridge
leading to Mt. Withers. Chamberlin's north ridge appeared
feasible but somewhat more difficult.
We started up the north arrete of Mt. Withers 6J£ hours
after leaving camp. The crossing of the neve had been slow
because of a breakable crust. It soon became apparent that
the ridge leading to Mt. Chamberlin was heavily corniced
and unstable so we carried on up to the summit of Mt. With
ers, reaching it at noon (8 hours from base camp). This was
a second ascent, the first having been made by Faberge's
party in 1949. We did not find the original record so we
left a sealed can. The weather had cleared, and we were able
to get a good series of pictures from the summit, including
a profile of the north arrete of Mt. Chamberlin. This con
sisted of a 30-40 degree snow slope leading up from the Gil
mour Neve at 9,000' to a sharply rising rock buttress onethird of the way up, then continuing as a sharp 40-60 degree
ridge to the summit at 10,700 feet. Faberge's party had not
described the eastern side as they had had cloudy weather,
so we decided to return the next day, make a quick reconnais
sance of the east side and then choose our route.
After returning to camp, tired and very wet from the
soft snow, we determined that by climbing Chamberlin next
day we would be able to leave a day early, and therefore we
could have a big dinner that evening! Putting this across
to Bob, our excellent chef, was a major effort, as it was by
shear force of character that he had managed to extend our
meager rations this long. His Scot's blood gave way after
much cajoling and in a fit of generosity, he broke out a
full ration of cheese and garlic sausage.
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Despite all solemnly vowed intents to be away early
next morning, each of us at some time during the night de
cided within himself that next day would be a day of rest
(Dominion Day), and so at 3:00 a.m. no one budged, in fact
no one stirred til 9:00 a.m., after 12 hours of sleep. To
punish us for our slothfulness, McFarlane began war-time
rationing and we breakfasted on dried apricots. This promp
ted Dennis (the Hunter) to conceive some ingenious stone
fall traps for unwary marmots. Attempts to secure a broody
ptarmigan in the meadow also failed. With no prospect of
fresh meat we sat down to a dinner of rice and sticky ta
pioca.
July 2nd dawned cold and cloudy, and we reached the
base of the north arrete of Chamberlin at 7:30 a.m. (4%
hours from base camp). Clouds were swirling up from below
the Gilmour Neve bringing snow flurries, and we were able
to catch only glimpses of our peak between gusts. Climbing
to the base of the rock, buttress was heavy due to new snow
but we had no trouble in crossing the bergschrund. We were
not able to see the east side and so we elected to carry on
up the north arrete. I worked my way up the buttress on a
110* lead as there were no suitable belay points on the slip
pery mica shist. The others were then belayed via snow around the base to the west side of the buttress where the
rock proved easier to climb. From here the north arrete
climbed into the sky. To the west was vertical rock, to the
east an avalanche slope and above a snow slope of 40-50 de
grees was gripping the rock by adhering to a layer of ice
broken only by a few small rock outcroppings 2/3 of the way
up. In order to obtain deep enough snow we kept 5-20* out
on the west side till past the rock outcroppings. For the
final 200' we ascended on the arrete proper. This proved
to be a smooth ice dome convex at 50-60 degrees, covered by
a foot of crusted powder snow. The cold snowy weather was
a definite advantage here as it kept the crust firm and we
were able to climb without cutting steps.
We reached the top of the snow, crossed a narrow rock
cat-walk, and stood on the summit at 12:00 noon. A sealed
"dubbin" can was left in the hastily erected cairn. The
east face was still submerged in cloud and we had only glimp
ses of the sheer rock south face. As we were relying on the
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weather to hold, we munched on some mountain mix and started
the descento It was made facing in and we went extremely
cautiously lest we break the thin snow adherring to the ice.
The buttress was skirted by going out on the snow on the west
face (this is the best route) and we were down on the neve at
3:15 p.m. As it had snowed about 12 inches, our tracks were
mostly obliterated and we had to compass back to camp in a
"white out".
Under a chilly, high-overcast sky, we broke camp next
morning. It was Carman's birthday and so with a hearty
round of hot chocolate we toasted our organizer and his vic
tory o We left at 8:15 a.m., cramponed down the Tete Jaune
glacier, and waded back into the creek. We spotted the re
mains of a raft on one of the sandbars, and shortly before
rejoining the trail, we explored an old cabin on the left
bank. Camp was made on the trail at 5:00 p m. beside a tree
initialed "1939" (probably Zillmer's party). The mosquitoes
were extremely bad and one should come prepared to cope with
them at these lower camps.
c

We were glad to be away at 7:30 the next morning. When
the logging road was reached we had a good "clean-up" in
fresh creek water and finally trudged wearily into Tete Jaune
Cache at noon. From there, we hitched the 20 miles to Valmount where we proceeded to devour double orders of dinner
in the only restaurant in that area. All agreed that this
week in the mountains had been much better than a month's
holiday anywhere else.
On thinking back, we feel that a short trip such as
ours to this mountaineering playground was certainly worth
the long slog in and out. But in order to exploit the area
to its full potential, more time is required and a larger
party necessary. Next year we intend to return to the area
but this time our food will be flown in along with skis.
The snow conditions we encountered were such that it would
have been a ski mountaineering paradise.
Another approach route has been considered and we very
likely will enter via the Canoe River.
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LOGAN BREAD

To 1 quart water add:
4
lYz
12
1
1
4
1
2

lbs. whole wheat flour
cups melted shortening
oz. sugar
lb. (1J4 c ) honey
lb. (1% c.) black strap molasses
oz. powdered milk
tsp. salt
tsp. taking powder

Bake at 300 degrees for 1 hour.
for several hours.

Dry out with oven door open

The world's first climbing organization was the Alpine Club
of Britain. It was formed in 1858.

MT. EDITH - ROUTE UP EAST FACE
Photo - B. Tupper

BYRON OLSON AT ABBOT'S PASS
MT. BIDDLE IN BACKGROUND
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C.

ROCKIES GROUP.

The Rockies crew climbed under many handicaps last sea
son. By hitch-hiking and much letter writing we usually got
together on every climb and as we made new friends, the car
rides improved. The weather on the other hand permitted only
one climb up to the end of June and that was Mt. Edith by the
easiest route. It took the first three weeks of July to make
the high peaks climbable and by the middle of August the wea
ther had closed in dumping much snow on peaks 9,500 feet or
higher. It was a bitter disappointment to see 3 to 12 inches
of new snow in the Assiniboine Meadows on the Labour Day
weekend.
Despite the difficulties the club enjoyed a climbing
season equal to that of the previous year. In all, twenty
summits were climbed and we were stopped only on four other
attempts. The promised Bugaboos trip went off as previously
planned, but had to be confined to a single weekend. Athabaska was ascended again but John Fairley had the fore-thought
to make it V.O.C.'s fifth route on this mountain by ascending
from the glacier between Mt. Athabaska and Mt. Andromeda.
Linda Campbell-Brown and myself made a new V.O.C. route up
Mt. Edith by way of the spectacular east face. Yamnuska, by
the more difficult Calgary route, was climbed by a good num
ber of V.O.C.er's, while Don Lyon and Tanya Goddard climbed
Mt. Fairview after supper in a burst of ambition. John Fairley was with the third party to have climbed Mt. Bident this
summer. Until this summer, the peak had not been climbed
for 17 years. Sue Tatum and Di Bailey were in on a Wenkchemna-Opabin Pass hike; John Fairley, Pete Binkert and friends
crossed the Mitre and Sentinel Passes in one day and Ann
Prevost led her girlfriends on various hikes through the
Park. Considering the large number of climbs we made, our
accident-free record is something to be proud of.
1

Our friendships were further extended - but no new girls.
Tanya, Bill Tupper, and Sigi were back with us again and our
new climbing boyfriends will be introduced in the stories to
follow. Pat Duffy, Sev Heiberg, and Don Flook were old mem
bers participating in some of our climbs while a few active
members from other parts visited us throughout the summer.
The biggest boon to us all though, was the kind hospitality
of the A.C.C. and their staff of prospective V.O.C.er's.
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MT. EDITH (8.380') June 14
Ann Prevost
At last the snow was melting and we could get out
climbing.' Those in the party were Sev Heiberg, Ann Prevost,
Alison Dunham, and two Calgary boys, Richard King and John
Dick. We followed the same route as the V.O.C. party last
year but due to the very late spring in the Rockies we found
the tunnel plugged with ice and had Sev not brought his ice
axe we would have had a tough time getting through. Even
so, it was a bit cool on the hands and knees (the Calgary
boys wore shorts. ). We stuck to the route until Sev sudden
ly said "that looks interesting up there - want to try it?"
Everyone was game and the next two pitches made the climb
worthwhile. That over, we quickly scampered along the ridge
to the south peak. Before we even finished signing the book
it began to snow so we high-tailed it down, slithered through
the tunnel, bum-schussed the snow, and rattled down the scree,
quickly reaching the trees. It had cleared by this time so
we enjoyed a leisurely and large lunch before playing a fast
game of fo1low-the-leader back to the road.
9

A WEEK OF CLIMBING IN THE ROCKIES - June 28-July 3
L. Campbell-Brown
No matter where one goes one finds V.O.C.er's and where
there are V.O.C.er's there are usually some plans for trips
afoot. Nevertheless, little did Karl and I expect to be
greeted by Pat Duffy and Sev Heiberg at a party in Calgary
with "Here's two people who'd like to come climbing tomor
row." The morning of June 28 we jounced off in Duffy's V.W.
bus up the old Banff-Calgary highway, turning north on the
eastern slopes Forestry Road until we reached a ranch about
10 miles from the old highway, where we turned off on a
forestry road to follow the Ghost River to the east end of
L. Minnewanka. Here we had to take to our feet. We cut
across the end of the lake to the north side of the valley
and started up the forst canyon past Ghost Lake. Our idea
was to reconnoitre the area with hopes of finding a means
of approach to Mt. Costigan, a 9,725 feet peak rising from
the north shore of L. Minnewanka and of which we could find
no record of a previous ascent. The first half mile of the
canyon was fairly easy going but it gradually narrowed until
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when I came around a corner the walls rose up from each side
of a small creek and Duffy and Sev were standing with one
foot on each wall, the unwilling recipients of a shower from
a waterfall directly in front of them. Eventually, by detouring first up one wall and then the other, we reached the
head of what turned out to be a box canyon. However, just
short of the head of the canyon we found a promising break
in the left wall which took us up to the base of a chimney
which Karl and Sev negotiated with little difficulty. Once
up on top (8,000*) they saw what appeared to be the top of
Costigan but it was a long way off. However, the interven
ing distance did not seem to present any difficulties. Our
conclusion was that the difficult part of the ascent would
be getting up the canyon and up to the meadows and scree
ridge above, which should be done the first day. The actual
ascent could then be done on the second day. The return
trip was speeded by several rapels but even so it was late
by the time we returned to the highway.
MT. EDITH.
Later the same week, Karl and I were headed for Mt.
Edith. The weather was anything but promising but eventu
ally Karl ccwuinced me the east side would provide a more
interesting route*. The route we took lay about three hun
dred feet east of the south ridge making use of a long chim
ney which varied from a wide ledge to an uncomfortably narrow
chimney. Once on the southeast ridge at 8,000 feet, we
scrambled up a chimney to the first hump and then walked the
normal route to the summit. We made the descent by means of
the Convalescent route and I had to admit we had come up the
more interesting one. The ascent from the highway - six
hours; descent - one and a half hours.
# A Climber's Guide to the Rocky Mountains of Canada,
Route 3.
MT. SCHAFFER (8,834*)
We had set off on a lovely day for L. 0*Hara region
with the hope of climbing Mt. Odaray. However, the weather
fooled us for when we awoke at 5 a.m. the next morning it
was raining. Nevertheless, by 10 a.m. the clouds had cleared
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away and it was a beautiful day, leaving all the peaks clad
in new snow. We changed our minds again and set out for Mt.
Schaffer, a 8,834' peak rising on the east side of L. McAr
thur. We climbed up its north buttress, a short easy climb
up a large solid quartzite stairway above the scree slope.
We reached what is considered the top but actually there is
a long ridge extending to another peak which is probably another 100 feet higher. After having lunch in a snow storm
we descended the northwest arrete, running down a long snow
slope to McArthur Pass, apparently providing great entertain
ment for a group of American camera fiends. Later, they pro
vided entertainment for us as they borrowed our boots, our
packs, and our ice axes to set up pictures (one consisted of
a pair of socks swinging on the clothes line.'). The ascent
from the Elizabeth Parker hut took two hours; the descent,
three-quarters of an hour.
Reference:

A Climber's Guide to the Rocky Mountains of
Canada.
YAMNUSKA (7,500') June 30, 1959
Jill Broatch

On June 30, Murray Wright, John Fairley, Don Lyon, Ann
Prevost, and myself set out from Banff to climb Yamnuska.
We drove off the highway onto a side road which led through
a construction camp toward the base of the mountain. We
chose the Calgary Route which angjes westward on the face
starting just west of the centre. It emerges about 150 feet
west of the peak. The first 500 feet are moderately diffi
cult rock scrambling ending in an open crack which develops
into a 70 degree chimney. This chimney presents a slippery
problem as the walls are like soapstone covered with yellow
dust. It opens 40 feet up through a narrow hole into a cave.
Another narrow chimney starts from the front of the cave
and gradually widens to chalkstone 15 feet up. From the
chalkstone there is 150 feet of mixed rock and scree leading
into a couloir. The couloir narrows to a V at which point
there is a very difficult 10 foot pitch. The remainder of
the climb is one long chimney. It is vertical then until
the cairn box. By this point, Murray, who had lent his pants
to Ann, developed raw knees and designs on John's pants (John
having reached the top). The message went up; the pants came
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down, Murray completing the climb in relative comfort. An
other 60 feet from the cairn box the chimney opens onto scree.
We made a quick descent around the west end of the mountain
back to our packs and the food.
SOUTH TOWER OF EISENHOWER (9,030') July 5
Karl Ricker
It was Saturday, July 5th, and the cars were pouring
out of Banff and Calgary for the Waterton Giant Slalom. As
I was broke I was thumbing to the other direction to Lake
Louise to take Di Bailey and Tanya Goddard up Mts. Whyte and
Niblock on Sunday. As they had both promised their girl
friends a car trip to parts elsewhere, I looked up Sigi and
he said that he, Tony Spooner and Dave Brewer were doing the
South Tower of Eisenhower if they could get a permit. It
seems that Sigi and Tony were stranded on the Tower of Babel
(directissima) without a permit and the consequences made
Warden Carlton doubtful. However, a trip to Eisenhower on
Saturday night confirmed our permit and after a restful night
on Sigi's soft rug we left Lake Louise at 4:30 a.m. in Dave's
car.
We arrived at Eisenhower, donned our boots and headed
in a straight line for the green alpine meadow at the base
of the tower. After ascending one rock gully and traversing
to the left and up around the rock buttress we arrived at
the goat plateau to the base of the Tower at 10 a.m. We
stopped for a much-needed rest as we had boomed past two
parties on the way up. At 10:30 I ascended a narrow chimney
for 30 feet to gain the ridge which runs to the tower proper
but the other three decided to go up a gully in various de
grees of loose rock on the west side and as I couldn't see
them I wondered if they were coming,so descended and then
spotted them high above in the mentioned gully. So after
ascending their gully and wasting much time, we climbed over
a couple of needles and were presently at the true base. At
this point we roped up with Tony on my rope. As we looked
at the south-east face routes up to the right and to the
left were visible. They were separated by two chimneys which
would lead by an interesting face to the top. As the weather
was very cloudy and a wind was coming in from the west, I
decided on the left hand route.
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Although the route was supposed to be well marked by
stonemen the winter snow avalanches had obliterated most of
them so that on many occasions the easiest line of attack
was missed. Despite the fact that the Tower was 800 feet
high Tony and I were on the summit at 12:30 p.m.
As a bit of advice, never take hardware up our route as
it isn't needed under normal conditions. At 1.15 p.m. Sigi
and Dave, who were following us, were still not on top and
as we were cold we started the descent. We spotted Dave and
Sigi 100 feet below us and awaited their ascent. Dave indi
cated that he would go down between the north and south peaks
and wanted me to do the same, but because of the weather I
declined. The descent was quite rapid and it showed us all
the mistakes we had made on our ascent. By 3 p.m. we were
back on the goat plateau and the light snow flurries which
had confronted us higher up had now changed to rain. At the
base of the buttress we headed due east down a gully until
we reached the Eisenhower Lakes trail which got us to the
warden's cabin by 5 p.m.
At 6 p.m. after a light lunch for supper, I hitched to
Banff in pouring rain worrying about Dave and Sigi. The
next day I learned that they were benighted on the Tower and
did not reach the warden's cabin till 7 a.m. Monday. Although
the South Tower of Eisenhower is supposed to be tough, I would
not rate it at more than grade four, if that. For solo rock
climbers it is a peak to be recommended.
MT. WHYMPER (9,331') July 12, 1959
Di Bailey
Mt. Whymper on the Banff-Windermere was our objective
for this weekend and party members Karl, Di, Sue Tatum, Tanya
Goddard, and Bill Roddie arrived at Marble Canyon (minus
campground) at 1 a.m. Sunday. After an early breakfast, we
started for the mountain which proved to be a fairly easy
climb involving the usual Rocky Mountain scree and rotten rock
and was a good conditioner for our future trips. Although a
rope was taken, it wasn't found to be necessary. From the
Banff-Windermere highway, we proceeded up a gully leading to
the east arrete of the main peak and thence to the peak. Due
to leg troubles, Tanya and Sue were left on various parts of
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the mountain to sunbathe while Karl, Di, and Bill went on to
the peak* From there we had a tremendous view of the sur
rounding peaks - Assiniboine, the Goodsirs, and the peaks in
the O'Hara region all being visible. The ascent took five
hours, the descent three.
This mountain had first been climbed by Edward Whymper,
a noted European climber who had previously done the first
ascent of the Matterhorn. He had come to the Rockies look
ing for new fields but found most of the interesting peaks
already climbed, with the exception of Assiniboine and unaccessible mountains. As he was sixty-eight at the time,
he admitted he was too old to attempt Assiniboine, but he
did make the first ascent of this mountain now named after
him.
MT. VICTORIA (11,365') July 16-18, 1959
B. Olson
After getting thoroughly lost in the Chateau Lake
Louise (packs, shorts, ice axes, et al) and escaping into
the magnificently kept Chateau gardens through some before
unfound cellar door, Reid Fowler and I promptly proceeded
to get lost again. .A hundred or more camera-toting, semisunstruck tourists surrounded us taking pictures, gasping
with mouth agog as we ripped through half a dozen flower
beds and jumped the fence. Our jump landed us on the trail
so we proceeded to the Plain of Six Glaciers. A mile from
the teahouse we prepared camp on the moraine and waited for
the other three. Between avalanches, strong gusts of wind,
and Uncle Vern's flash camera, we managed to get some sleep.
3 a.m. - Herman hustled everybody out of bed except
Reid (who had to go back to work) and onto the rope. With
Herman leading, we gingerly stepped onto the surface of
Victoria Glacier so as to not awaken the sleeping giant.
The hike up Abbot Pass was slow, interrupted by picturetaking and snowslides. That evening we went to bed early
and arose before sun-up and proceeded to climb. The snow
was rather deep and the climb turned into a slog as the sun
softened it. We lunched in the saddle and then decided to
retrace our steps after a quick calculation of our remain
ing time and a look at the dangerous snow ahead of us. We
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skidded down the scree and snow slope to Lake Oesa from
which we hiked with ever-increasing speed to Lake O'Hara
and out to Wapta.
Party: R. Fowler, B. Olson, Dr. H. Kirchmier and daughter
Rosewita, "Uncle Vern" Howard.
MT. RHONDDA (10,025') and MT. BAKER (10,451') July 19
D. Lyon
The group including Duffy, Sev, Karl, Tanya Goddard,
Sue Tatum, Lisle Irwin, Bill Tupper, Don Lyon, Cal Cameron,
Dave Deveeney, and two friends of Sev and Pat, left Bow Lake
campground early (before 8 a.m.) and headed for Peyto Look
out, where we left the vehicles. From there, we descended
to Peyto Lake and on to Peyto Glacier. Upon surmounting the
glacier, we could see several peaks, and our gleeful con
fusion convinced even Duffy that the peak directly ahead of
us was Baker, our destination and the highest peak in the
area. So by 11 a.m. we found we had ascended easy snow and
rock slopes and assended ourselves on the peak for a rest
and some eating. By now, we were thinking that this must be
Rhondda we were on and therefore, had not reached our des
tination. So we upended our assended position and headed
down to the Baker-Rhondda col, where Duffy led parties down
to the road and Karl and Don took the more determined types
on to Baker, where we found steep, quite treacherous ava
lanche slopes waiting for a chance to get a change of scen
ery. Upon reaching the summit, we were amazed to find the
cairn containing the record of the second ascent made in
1923 by H. S. Kingman, J. M. Thorington, and C. Kain. A
brief stop was made at Num-Ti-Jah Lodge, where Susie Leuchte
and Fran Magwood were chastised for not climbing enough on
their off days - and thence back to Banff and all it offers
(??).
Note:

The valuable record was taken to the Alpine Club in
Banff and presented to the hostess; much to my amaze
ment, H. S. Kingman himself was there. He was cer
tainly pleased and the evening was spent with his
pleasant reminiscences.
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A WEEKEND OF CLIMBING IN THE BUGABOOS, July 24-26
Karl Ricker
The weekend of July 24th was approaching and as of yet
nobody could make up their minds as to what climbs would be
attempted. Finally it was decided that Tupper, Lisle, John
Williamson and I would go to the Bugaboos.
The weekend began on a Friday evening from Banff at
6 p.m. and by 11 p.m. we were nestled in our tent at the end
of the Bugaboo Creek road. The party found themselves in
the middle of the huge A.C.C. summer camp - at 6 a.m. we
could see the profusion of tents.
At this time I found that all A.C.C.er's who were climb
ing were already at the high Boulder Camp six miles up the
trail. As the weather was cloudless, I wanted to climb Buga
boo Spire (10,420'). At the A.C.C. Registration tent I no
ticed that the spire was listed as a graduation climb so I
asked one of our party, Lisle Irwin, to go with me. This
was to be Lisle's first roped rock climb, but as he had put
on a good performance the weekend before on Baker I had no
doubt of his capabilities. Lisle and I left the base camp
at 7:15 a.m. while Tupper and John Williamson promised to
follow us later and take a few pictures from the high camp
and Crescent-Eastpost col.
By 10:30 Lisle and I had dumped our gear at a huge
boulder at Boulder Camp. After a short rest we reached the
Bugaboo-Snowpatch col with no difficulties. At the col we
cached our ice axes, and removed our rope. At 11:30 two
Californians, who had just completed the climb, informed us
the 12 A.C.C.er's were up on the peak. Our climb followed
the guide book exactly to the first summit. The great gen
darme cased difficulty as I moved to the left side too soon
on two occasions and had to come back to the main route by
use of friction and fingertip holds by way of the slight
overhangs. The vertical wall, 70 degree friction slab and
curving crack were negotiated with ease. I somehow managed
to walk on a ledge where one usually uses the famous finger
traverse. It was one and a half inches at its widest point
and a piton for safety was used to facilitate the drop to
the gully mentioned in the guide book. Lisle had a little
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more trouble with this section but as a beginner climbed it
magnificently. Lisle introduced a new type of hold - a
heart hold. He claims that as long as you put your heart
into the climb and forget about the exposure you can climb
the gendarme!
The climb to the second peak did not follow the guide
book. The north face has an overhang on the more easterly
side and after dropping off the east end to the underneath
side of the overhang (actually it is a shelf cut into the
face) we traversed westerly for 30 feet until reaching a
platform in the middle of the face. A pressure hold over
the north edge of the platform brought our feet to within
four feet of the broad sloping platform separating the two
peaks. A controlled jump of the last four feet with care
ful belaying saw us on the sloping platform. The second
peak was reached by a chimney west of the exposed arrete.
On the summit while I was looking at the magnificent
Bobbie Burns group to the northwest and the Howser Spires
to the west and Pigeon, Marmolota, and Snowpatch Spires to
the south and southeast, Lisle had a look at the guide book.
A wry look on his face appeared when he read the following
line - 'The guide Kain considered this to be his most dif
ficult ascent in Canada", and a wrier look when he read the
description of the great gendarme. At 3 p.m. we descended
the second peak to our gully and chimney. Here I taught
Lisle how to rapel as it would be necessary to avoid the
gendarme. As the guide book suggests, you use the rapel
rope you had left dangling off the first peak for its reascent, we had troubles. The rocks were too slippery and
icy on the west side of the north wall and I couldn't free
climb back up to the platform in the centre of the wall. I
was determined not to use a piton if I could help it and
finally it occurred to me that if I stood on Lisle's shoul
ders I could reach the platform and after helping Lisle up
a choice of two routes appeared. Either straight up for a
more difficult route or along the shelf - we did both on
the descent of the peak but used the shelf route on its reascent.
At the rapel point to avoid the gendarme the guide book
called for an 80 foot magnificently exposed rapel to a ledge
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below. As my rope was 150 feet I was worried and told Lisle
to be careful and he dropped over the ledge like a veteran.
He shouted up to me saying we had a foot to spare so the rapel
is 74 feet and not 80 feet. The remainder of the descent was
much easier, using two rapels in the 120 foot chimney and 45
minutes of unroped scrambling to the col. After a refreshing,
much-needed drink in an ice pool we glissaded down the col to
the snow flats.
We met Fred Beckey and Hank Mather trying a new route on
Snowpatch Spire - a vertical crack on the east face. After
one hour they were 75 feet up and had already used 15 pitons.
At 7 p.m. they descended to Boulder Camp with us. Fred
figures it will take 5 days to complete as the route has
three magnificent overhangs. After asking Hank how long it
will take to do Eastpost Spire (w. peak, 9,200') and giving
Fred all my vertical pitons we headed for our boulder cave.
After a quick breakfast, we dashed up Eastpost Spire
via guide-book route in one hour. We then glissaded for
Boulder Camp, talked with Fred and Hank, packed our gear and
were out of there by 8 a.m. We reached base camp by 9:40
a.m. At 6 p.m. we headed for Lake Louise and the staff con
cert. What a weekend - 2 peaks bagged, an A.C.C. general
meeting, a swim in Lake Windermere and a Chateau Lake Louise
staff concert - and many told us we would be lucky to just
get into the Bugaboos for a look-see!!
MT. EDITH CAVELL (11,033*)
Reid Fowler
After a hurried decision and a rush of packing, the
Edith Cavell trip was underway by the Camrose section of
the V.O.C. Byron and I hitch-hiked to Edmonton on Friday,
July 24, to join forces with Vic Romaniuk, a tourist turned
climber.
Reaching Cavell Lake Youth Hostel by car, we raced up
the Astoria Valley to Verdant Creek. Then, slapping at mos
quitoes to keep warm, we slogged on up the creek until the
north-west corner of Mt. Edith Cavell was rounded, then up
the infinitely long and much-cursed scree slope to the sad
dle between the main and north (Sorrow) peaks of Edith Cavell.
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Time then six, view magnificent,
for bed, camp was pitched behind
windbreak, ten feet horizontally
tically from the Angel glacier.
passed in relative comfort.

all three dead and ready
a rapidly constructed rock
and two thousand feet ver
A cool and windy night was

We were up at three and off soon after, leaving Vic
buried snugly under all our gear, dubious about his future,
and swearing he would have to be carried off the mountain.
We moved along the skyline ridge, over two intervening humps
which offered no difficulties, and then started up the ridge
towards the summit. About two hundred vertical feet below
the summit we encountered a band of steep rock encrusted
with verglas. This pitch proved to be too slippery to ne
gotiate safely, so we were forced to turn back, much chagrined
but determined to return and conquer at a later date. We
picked up Vic and went down. The return trip was as un
eventful as most return trips.
CATHEDRAL MOUNTAIN (10,464')
Sue Tatum
On Saturday night, July 15th, Don Lyon, Tanya Goddard,
Dave Devinney, a geology student from Queen's, and myself,
met at the Wapta Lake warden's cabin. After signing in at
the warden's cabin we set off along the Lake O'Hara road to
find a place to set up camp for the night. According to
plans, the next morning we were supposed to meet Di Bailey
and two friends of hers from the Chateau who were going to
climb with us. By 11 a.m. they still hadn't turned up so
we left a note and started off. After about fifteen minutes
of walking we met two fishermen who said that two people had
passed them about 9 : 3 0 looking for a party of climbers. After
about three and a half hours of climbing through bushes and
over rocks, we finally spotted two figures on a shoulder of
rock off to our right and called to them to wait for us. As
it turned out, it was Di's two friends without her. After
stopping for lunch about 3 p.m. we continued up and onto the
snowfields. About an hour from the summit we roped up. As
we approached the shoulder of a bowl of snow we could see
three peaks, and after the usual argument as to which peak
was Cathedral, we proceeded on at a rather fast clip. About,
twenty minutes from the summit it was decided by me, and for
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me, that I'd unrope and wait for them as I was tired. The
summit was attained about 5:45 p.m. and after the usual
picture taking and a bit of food and rest, they started down.
I was roped in again and by 6 p.m. we were running - actually
it was more like sitting, slipping and sliding - down the
snow. We kept this pace up for about a half hour until we
were off the snow and then unroped. We went straight down
to the timberline and then bush-wacked down until we hit the
trail. By 8:45 p.m. we were back on the Lake O'Hara road
leading to the highway. Once we arrived at the highway we
split up - Dave and I headed for Banff, and the rest went to
sign out at the warden's before starting for Lake Louise.
The story of our trip back to Banff would take as long
again to relate, so I'll just say that the tourists were not
very obliging. We did manage to get back in time for work
the next morning though.
All in all, it was a very successful weekend. The
route we took was as follows: from camp near Narao Lakes,
the party ascended a gully north of Vangard Peak to the tim
berline. A long traverse southward remaining below two pro
minent lumps on Vangard's east ridge followed. South of
Vangard's summit a traverse to meadows and up onto the gla
cier was made and then the part ascended south to a high
ridge leading to Cathedral Crags. This ridge was crossed
south-southwest and a short climb up to the summit followed.
This route is not given in Thorington's guide book and took
six hours and a half from Narao Lakes camp. The descent was
rather quick as the gullies on Cathedral just south of Narao
Lakes provided a two and a half hour descent from summit to
camp.
MT. DES POILUS (10,371') August 2, 1959
Di Bailey
While partying at Ken Baker's it was decided this week
end's trip should be to Des Poilus in Yoho Park. Early
Saturday evening we hiked into Twin Falls where we met old
friend Gus Loman and some friends from the A . C . C After
many cups of tea and goodies, the tent was pitched and all
settled in for a few hours' sleep, to be rudely awakened by
alarm clock Ricker at 3 a.m. Our route took us from the tea-
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house to Waterfall Valley and Des Poilus glacier. The peak
was ascended by the southeast snow face and a scramble up
easy rock to the summit took an additional fifteen minutes.
The first rope of Karl, Lisle, Tupper, and I reached the
peak at 11 a.m. The second rope of Don, Tanya, Cal, and
Dave arrived a half hour later due to their scenic detour
on the rocks. Hero pictures, goodies, and admiring the view
occupied our two hour stay on the peak. The Bugaboos could
be easily seen in the distance and last year's first ascent
of an unnamed peak in the Amiskwi Valley was also pointed
out. A quick glissade brought us to the base of the moun
tain where Karl, Cal, Dave, and Lisle decided to climb Yoho
Peak (9,056*) and meet us back at Twin Falls. Due to the
"bzzzzings" coming from their ice axes while on top, the
descent was made in record time. Back at Twin Falls, the
boys kept guard while Tanya and I took a quick dip in the
lake. Eight o'clock found us leaving Takakkaw, Tupper and
the Banff crew gaily waving goodbye from the car, while Cal
and Tanya, Karl and I hitched back to Lake Lousey.
MT. EDITH CAVELL (11,033')
Don Lyon
Since this climb was to be somewhat more adventuresome
than the others, the flock of girls who usually swarmed
round the boys on the climbs were sent scrambling in one
direction while the stronger sex (from downwind) headed
north on the Saturday afternoon of the 8th of August to try
one of the best known climbs in Jasper.
The group divided into two parts, with Tupper and John
Williamson heading towards the west ridge, and Karl, myself,
Lisle, and Cal going to the more difficult east ridge. Upon
hearing guide Toni Messner headed towards the mountain at
3 a.m., Karl decided this ungodly hour would be a fine time
to get up. Since everyone was still very dopey he decided
a special breakfast was in order, so dished up a huge and
horrible pot of "Ricker Mush", consisting of a very carefully
concocted dish of one cup oatmeal and Y2 cup salt, cooked until
inedible over a hot fire.
After choking down our scrumptious breakfast (long hikes
were never like this) we started up the moraine beside the
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Angel Glacier toward the col. From the col we scrambled un
roped up the bluffs to a wide ridge and shelf, where we roped
up. From this point, our route carried us directly up the
east ridge, over the buttress in interesting pitches of some
40-70 feet each and on to the summit snow ridge, where we
met Tupper and John who had enjoyed an easy ascent up the
west ridge and cirque.
Everybody marvelled at the view of the multitude of
peaks, ranging from Robson to Mt. Columbia with the North
Twin and Mt. Clemenceau of the remaining 12,000 footers also
to be seen. A good view of Mt. Brussels, the Ramparts and
Amethyst Lakes and Cariboos, etc. were also easily recog
nized. Meanwhile, Tupper played "reverse tourist". That's
a new game where the climber sits on the peak with binocu
lars and watches the gawkers below at the teahouse! An un
named and unmapped lake was named "Chianti Lake" due to its
being shaped like a wine bottle.
The ascent was made in 5J£ to 6J£ hours (depending on
which rope) from the teahouse, unlike the guide book's 10^
hours, while the return via the west ridge took some four
hours.
WENKCHEMNA — OPABIN PASSES
Di Bailey
While the stronger (???) sex were busily scrambling up
Edith Cavell,. the fairer and by far the more important sec
tion of our climbing group, took a leisurely trip over
Wenkchemna and Opabin Passes, accompanied by some Chateau
males. Not being bothered by our faithful "alarm clock",
we had a tasty and nourishing breakfast in the Beanery and
left for Moraine, by car, at 7:30 a.m. August 9.
After multitudes of hero shots en route, we finally
reached the top of Wenkchemna, where goodies were in order.
After a short nap, we zipped down the scree slope, each
giving his own opinion as to the origin of the Eagle Eyrie.
Finally amidst coils of tangled rope we made our way to
Opabin. Once again, hero shots were taken and goodies de
voured. A quick glissade brought us to some crevasses
where the ropes were deemed necessary. As our eager little
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feet tripped onto Opabin Meadows, we decided it would be a
good idea to take another nap, which we promptly did. Soon
it was time to move on and we eventually found ourselves
talking to Grassi and drinking buckets of his famous tea.
The girls found his invitation to stay and cook for him
rather tempting, but finally declined, due to outside pres
sures. However, before we left for a fabulous smorgasbord
dinner at the Lodge, we managed to have a quick look at his
gorgeous slides of the area.
At dinner, we met President and Mrs. Mackenzie and
old V.O.C.er Bridgie, who were staying at 0*Hara. A quick
trot out to Wapta soon brought us to the waiting car and
a ride home, where hot baths, more goodies, and tea made a
perfect ending to a perfect day.
MT. TJEFROY (11,230')
Don Lyon
We were to meet at Lake Louise as soon after supper as
possible, supposedly 6 p.m. August 15. Sometime later, re
inforcements arrived from Banff. By the time all had met,
we felt it was better to stay at the campgrounds until early
the next morning. (Karl's "early" is a ghastly hour!) At
4:15 a.m. Karl, Don Flook, Bill Rodded, Tanya Goddard, Di
Bailey (she didn't have a change to sleep in this time) and
Don left for Abbott Pass, leaving Tupper, John Williamson
and Sue "Chambermaid" Tatum to ponder the weather and de
cide whether it was worth the effort. Reaching the Abbot's
Hut in some four hours, we could see the weather was defin
itely not ideal, but, with the exception of Di and Flook,
decided to push for the top. Our route took us directly up
from the Hut, following snow gullies which averaged some
eight inches of new snow on top of glare ice, ranging up to
sixty degrees. Upon reaching the south peak, we found we
must traverse the peak-ridges north to the summit, three
peaks over. The ascent took some four hours in biting cold
weather. We hesitated on top only briefly to glimpse at
what should be a tremendous view, and stormed down again;
feeling the nip of the cold in our fingers and toes, and two
hours later, we reached the Hut where we found Di (still
safe) and Flook (a true and honourable gentleman) prepared
for our return with gallons of hot tea (from one tea bag yet)!
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Returning to civilization, such as Lake Louise offers,
we scrounged free showers at Deer Lodge and heard a free
concert at Chateau Staff Quarters, making the day well worth
while.
s

MT.BOQRGEAU (9,615 )
Sue Tatum
On Sunday, August 30, after breakfast, Karl, Don, Tanya,
Cal and myself left Banff for Mt. Bourgeau, while Di slept
peacefully on in Rm. 1055 at the Banff Springs Hotel. After
a parting remark from Di, "Have fun, suckers.'" Tanya and
myself left to meet the boys in town for breakfast. Luckily,
we managed to railroad a future V.O.C.er into driving us out
to Wolverine Creek, about 9 miles from town. After about
three hours of bushwacking and playing a hilarious game of
stepping stones (Karl insisted we had to cross the creek) we
came to a waterfall, which we followed to its origin, Bour
geau Lake. After stopping for a bit of food, we continued
up to another lake, where we stopped for tea and some more
food. From the lake we went up to a pass from which we had
a wonderful view of Mt. Assiniboine, thence up a rocky slope
along the north-west ridge to the snow field. This we fol
lowed right to the summit, where Karl, Don and Cal were wait
ing patiently (?!?) for Tanya and myself. After some more
food and even more pictures we started down. We reached the
Healey Creek road at dusk and continued along it for about
an hour or so until we reached the main highway. After a
dinner that thoroughly satisfied everyone's hunger pangs
(even Karl's!.'), Tanya and Cal headed for Lake Louise and
the Banffites headed homeward also. The climb in itself was
about grade 1 and 2, even with our new route up the mountain,
but I think it was agreed by all that it was a good climb,
though not at all hard.
SNOWS OF ASSINIBOINE, September 5, 6, 7
Karl Ricker
Parker Williams arrived in town simultaneously with a
dismal B.C. storm, so he and I braved the elements and the
miserable Spray Lake road to Assiniboine.
The trip in was uneventful over the Assiniboine Pass
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route. As the trail was very muddy we stopped for a good
rest at the pass and snow started falling! An hour later
we walked into the A.C.C. cabin to be met by Pat Pearson and
Wayne Smith. After a quick supper and as a few more A.C.C.er's and friends had arrived, we discussed tomorrow's possi
bilities. The four of us agreed on either Mt. Magog or Mt.
Sturdee and after a good night's rest we left at 9 a.m. for
the headwall. The wind, blizzard and cold were fierce - no
wonder the four of us turned around and were content to hike
to Cerulean and Sunburst Lakes. Rommel's place was closed
for the season so this meant no much-anticipated Teepee par
ty that night.
The weather lifted a bit so we climbed from Cerulean
Lake to attempt Mt. Nub (9,016') by the usual south-east
ridge route. It was cold and windy but we were determined
to climb our 19th peak of the season, so it was ever onward
and upward. The higher, the colder, and the higher, the
windier (50 m.p.h.) so at noon we stopped for exactly one
picture at the summit and then made a hasty retreat. It was
blowing ice crystals into our faces and Wayne was blown off
his feet - we immediately vacated the ridge for an unnamed
lake northwest of Cerulean Lake. By 1:30 p.m. we sat on
Rommel's porch at Sunburst Lake eating our lunch.
It snowed heavily all day and the afternoon was spent
in the A.C.C. cabin. Pat looped a rope around the main
ridge beam of the cabin and the time passed quickly with
practice rapelling, prussik climbing, and other rope stunts.
We were informed of the presence of four beautiful, bored,
sweet girls at Stroms who wanted some excitement for the
evening and Parker was raring to go. Needless to say, the
evening passed with a quiet singsong at our cabin without
the four girls - much to Park's disgust.
On Monday morning the peaks were visible under high
cloud; so we agreed to try the Towers on our way out via
Wonder Pass (8,000'). As the pass approached, the snow was
getting deeper (knee-deep at times) and the weather was
brewing its foulest yet. We trudged over the pass forget
ting about the Towers and hiked back to Spray Lake. After
a short lift to our Austin we sent Park ahead alone while
we continued in the back of a pick-up truck.
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MT. HECTOR (11.135')
Sue Tatum
We were going to try to climb our 20th peak, weather
permitting, on September 13th, so on Saturday night Tupper,
Judy Earle, Lisle, John Williamson, Karl, Cal and myself
all met at the Bow Lake Campgrounds. After the usual cups
of tea, we turned in and tried to sleep peacefully until we
were noisily awakened at 6 a.m. by a certain member of our
happy little group. After breakfast, we drove up to the
Hector Lake view-point and left the cars there, and walked
to where a creek came out to the highway. We followed the
creek straight up to above timberline and from there we
climbed to the ridge shoulder, which consisted mostly of
loose rock. By this time, the weather had clouded over but
as yet it hadn't broken, so we kept on going. We roped up
for the last leg of the climb as the snow slope we had to
climb to the summit was a good forty degree climb. As the
weather had by this time become very dark and threatening,
we speeded up a bit, and finally reached the summit about
12:30 p.m. By 12:45 everyone had seen what they wanted to
including a trilobite fossil on one of the cairn rocks and
we started down. After cutting a few ice steps just below
the summit, we continued down at a rather rapid clip - just
as it started to rain. When we once again reached the
shoulder, we had some food and a rest and then continued
straight down the ridge until we hit the creek. This we
followed down to the highway, where, after some refreshments,
we headed for Lake Louise and coffee - traitors.'!.' Alto
gether, it took about five and a half hours for the ascent
and three and a half hours for the descent.
MT. WARDLE (9,218')
R. Fowler & B.Olson
On September 13, having decided to spend the day climb
ing, we drove slowly along the Banff-Windermere Highway
searching for a likely peak. Mt. Wardle looked interesting.
It is situated at the junction of the Vermilion and the
Kootenay Rivers in Kootenay Park. From the southeast side,
along the highway, there were two possible routes: (1) the
left side of a steep gully and (2) a sparsely wooded scree
slope. We chose the gully. Keeping to the left of the
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gully we rapidly gained the 8300 foot level. The rock was
excellent. It offered grade 3 and 4 climbing throughout.
After reaching the top of the gully, we took approximately
one hour scrambling up a scree slope. At the top of the
scree, a half hour hike took us to the summit. No cairn
was found. The weather was closing in so we descended via
the scree route, taking two and a half hours to the base.
The total time for the trip was seven hours. The excellent
rock climb made the whole trip very worthwhile.
MT. BIDENT (around 9,000") July 15
John Fairley
On one of my unheralded visits to Banff I was casting
about for some climbing companions so Jim Board invited me
to join him and two others in climbing Mt. Bident. It is
"number one" in the valley of the Ten Peaks. The next morn
ing, after the usual formality of reporting to the ranger at
6 a.m. Jim parked his Chev at Moraine Lake and we tramped
for Consolation Pass. The sun was full on Mt. Bident but
the valley was still silent in shadow as we walked past Con
solation Lake - beautiful.
Turning right from Consolation
Pass Jim led up the rubble ridge to a band of rock, then
traversed left to a snow couloir. (Here we used ropes.)
This snow couloir (quite steep - one's knees get rather cold
from hitting the slope) went most of the way to the peak and
what rock scrambling we did was on the usual loose rock.
From the peak the Goodsirs look quite impressive down to the
southwest. Quadra (number two, and right next door) was tempt
ing too. Our route down the snow slopes and couloirs on the
south let us glissade most of the vertical distance but we
still had the walk around the base of Bident and back up to
Consolation Pass. Jim did a honey of a glissade on his nose
for about 200 feet down the north side of the pass. A swim
in Moraine Lake finished the day (at 33 degrees F. tempera
ture it almost finished me too).
9

Petrarch, who climbed for the enjoyment of
it, climbed Mont Ventoux in Provence on
April 26th, 1335. It is believed that this
is the first mountaineering ascent.
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TABULATION OF ASCENTS BY THE INTERIOR SECTION OF THE V.O.C
Karl Ricker

a.

Climbs by the Rocky Mountain Group - Only those climbed
by present active members are listed. The grading var
ies as to technicalities of the entire route, and the
peaks are listed in decreasing order of altitude.

PEAKS

ALTITUDE

GRADE

ATHABASKA
LEFROY
HECTOR
EDITH CAVELL

11,452'
11,230'
11,135'
11,033'

2-•3
2- 4
2 plus
2--4

CATHEDRAL

10,464'

BAKER

10,451'

BUGABOO SPIRE
DES POILUS

10,420'
10,371'

BIDENT

10,119'

RHONDDA
BOURGEAU
WHYMPER

10,025'
9,615'
9,331'

MT. WARDLE
EASTPOST SPIRE

9,218'
9,200'

YOHO PEAK

9,056'

SOUTH TOWER
EISENHOWER
NUB

9,030'

FAIRVIEW
SHAEFFER

9,011*
8,834'

9,016'

REMARKS

new V.O.C. route
steep ice shutes
steep ice near summit
east ridge - good rock
and snow
west ridge and scree
2
cirque
2
new route, not in
guide book
2--3
rotten snow and steep
slope
magnificent rock climb
3-•5
2
hidden crevasses, good
view
3
1st year climbed since
1942
1--2
mistaken for Baker
new better route
1
good early season
1--2
warm-up
2--4
good rock climb
2
many new routes to be
tried
1--plus 1 loose rock, route not
in guide book
2--4
not as hard as anti
cipated
1
climbed in a howling
gale
1
after dinner scramble
1--2
easy day, good rock
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ALTITUDE

PEAKS
EDITH - easy rt.
south ridge
east face
YAMNUSKA
- Calgary rt.

GRADE

8,380'

1-2

7.500'

3
4

REMARKS
tunnel filled with
snow
loose rock
strenuous for girls

Peaks attempted but summit not reached:
VICTORIA

11,365'

3

EDITH CAVELL
- west cirque
COSTIGAN
WATCH TOWER

11,033'

2

b.

9,775'
8,700*

2-4
4-6

stopped by avalanching snow
verglas & inexperi
ence
ran out of time
stopped by cold wind
and rain

Climbs by the Southern Selkirk Group -

COND

9,200'
9,134*

snow climb - easy
mixed rock and new
snow
good view of Leaning
Tower
on route to Mt.Cond
Slocan area

GIANT*S KNEECAP
9,130*
LOKI
ESMERELDA
UNNAMED
c.

9,100*
8,800*

Climbs by the Cariboo Group -

CHAMBERLIN

10,700*

4

WITHERS

10,500*

2-3

RAFT

ca.

9,000*

1

1st ascent, steep
snow climb
2nd ascent, next to
Chamberlin
nice alpine country

THE LIONS - PAULINE, DAVE & STEVE
Photo - D. Brown
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D.

THE VANCOUVER SECTION.
THE LATE LATE GARIBALDI TRIP - May 16-18
Dave Kennedy

Four of us who were confined to Vancouver because of
school or work gazed enviously towards Garibaldi while the
main group was there. Later, after we were out of school,
we decided to go even though all of the main group had left
the park. Late reports from Ricker and Heiberg said the
lake was still frozen solid. So on May 16th we four —
Glenda Morris, Wilf Zeigler, Earl Hindley, and Dave Kennedy
hopped on the P.G.E. and headed north in a rather dreary,
drizzling rain. It was foggy going over the barrier and we
were encouraging ourselves with thoughts of steaks for din
ner - but alas, Dave had forgot them - oh well, spaghetti
anyone? We straggled in 7 hours later to a very tidy air
lines cabin and almost immediately passed out. (Jack Boulding's underwear was put to good use as a pillow.) The next
day we dragged our weary bones up to the Bookworms. Unfor
tunately the weather worsened and a clear morning ended up
in a drenching downpour as we returned across the lake
(which was still solid with ice). There followed another
collapse after downing some of 'Gnomes excellent Tea-Bisk*its.
Next morning we left for home and believe it or not, we were
ready to put away our skis for another season.
BAKER SKI ASCENT - May 23, 24
John Pringle
Behold, fear not, the name of V.O.C. was upheld again.
Six hearty and in some parts mighty people were in the par
ty which attempted the Baker Ski Ascent. In the party was
Dave Kennedy, Robin Clarke, John Pringle, Dean Goard, Bev
Campbell and Carol McGregor.
We left Vancouver Saturday night and arrived at our
destination - the end of the road - very late. Instead of
hiking many miles (2) to the pleasure of rat infested Kulshan cabin, we slept in the bush. The most comfortable
person was John Pringle, I'm sure. John managed to find an
empty culvert pipe nearby and here he spent the night. Dean
preferred the spare tire in the trunk.
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After three hours* sleep and a breakfast of bacon sand
wiches, we stumbled through the dark and began the c l i m b c
On reaching the cabin the party lost two very tired members
(guess who?). But the boys continued on, Robin and Dean
were soon back at the cabin. The girls crawled out of the
warm bunks and joined them at an attempt at skiing.
John Pringle was the only one of our hearty crew to
reach the top of Baker. Although the sky was overcast and
a light snow was falling, he met a number of other parties
attempting the ascent. He arrived at the cabin at 4.30 and
we headed home to a chicken dinner at McGregors*.
SKY PILOT TRIP - May 30,31
Dave Kennedy
Party: Blake Dickens and fiancee Bridget French, Eva
Lyman, Lynda Campbell-Brown, Willy Ziegler, Steve Lower,
Darlene Finlayson, Bill Shuttleworth, and Dave Kennedy.
A beautiful weekend gave promise of great things, as
the Hill-Billy's. Shuttlebones, and all other locals includ
ing Willy (Lil' barefoot Abner) Ziegler showed up at the Sky
Pilot Cabin. After grub and a sing-song we prepared to do
battle with the mice for the evening. Fortunately Lil'
barefoot Willy Abner was bare (foot) and no mouse dared at
tack no-ones.*
We were away at 7 a.m. and after bidding "matins" to
the fishermen at Utopia Lake we commenced to ascend the wrong
gully (hark-ye-all, the best gully up to the basin below Sky
Pilot is the farthest down the lake). After some amazing
cliff-bush climbing (it wasn't that bad!) we crossed the
burning snow to the west ridge of Sky Pilot, ascended and
traversed the whole she-bang — up needle, down needle, up
the main peak and down. The climbing was excellent and we
made several interesting scrambles. All subsequent expedi
tions must be careful to look for Lil Wilf-Abner's nail
marks (not boot-nails!). We descended to the col between
Pilot and Ledge on a very steep and exposed snow slope at
about 6:00 p.m. By devious routes, including bush rapels,
we speedily made Utopia Lake, cleaned up the cabin, and
pushed off for home.
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Mrs. Shuttleworth did us noble and on very short notice
she had a nice dinner laid before our half-shut eyes. We
hustled Lynda-Cinderella into the cloister before 12:00 p.m.
and called it a very good weekend indeed. Wilf-Abner still
has ten toes - to count him to sleep yet!
SPROAT LAKE - June 18, 19
Pauline Glossop
The 7:00 p.m. boat from Vancouver left on the dot load
ed with enthusiastic V.O.C.er's headed for an "energetic'*
weekend. Brownie, "Soup" Campbell, Jonesy, Ted Stevens, and
Gordie Blake met the crew in Nanaimo. Later on that night
we bedded down in Gordie*s and Dave Osborne's cabins.
Next morning, some left the motley crew to spend the
weekend at Bamfield. The remaining seventeen spent their
two days in various ways: boating, water-skiing, "vegetablebelaying", swimming, and getting sneaky pictures - Grudge!
Naturally there was a party and sing-song Saturday night
with a great variety of food and games. For example, long
line-ups outside playing "shoot-the-watermelon-pip-atanyone-but-me!"
After a weekend of this and a good feed at Ted's on
Sunday night we returned to Vancouver tired but happy.
Everyone wholeheartedly agreed that "those Island kids sure
showed us a good time!"
MT. TETRAHEDRON TRIP June 20-21, 1959
Steve Lower
A distant peak, visible from one's everyday surround
ings throughout the year, tends to instill in a climber the
desire for a more intimate acquaintance with it. An example
of such a peak is 5,100 foot Mt. Tetrahedron which can be
seen on clear days looking north across Burrard Inlet from
the campus. It is the centre and sharpest of the PantherTetrahedron-Rainy group located northwest of Port Mellon,
across Howe Sound.
On June 20, a sunny Saturday afternoon, a party consis
ting of Stu Fall, Darlene Finlayson, Ann Hutton, Ruth Kidd,
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Steve Lower, George Massey, John Pringle, and Wilf Ziegler
met at Horseshoe Bay, crossed to Langdale on the ferry, and
drove up to Port Mellon. Camp was established at the shakecutter's cabins near the top of the logging road. At least
one member of the party had expected a long pack-in, and had
brought very scanty food rations; watching Stu and Ann cook
steaks on the Coleman made them seem even more so, and his
decrying of their "tourist-like" tactics was something less
than convincing. Although the cabins were not in use, the
girls did not feel that the pictures decorating the walls
were of particular artistic value, and preferred to sleep
outside, as did most of the others - John Pringle, who has
been to Paris, slept, inside.
Sunday dawned with an overcast sky, and after a very
leisurely breakfast we set out at 7:15 a.m. Thirty minutes'
walking brought us to the top of the logging road, and we
continued up the blazed hillside track left by last year's
long-hikers. The upper part of the forest was still covered
with moist snow. Below the open rocky part of Rainy the
route is to the left, over the Rainy-Tetrahedron col and
thence up Tetrahedron, although John and Stu took the ambi
tious way and went over the top of Rainy instead of around
it.
Tetrahedron is not as difficult as it looks; climbing
it consists largely of vertical bushwacking and swinging
monkey-style from branch to branch of the vegetation issu
ing from the steep rocky sides. A few of these pitches and
some small snowfields brought us to the upper snowfield and
summit. The summit was sunny, if somewhat cool, but fog
around and below us obliterated the view. The persons reach
ing the top were Stu, John, Darlene, Steve, and Wilf. We
returned to camp around 4 p.m. and had dinner on the dock
during a long wait for the ferry.
LION'S TRIP - July 12
Sandra Caldwell
On July 12, Beth Chilcott, Pauline Glossop, Sandra
Caldwell, Don Brown, Dave Kennedy, Steve Lower, and Jerry
Stoler climbed the West Lion. Leaving Vancouver at 5:00
a.m., we went to Beth's for breakfast. After a fast meal
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probably could have made the peak had we not lazied for
lunch. The rock was quite good and I'm sure the peak of
Slesse would be a good rock climb though not too difficult.
We started back somewhat depressed, and after picking up the
others below Unnecessary we made the descent. Dave Kennedy
took a different route down, a supposedly earlier one. Ac
tually, this time it was hardly any harder. At dark we ar
rived at the car; everybody was tired. Early Monday morning
we arrived in Vancouver. Later in the morning, Al left via
flying machine to Powell River, his working home.
Comments: The trail through the trees from the road
to the alpine area is in poor condition and poorly marked.
The blaze marks are inconsistent and the trail almost non
existent in sections. The lower part of the trail has many
fallen trees on it.
The Slesse Creek area has some good climbs: the Cana
dian and American Border Peaks, Mt. Larabee and Mt. Slesse.
Some useable trails in the area would be very desirable.
GARIBALDI, August 1-2, 1959
John Pringle
Party: Donald Brown, George Massey, George Gowdridge,
William Shuttleworth, Dave Kennedy, Wilfrid Zeigler, Stephen
Lower, Thomas Widdowson, Dean Goard, John Pringle Esq., Lin
da Campbell-Brown, Mary Shakespeare, Darlene Finlayson,
Sandra (Lil' Mom the Biter) Caldwell, and Robin Kennedy (non
V.O.C.).
It having been observed from an examination of the time
sheet of the P.G..E. Chariot Racing Association that the loco
motive to the north departed from the frontier town of Van
couver at 5 of the clock, and it having been observed that
certain members of the party are confined in banks (thereby
ensuring in the interests of public safety that they are
behind bars) and are released (unfortunately) at 6 each Fri
day evening, Caesar deemed it necessary to deputise certain
of the less ferocious ladies to charm the reluctant officials
of the said Association into permitting the above party to
travel on the 7 of the clock locomotive among the cows:
Whereunto they had a singular lack of success which it is
only fair to conclude was the result of a singular lack of
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something. (About time these reports had some style.) Who
was Caesar, dear old colonial? Yes. that's right, a very
old V.O.C. president bitten to death in March '44 by a female
sasquatch armed with a septic whale's tooth.
So the party set off in four cars, one of which was left
in Squamish where sundry last minute purchases were made, and
drove up the road to Garibaldi. The cars were abandoned just
beyond the railway crossing (future parties note that there
is no advantage in going beyond the notice at the foot of the
first hill, with the road as it is at present) and the party
walked (about two hours) to the junction with the Park trail,
reached at 1 a.m., where we slept. At 4 a.m. most of the
party arose, fed lightly, and started up the trail - three
going by the barrier, having a magnificent view since the
weather was perfect. Around 11 a.m. Mary and Dennis arrived
at the cabin, having sprinted up the summer trail, Mary
promptly leaping happily into the lake for a swim. Others
followed, the water being quite warm - glacially speaking.
(You aren't the only one to swim in Garibaldi Lake, Hamish.)
That afternoon while the remainder of the party trick
led in, Don, Mary, Dennis and your correspondent decided to
climb Tusk; your correspondent pointing out the obvious
truth that the shortest way from the meadows lay between
the Bluffs and not around the east one. This being agreed,
your correspondent led off through the trees, but halfway
up there was rebellion in the ranks; Mary said we were too
far to the right, Dennis to the left. Agreeing to pick up
the rebels in the saddle below Tusk, Don and your corres
pondent pushed ahead and found your correspondent's naviga
tion was right on the nodule. (Yes, I was deeply hurt by
some people's defection - apologies are in order.) Arrived
at the Tusk after meeting Wilf Z. on his way down. It was
pointed out to the president of the V.O.C. that a former
V.O.C. president had leapt gaily across 500 feet of chasm
to the northern (highest) peak. A strange reluctance was
evident in the reply: "This is one V.O.C. president that's
not going to do it." The rebels were not picked up on the
way down as they were not where they should have been (where
were they?). By the usual quirks of feminine logic, the
blame was laid on Don B„ and John P. Esq. who were doghoused.
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After a fairly cold night out in the meadow, Dave,
Linda, Tom, and Robin climbed the Tusk while Mary and your
correspondent walked over to Helen Lake, yours truly being
re-doghoused for taking an unauthorised photo (calm down,
wolves, the lady only wanted her modelling fees). Shakes
got whistled at by a number of Marmota Caligata Coscademis.
The things some people will do for attention! After this,
everyone except Linda and Robin headed for home, some going
by train, while the majority walked to the cars where some
food was had, A further supper, much appreciated, was ob
tained at the Shuttleworth Establishment on the way home.
Linda and Robin walked out the next day in pouring rain.
Generally, the trip was a success though very tiring.
The weather was excellent Saturday, cloudy on Sunday, rain
ing on Monday; and there was a good selection of alpine
flowers and biting flies, though not too many of the latter.
This is probably the best time of year for a summer trip;
but a weekend is too short for many people had only enough
puff to get in one day and out the next without doing any
thing much when they got there.
AMERICAN BORDER PEAK - RED MOUNTAIN August 29, 1959
Linda Campbell-Brown
Steve Lower, Dave Kennedy, Thorn Widdowson and I arrived
at Twin Lakes late Saturday afternoon to find that the rest
of the group (George Massey, Al Hall, Darlene Finlayson,
Sandy Caldwell and Pauline Glossop) had not yet arrived, so
we set off to find a suitable camping place somewhere where
there was not quite such a mob of tourists. The result was
that we camped on the saddle just below the south face of
Red Mountain at the fork of the trail to the American Border
Peak, while the other group, having spent the day shopping
in Seattle, camped late that night amidst the mob at the
lakes.
At 7:30 a.m., after a rather cool and uncomfortable
night, we set off for the American Border Peak with no more
information than that you skirted the south and west sides
of Red Peak to approach our goal. We stayed as high on Red's
scree slopes as possible until we reached the rotten north
west ridge only to find that the route to the Border Peak
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was a very long narrow rotten ridge. The only alternative
to this was to descend to the valley far below and follow it
to the northwest side of the peak. It was too late to start
off on that route so for the third time this summer we were
defeated by the border peak group. As a compromise we de
cided to climb Red Mountain by its northwest ridge. However,
when Dave's first handhold detached itself "en masse" and
hurtled down the mountain side, nearly taking part of Dave's
pants with it, our enthusiasm was thoroughly dampened. We
turned our backs on the rotten west face and scrambled back
across the scree slopes to take the regular trail to the
more or less solid part of Red Mountain where we met the
sleepy-heads of the party.
We ascended by means of a great tongue of snow exten
ding well up the east face of the peak. A short rock scram
ble then brought us to the summit. But as Darlene was only
wearing running shoes she and Al took the rock route across
the south face and up the chimney, which was filled with
snow. The cairn revealed that this was by no means Al's
first time up.
SUMMER ROCK SCHOOLS
Bob Kersey
Every Wednesday night this summer saw a surprisingly
active group of club members in the North Van Quarry. Des
pite the fact that no one knew what he was doing or why he
was doing it everyone seemed to be happy. Although these
Rock Schools lacked professional guidance, they gave many
new members a first try at rock climbing, which will un
doubtedly be long remembered and prove helpful in future
climbing attempts.
Editor's Note: Our most active new member got carried
away with the rock climbing. In an attempt to practise all
the time he even tried it at work. Some people were shocked
to see a man moving up over the waters of Empire Pool as he
climbed the 10 meter tower on prussik slings' Ask him how
it feels to rapel on sand cliffs!
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OLD MEMBERS' PARTY
Sandra Caldwell
On July 21, George Gowderidge held an Old Members'
Party. During the afternoon, the girls cooked dinner and
around six, everyone started arriving. Although letters in
perfumed pink envelopes had been sent to several of the boys
who were out of town, few could make it in. After dinner,
since it was such a hot night, we decided to go swimming.
Everyone who lived nearby drove home and got their bathing
suits and extras for the others. After a lovely swim at
University Beach, we headed back to George's for an afterswimming party. It was a good party and everyone in Van
couver attended.
TENNIS AND SQUARE DANCING
Each Tuesday night found the University courts burst
ing with V.O.C. tennis types. There were persons present
with every level of ability so no one lacked for a partner
and everyone had fun.
Again, Thursday nights in Stanley Park found the usual
crew swinging merrily to the fiddle of the Square Dance.
A LETTER OF INTEREST
In case many of you V.O.C.er's, old and present, have
forgotten, a few years back Dr. Neal M. Carter was elected
an honourary life member to the club. Since that day Dr.
Carter has shown a great continued interest in our club.
As you may recall, Dr. Carter has completed many difficult
ascents in the Coast Range between Vancouver and Prince
Rupert. It was through his pioneering and exploration that
many areas of the Coast Range have been opened up and mapped.
This year after receivingagrad donation from Neal, I wrote
a letter of thanks and much to my amazement I received a
three-page reply. It was felt that the letter was so in
teresting - particularly the section on the naming of peaks
in Garibaldi Park, that all V.O.C.er's - old, honourary,
and present - should have the pleasure of reading this let
ter
Karl Ricker.
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Dear Karl and V.O.C.er's:
Many thanks for your letter of March 11, and for the
copy of Volume 1 of the V.O.C. Journal. The Journal is a
very credible effort, one of which you can be proud that it
will take its place among the records of similar clubs. No
need to explain why some of the write-ups are so "popular"
in style; that's what made it such spicy reading! As a mat
ter of fact;, the copy arrived just the day before your letter,
Karl, and as we were out for the evening, I didn't open the
envelope until after I got home. I glanced at it and decided
to read it in bed. My wife got quite sore at me for uttering
smothered snickers that kept disturbing her until after 1 am!
She found out why when she read it the following day!
The reproduction of colour slides came out very well in
the Journal. My wife and I were particularly interested in
the one looking down from Abbot Pass. In 1926 she and I
climbed Mt. Victoria with a B.C.M.C. party and in descending
from the hut went through the "death trap" shown in this
picture. A nice avalanche fell off the cliff in the back
ground, and we had to run (roped!). No one was hurt.
I enjoyed the account of climbing the Bookworm Pinnacles.
If you want to know how they got their name, it was as fol
lows: In 1922 I was one of a party of five who went around
behind the Sphinx to Grey Pass at the head of the Pitt River,
and made the first ascent of Mt. Isosceles and Parapet Peak.
On our way back we climbed straight up from the pass to the
skyline beside the Pinnacles and as we walked past them, we
kept looking up at them. At one certain point one of the
Pinnacles showed a striking profile of a monk holding up a
book (a thin slab of rock) in reading position. We were too
tired that evening to climb them, but later that week a chum
(Charlie Townsend, of Agric. '25) and I climbed them. We
didn't make the cairn you mention; someone put that there
later. But we did leave a penny on top of the highest one,
under a rock, just to puzzle the next person! I have often
smiled when I see these Pinnacles so prominently named on
the official map of Garibaldi Park. We must have mentioned
our facetious reference to "The Bookworm" to someone who had
something to do with the mapping later.
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It reminds me of how this same Charlie Townsend and I
were responsible to the name Deception Pinnacles that show
on the map for the ridge between Guard Mountain and the
Sphinx. That same year (1922) he and I were climbing up the
Sphinx Glacier toward the Sphinx, and saw above us some
rather imposing looking pinnacles sticking up out of the
snow on the skyline above us. Since the area hadn't been
well mapped then, we thought they were some pinnacles that
had escaped our attention when looking around previously
from other viewpoints, and wondered if anyone had ever climbed
them. So we climbed up to what appeared to be the highest
one. Imagine our disgust when we found we had merely climbed
away up out of our way, to arrive at the otherwise uninter
esting summit of the ridge that is so lacking in features as
seen from the Table side of Sentinel Glacier! Hence the
name "Deception".
Speaking of the Table, have any of the V.O.C.er's been
up it? I was on the second ascent (again in 1922 - I must
have been crazy that year). That's one mountain that I
never want to climb again! The only consolation was that
it was in the fog, so we couldn't see how far the drop below
us was as we three clung to the loose chunks of rock that
kept threatening to pull out of the sheer wall. However, I
had shown signs of mountain madness even during my first
trip into Garibaldi (1920) when I helped build that little
cairn on that rotten bit of the Black Tusk that sticks up
(a foot or so higher than the main peak) to the west. It
was good practice for the Table two years later!
Also quite interesting to me was your account of the
climb of Mt. Davidson. Your father had mentioned last year
that you had climbed some peak in Garibaldi Park and found
I had preceded you by a few years, but he couldn't remember
the name of it. I didn't know which one he meant until I
read the account in the Journal. There were four of us
having a little holiday at the Black Tusk Meadows in 1925 (I
think that was the year), and wishing to climb Castle Towers
again, decided to be lazy and camp in the little valley just
below and east of Corrie Peak. That meant we got up the
Towers so early in the day we decided to continue on around
and see if anyone had climbed the further peak, which was
then known merely as "the north peak of Castle Towers". But
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one of the party wasn't feeling too well, so three of them
decided to sit on a nice warm rock in the sun and watch
while I climbed the peak just across the gap. It was a love
ly climb up the solid granite (at least the route I found my
self on) and I hollered back rude remarks about what they
were missing. So before I got to the top, one of the ladies
(Emmie Milledge, now Mrs. Eric Brookes) hollered back ^ a i t
for me". I did so, and we finished the climb together. I
don't know why someone hadn't climbed it before; maybe they
had, but no evidence was seen.
Anyway, it was fun to read about things that brought
back old memories, and it's a sure sign I'm getting old when
I allow myself to indulge in them. Hope you haven't minded'
We will all wish you the very best in Graduation, your
forthcoming association with the A.C.C,, and the possibility
of getting on the Mt. Logan climb. That would really be
something. I hope you have better luck than I — Col. Foster
had me down for a member of his and MacCarthy's party in 1925
but I got the opportunity of a summer job helping move U.B.C.
out to Point Grey and since we were given to understand it
might gain us credit towards our Masters degree the follow
ing session, I very reluctantly had to give academic ambi
tion precedence over mountaineering ambition. The little
holiday during which I climbed Mt. Davidson as mentioned above
was, as far as I can remember, all the mountaineering I was
doing while the others were making the first ascent of Logan.
Oh well, may be I would have turned out to be just too far
down the list of eligibles to be picked for the party. I'll
never know.
Best regards to you personally, and to the V.O.C.er's.
Neal M. Carter.
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GRAD NEWS
Bugs Thompson, Karl Ricker, Di Bailey et al
Pat Duffy is at the U. of Minnesota studying for the
doctorate. Pat did quite well in ski races last summer,
coming fourth in the Waterton Giant Slalom and a close third
in the Lake Louise Giant Slalom. (P.S, Latest news says
that Pat is getting married soon.)
Don Flook is still with the Canadian Wildlife Service
as a mammologist and was seen on occasion by the Rockies
Group.
Gus Loman decided against U. of Idaho for a Masters
degree and is at Oregon State this year. Gus was seen at
the Twin Falls Teahouse in Yoho, on two occasions, by climb
ing V.O.C.er's.
Anne Marie Leuchte is back at U.B.C. for a Masters de
gree in Social Work, with Judy Slinger (teaching in North
Van) seen at Sun Valley at Christmas.
Larry Kennedy and family are back from Europe. Larry
in his long absence learned how to speak German fluently and
is now working for Alberta's Dept. of Forests. His address
is Suite 49, 8723 - 82 Avenue, Edmonton.
Sylvia Lash and Jerry Stolar attended the A.C.C. camp
in the Bugaboos. Sylvia is teaching at Vancouver Tech.
Herman Genshorek was seen by the Mt. Logan boys at
Whitehorse and spends his time as a T.V. and radio repair
specialist. Although he bagged all sorts of peaks in his
earlier days, he is still waiting for his first visit to
the St. Elias range.
V.O.C. grads of 1958 all have a one-track mind - Sun
Valley, Norm Hansen (now at Cranbrook), Bill Martin (still
at Prince George) and Paul Russel (still with the Air Force)
all wound up at the popular resort last season.
After four seasons of Norquay ski patrolling, Ken Baker
has returned to U.B.C. Bugaboo Spire and a first ascent in
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the Mt. Girouard group of giant gendarmes were some of his
climbing highlights last season.
Stu Fall is engaged to Anne Hutton, getting married in
December.
Allison Alden and Al Tremaine were married this summer.
Mrs. Tremaine is teaching at Queen Mary and Al is still with
Crown Life.
Mr. and Mrs. Stu Sherman are the proud parents of a
baby girl. Mr. S. is back at U.B.C. in the College of Edu
cation.
Karl Ricker is still in Banff enjoying himself (and
writing letters).
Don Lyon is teaching school in Cloverdale driving out
each day with Camille Denholme and Pat Barclay.
V.O.C. had a lot of marriages this last summer. Georgina Parrott is now Mrs. Brian Ledingham. Sue Saxton is
now Mrs. Brian D'Aoust. Both are taking Medicine at McGill.
John Leesing and Valerie Deiaute are married and John is at
U.B.C. Ted Scratchley and Shirley Muir are now married and
living in Seattle.
Lew Moir's address is 1385 Boulevard Laurier, Montreal.
He plans on being here for Christmas and then going to Sun
Valley.
Dick Lazenby has gone to England but wants his friends
to think he is in Chicago.
Earl Hindley has a scholarship of photogrametry in
Holland and leaves in December.
Sue (Ray) and Peter Gerling are in Vancouver living on
23rd Avenue in the 3900 block.
Ken and Marie Hardy are well settled on Lulu Island.
Ken is teaching out that way and Marie is working on campus.
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Ann and Robin Scott and their very small daughter Kim,
just left Vancouver to live in London, Ontario for an inde
finite time. They plan to meet with the Ridingtons and the
Stewarts in Montreal for Christmas dinner.
Eva Lyman is back at U.B.C. taking town planning.
Shirley Morgan is teaching at Lester Pearson High.
Pat McFeely is heading for a winter at Sun Valley again
this year. She has been in town all summer working for
Noranda Explorations.
Jamie and Yvonne MacLean are (with their small daughter
Heather) also living out on Lulu Island.
Don Olsen is teaching at Mission again this year. He
does most of his skiing at Mt. Baker now. He hopes to get
an exchange and teach in England next year.
Brock Swanson is working hard at the Hudson's Bay. He
could be saving for the future because he is still seen with
the dark-haired girl.
John Savage is working with an income tax consultant
and is getting to see a lot of B.C. with his job.
John and Pat Ridington are living in Montreal still,
but with a second child, John, to keep one-year-old Denise
company. They spent last Easter at Tuckerman's Ravine with
Pete and Berle (Catlow) O'Sullivan, Lou Moir, and a few other
old V.O.C.er's. Pat spent this summer here in Vancouver.
Ron and Barb Stewart also are in Montreal, trailerliving with one small son. Ron is with IBM and is expecting
to be posted to someplace soon.
Ken Hunt is still working on his Ph.D. in Chemistry at
Queens University in Kingston, Ontario. He finds there are
quite a few ski enthusiasts there but no place to ski.' He
took a couple of trips to the Laurentians last winter.
Hugh and Sylvia Greenwood have added a second to their
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family - Kelly, a sister for Bruce, who is, by the way, a
potential rugger star already! Sylvia spent all summer here
while Hugh worked in the bush back east to earn some more of
the green stuff to go along with the rather enormous (by
U.B.C. standards) scholarship he received as the top post
graduate student at Princeton last spring. They will be back
at Princeton this year while Hugh finishes his Ph.D,
Beth Chilcott is out teaching school in Port Alberni
and she must be enjoying it because we haven't seen her home
many times!
Bev Walker is training at North Van General to be an
X-ray technician. She had a wonderful time in Europe last
year.
Mo McNeill is out there on campus taking her Bachelor
of Social Work, She had a wonderful time in Europe too, of
course!
Jim and Rene Denholme are happily married and are
living in one of those lovely apartments out on campus.
Jim is learning the rope of top management (!) at the BCE
and Rene is finishing her Public Health degree on campus.
Katie Clifford whom many will remember from Garibaldi,
got married this fall and is now Mrs. Walter Mees. She is
still living and working in West Vancouver.
Wendy Sutton is in Lahore, Pakistan teaching at one
of the many colleges there. She has two more years to ful
fil in her contract. We hear she has been up into the Hima
layas.
Heather Scott is now Mrs. Ken Baker (not V.O.C. Ken)
and has taken up permanent residence in Sun Valley.
Jerry and Elaine Stolar seem to be well settled here.
Jerry is teaching and Elaine is taking her Social Work de
gree at U.B.C.
Bugs Thompson (that's me) is off to the Laurentians
for a second winter. Planning on spending Christmas with
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the Ridingtons, Stewarts, and Scotts in Montreal.
Figure this one out! Bonnie Clarke and Tony Blague
are now Mr. and Mrs. Hal Sinclair.
Chris and Peter Read are going to Europe for a year.
Al Smith is engineering with the Powell River Company.
Nadene Gwyer has taken the current year off to recu
perate from illness. She is now taking a secretarial course
back home in Trail.

We
so
to
on

were rather slow
Jim had a chance
catch up
some sleep....
(Mt. Bident)

FINEST QUALITY

BOOTS

FOR HIKING A N D CLIMBING

Reasonably Priced — Made To Measure

by TED

JOHANSEN

2 7 8 5 W . 4 T H AVE.,
VANCOUVER, B.C.

"Ask the VOC'er who wears them!"
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J^td.
CA. 4-5858

If it's photographic we can serve you!
KEEP DP THE GOOD WORK V.O.C.!
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VANCOUVER'S
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MOUNTAIN
Phone MU.5-9411
Vancouver, B.C.
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Co.

608 Robson at Seymour

Ltd.

A ROCHDALE

COOPERATIVE

MEMBERSHIP $1.00
22 years of operation
5*3 PIT*
ST.
SEATTLE I, WASH.

Altimeters, Compasses, Candle Lan
terns, Sleeping Bags, Tents, Air Mat
tresses, Dehydrated Food, Cooking
Equipment, Lederhosen (Leather
Shorts), Ledertroger Mountain Hats,
Ornaments, Feathers, Crampons, Ice
Axes, Pitons, Carabiners, Packboards, Rucksacks, Axes, Knives.

W E WILL BE GLAD TO MAIL OUR
COMPLETE MOUNTAINEERING A N D
CAMPING CATALOG TO PROSPEC
TIVE MEMBERS.
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